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Preface
Al-Ghaz.ali, who lived from 450/1058 to 505/1111, was
the most distinguished theologian of the classic al age of
Islamic thought. There is, therefore, no need to offer fur•
ther justification of a fresh translation of one of hjs works.
A number of his works have already appeared in an English rendering by such scholars as Nabih Amin Faris, W.
Montgomery Watt and Sabih Ahmad K.amali (see Appendix
IV). The Just Balance has hitherto been available only to
Western students of Islam in a French translation, that of
Chelhot (see below). My intention in providing this translation is to illuminate the debate between the orthodox (or
Sunru1 position and that occupied by a group loosely termed the Isma'Ilis.1 Al-Ghazili's style is polemical-his argument comes through very clearly and shows the 1:1Se he made
of philos0phical methods. He was also capable of writing
what . could be termed "pastoral theology," as. in his
Revival .of the Religious Sciences, of engaging in debate
with the philosophers of Islam, or of discussing philosophical methods. As is well known, he was also an importani
wl'.iter on mysticism (~Ufism). The Just Balance thus represents one facei of his writing, dealing with a particular
historical situation. On reading his autobiography and on
becoming more aware of the movements· of his time we can
see how important to him were the issues raised in ibis
work, as the Introduction attempts to show.
My debt to other scholars in this field will be obvious
1. The DOmeDclature of this group is clilcussed below. eapeeially
in Appendix I.
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from my notes. I am particularly grateful to ·Professor W.
Montgomery Watt, of the University of Edinburgh, for
allowing me to quote ft"om his works The Faith and
Practice of al-Ghazali and Muslim Intellectual : A Study
of al-Ghazalt. I a:m: also grateful to Edicom N. V.,- Laren,
Holland~ for permission to 'reproduce- the material. in
Appendix II, from Marshall 6.S. Hodgson's The Order of
the AssaJslns ~ published· by Mouton and Co., The Hague,
Holland; This· translation could not have been undertaken
without the ctitical text prepared by· Father Victor Chelhot
and printed by· the· Catholic· Press of· Beirut, together with
Chelbot's. ttdnsfation and notes .which appeared· in the
Builetin · d' Etudl!s Orientates of tlie In!rtitut Prancais de
Damas.· As indicated in the· notes, I have differed from
Chelbof's' tendering· at a' number of poittt's; but I.have con..
tinually' oeen. stimulated' by: the wotk that he:
done on
this small b'ootc or at-Oliailtt'$. ·
This translatidn' 'is ·designed to · be:· read ' alotJg$ide
wait;s trari~tatfon ·or ~1-Giiazt11•s autobiography~· 'AlMunqidhMih' al-J)at'Dl (The 'Deiiverance· fro'm Ertor).Z'Fot
tho puryose: ~f cenipdlisbn refertnce ma~·atsti bo' made to
the; French thitislatlon·' of the· autolSil)~~PhY' ·preipated·· by
Farid
tlie Just ·JJalanc'l r4 mehtiobed·five times in
the Miinqldh~~· and de'Vefops ·ctit~rill. tbt"ii!xaniinfug 1 arga;.
ment_s_ 'reli¥,'io:~{w~dr at-otiat!ltpas&ts' twer tttore- qwckt;
in the' latter. It, ·thdietote'; cotnl)te'd:imtsttdj·wort Ud'adds
to our'lnow'.fedgo· of''at'-Ohazllfs inethbdi~· pil'tic111atly

has

·1ahre.'

in

I

2. W. Mon ta~ Watt. ·7lu F•ilfl. llM :Pr11affu of ol-Gllarlli.

pp.·tM5. · ·

.

.

.

3. Al·Ghazili~ .A.l-Mtinqi4 min .ift!alaf[sie~J (Erreur et Deliver·
ance). J abre•s pioneering work on the vocabulary of al-Gbazlli. Eisai
~a ~'tJlli"ite GAidllfiitt fn~e'for .eriou• .-41.1,
4. Watt. op. cit•• pp. 49.52 aad 77.
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his use of the syllogism, examined in Appendix III. What
distinguishes al-Ghaziili's literary style in the present w~rk
is his use of the ques~ion-and-answer method to elaborate
the points that he makes.
I am most grateful to Mr M. Ashraf Darr, Hon. Publication Advisor and Secretary to the Institute of Islamic
CQltu.re, LaJ>_ofe, for bis. kindo,ess in editil,18 and.rearranging
this. wor~. Hi~, willingne~~. to ~dvi~e and his coliaboration
in the publication of this translation is deeply arpreciated.
Further, I am most grateful to Sh. Muhammad Ash:raf
for undertaking this publication. He '1as placed all students
of al-Gha~ali :iµ ~is. 4eb~ by the series of trans~ations .which
he has brought
to their: bookshelve~
.
. .
- .
'
,

'

,

\

D.P. Brewster
University of Canterbury
Christchurch

.July 1978 .·
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Introduction
The work here translated, .41-Qisfas al-Mustaqim, The
Just Balance-, was described by Goldziher as "the most
interesting of ,these· works (of polemic) in its form and
substance".t As will shortly be shown, the· polemic was
directed against one particular school of Islamic thought,
that of the Ismll'ilis. Brit this text is interesting not only
as a work directed against those with whom al-Ghazilll
had little sympathy~ It reveals the state of Islamic theo- .
logy at a crucial period of its formulation and it demonstrates the methods which were adopted by one of the foremost eXp<>nents of that theology, one' who- became, known
as "the proof of Islam'' (f1ujjat al-lsltim) by his admirers.
It reveals, furthermore, the extent to which the theologians
of Islam were acquainted with the meth<>ds of Greek
philosophy and the extent to which they were prepared to
adopt these methods in the defence of their faith~ ·
The lifcrnfal-GhaZllll has been discussed from a numbet of dift'ereni points- of \'iew and need not be retold 'her~.
Important \fiscussioil.s are ·indicated in the Bibliogtapby~
Ato.Ghazlll depended·on big-It patronage· for bis advancement to the chair a.t Bagh4a4.. his pa.tron being the Vizir
Ni,am al-Mulk.2 The Islamic Empire had been threatened
by a ,schismctia group, called. the. bJDi~.UisJ. at. least 150
1. I. GoldaiW• L• ~ " La. I:oiu 1.·111•• p. ~s• .ipto 156.
2. For *'1•·•~ >0f tA~. aota.bla states~~a. lab f&'roiiaae , Qf
theologians. alld tho .~·.be aervcd. tllo-~i~, .... c-.i4gf
llwar~ of 1,~v41 .. v. Qlaps, l aac1.z.
: 3. The lalDi'Uis .are .Ise ~d· ·~S.voners~'. io. Eagup. ¥.If.
BitiniyYah in Arablc:. l'JaoifJln•'Of ltM#IS ~w w.i~hmi'il, in

&i
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years before al-Ghazill was born. During the first half of
the tenth century of the Christian era (corresponding to
the first half of the fourth century of the Islamic era) the
whole of North Africa and Egypt fell to the political cause
with which this group was alJied, the Fitimids.• Egypt was
to remain subject to the Fltimids until reconquered for the
Empire by ~alib al-Din (usually called Saladin in English)
in ll71. Even the capital, Baghdad, was for a short time
occupied by a general favourable to the Fatimid cause,
about the time of al-Ghazilrs birth.' This preoccupation
of the Empire with its vigorous rivals was refiected in the
writing of al-GhaZill, for not ~nly did he spend much of
the second period of his Jife rethinking his own theology,
but he also wrote several tracts against the Ismi'Ilis, of
which.The Ju# Balance forms one. He was urged to do this
by his patrons who saw in him.a powerful "defender of the
faith," and another such ~ork, the J(usta1hiri, is dedicated to al-Musta,hir, the Caliph who too~ office in 1094 and
at the oath of allegiance to whom, al-Ghazill was present
in February 1()94. But the existence of a fanati.cal group
amongst the Ismi'llis was brought home in an intensely
personal
way to al-Ghazill by the · assassinatipn• of .his
'
.
patron, .the. Vizlr Ni~m al-Mulk, on 14 October 1092.
, It.bas .been argued by 1abre' that_al-Ghazill's personal
't

contraat to the mon numer9u1 '•Twelvers;'. See Watt. Musli ... InlelUetuol. Chap.
.f. See Etu;ydoJ>tWli• of Islfl• (new edn.) (henceforth E12).
"Fltimids".
5. See EI2, "Al-Baslsirt". On another front the Caliphs faced
the Cra~era. who captured Jerusalem on 15 July 1099. Al-Ghazili did
not mention this neut. nor was he affected by it.
6. The term ••a11&11in" is derived from the Arabic ~A.s.USii••
and wu an epithet of opprobrium; Lewis. Tie MsflUifll, pp. 10-12.
· 7. "La Biographie et l'Oeuvre de GhazllI .••• "

rV: ''

.
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Introduction
crisis in 1095• was a direct result of the insecurity he now
felt at the assassination of his patron. Iabre argued thai
not only did al-Ghaz!JI fear for his own life at the hands
of this fanatical group, but also that his whole theology
was henceforth determined by his abhorrence of its members and teaching. This view, while interesting, has been
shown by Watt to be exaggerated.' Watt believes that,
while al-GhazAll continued to be concerned about the inroads that the IsmA'ills were making into the ranks of the
Sunnis, this was not his dominating purpose in writing
theology, nor was this event the sole cause of al-Ghazilli's
crisis. He did not run away solely "to avoid being assassi·
nated".IO He withdrew to re-establish the bases for his
theology and, in part, to continue his personal struggle
against the type of sectarian theology with which he was by
now so bitterly involved. The Just Balance reflects his con·
tinuing concern with this struggle and, as will be shown, is
probably to be placed in the third period of his writing,
among the works of his later dogmatic period.11
Having discussed the general background to this book
it is now necessary to establish the broad views of the
theological parties c<>ncemed.
(A) The Sunnts. Sometimes termed "the Orthodox
party," this group was, and remains, the largest in Islam.
1

8. Watt. Muslim lnlelleclu11l. p. 201, gi\.es the chronology of alGhazili's life.
l
·
9. Watt, "The Study:of al·Ghazili." Oriens, XIII-XIV (1961).
(henceforth "'Study"), and Muslim Inlelle&Ju11I, pp. 140-43.
10. Watt, ••Study," p.129:
tt. Watt, ••The Authenticity of the Works Attributed to AlGhazilI," }oun&IJI of Ille Roy11l .Asilllic Sociely, 1952. pp. 31, +f. For alGhazili's mention of his tive works against the Ismi•ilis, see Watt,
F11it/J 11114 Pf't1clice, p. 52.
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The. Ju1t Bal1111ce
Their -name indicates that they. followed: then1wmah
(literally, the 'fbeaten path"}• establiabed by .the rev.elation
of the Qur'in and the 6 tµ/lth of. th Prcphet Muballlmad.
Io ·'C_hf,-JuafBalance onCJ of :the crucial issues disc;~ed is
the way in·whicb tbeso sQUt'ces sb.ou.ld be interpreted, for
uocontrolled .methods of. interpretation lead to t-e.Wts
which differ: wi~ely• The classical pri~ciples form\Jolated by
the, Suuls .ailowed .the use of a .consensus. of opinion
(i}ml~) and of analogy ( qiya') to achieve an agreed corpus
in• theology. Another instrum~nt, that ()f personal Qpinion
(rll'y), ·is discussed \n tbia. :bo~k ·(Chapter.. Seven).. and is
there contrasted• by ~c Ta'llmiyy4h with the t,' authoritativ.e teacJUq'! (~lim) of Uicir JQ.dv. For the Sunnls,.however., the, principle of such .·~authoritativ.c tetlcbing," with
thC implied guarantoe-0f inf,allibili.ty,. as intei:prete'd by the
TaJ·ltmiiyyah, could .not be .accepted.,: T~c Su11nLposition
im~lied, .~y contr~t. a much:gr~ater. freedom •. .J>t'0'1ided
only; t~: th~ J;llinimum. ol>liption• were ~cepted.12 AJOhazill continu~. the defence of this position wbi~h was
Jargely;C,reated by ai..Ash'ari.lJ .
·
.. (B) .The Shf'Qh., The , term· Shl'Oh. literatly. means
~•party" and came
be used as 8n ·abbreviation for the
phrase ~·p_arty, of 'All,.. who
the sbn~in-'law of
M~tiam.Pad by marriase to ,Fatimah. ·The moveJDent of
support for a charismatic llereditar}r leader ca1Jed the lnuim
began -after ,Mul)ammad's death, when.three Qther ~laim
ants to the succession were preferred over 'All. tAli1bim..
.self did~not· aucceed to; the, Calil'hate :until ·656 i&n4 was

*°

was

his

12. Gibb, Molul••edtu•is•, p. Ill : •,•The ·Sunni ,principle bas
been·to extend the limitsiJf Wle.._tioo at wkkly a.;possible," Cqmpare
TP• Qur'JD, i: 258.1 !'llilo A:OJllpl\l.,Jon ia•there in,religioii."
· 13~ For the .de!lllopment,of ·~~ posiUoll. ~ ~ ~is1:~on iii
Watt, Thi For•ative Periotl of Isla•ie ThougAI.

;xiv

.,.·: ·11tt:,,,,NllC'lio11

;mut1dcfred ifii 66f. t'I'fleieitfter~ ·with~ the :exception of the
Fatimid regime m·:·Egyi>f·(96;JJJ71), ,tbo•Shl'1 party Was
1

·seldom:·lable' ·tO .gain 'Ji(>wer" other -than in small, :semi. autonomous States. The ouJy ·area m wbieh fbe Shl'I& have
enjoyed powerTor a long :period :bas :been1mn, where they
are now cbidly· coocentrated. Th~olegicalJy ,· the Shi~ arc
· •distinct froni. the Su'Jlnls in ·teaching -that the :true inter·
'pretation of thcH:lnr'IB .fs given by the Imam of the· age.t•
As- already· indicated:, ·the; Shi~Js are themselves split. into
-two •groups, -the '~Twelvers":• and the "Sevctners".
· · (I) 'The: 0 Twelvers'" f'otlow· the descent ·of the lni41116
'by :designafion (1tatl) through to the twelfth·irmam who·disappeUred in.·878; A-Oeording t-o ,their belief, he •will "fetUr'll
in· due ci>um: In· the· meailtime1 the appointe<M•ders of
'.th~ •community ·act' on 11is ·behalf,. teathing ;the' true. interpretatin tiNhe· Qar'ln an4 the associated 1fraQU;Work: of
~liefs•
. • :(ii) The "'Seveaen" follow the des~nt ·of the Jmams
•only d1rough1otsm1•11;-wkom·they claim to nave :been.the
legitimate·liltam in -suceesBiC)n to ifa•far al·~idiq, bat who
was•disallowed b)'-'the uT~lvers" because of _hi$• allegedly
bad character.•5·:Anetlier term :fo1.,the "Seveaers" whii;:b is
used in al-Ghazill's writiJlgS is Batiniyyah. This ierm reftocts their .bcli.ef in· the 1nmer, or esoteric, conteni of the
interpreted Qur'an and derives from 57: 3: "He (God) is
••• the Outward (11hir) and the lnwud·(ba#in).f' The
Bitiniyyah might ~ua be'de&cribed·aa.·"the.peoplo of.inner
truth;"limi;lying 1hat :there!ft ·a eorpus -oN:iOtmc t~ch
·mg to Wbitlfr'tliey hJone· h·ave,acceSs 'in the person of their
tiJ. S'e·e EI2• ""IJbim''. ·The mo.t ·tecent accbllnt· of -Shi'i 'theology is '.fabi~bi'i; GANI• Iilti•.
15. See EI2~ "IMillillyya,"' and·I.ewla; 7'~~AssdUiHs. Chap. 2. ·
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Imam. Hence the exclusive claims which the Batiniyyah put
forwvd in the pages of al-Ghaziili's accounts.111
At this point we must add yet a further term, which
describes a group within the Bitiniyyah. In the course of
'1'he Jmt Balance the terms ta'lim, or "authoritative teaching," and Ta'ltmiyyah (or "people of authoritative teach..
ing") will be seen to play a .key role. Who are the
Ta'l!miyyah and what is this "authoritative teaching" ?
Although in 101;ne contexts it might seem that the terms
BAtiniyyah and Ta'limiyyah are interchangeable in alGhazAIJ's writing,n it is more than likely that the
Ta'ltmiyyah are a sub-group of the former. The precise
details of their founding are noi completely clear, but they
are certainly associated with the figure of al-IJasan ibn al$abbil).ll It is known that al-IJasan visited Egypt in the
year 1078, and it is sometimes suggested that his reception
in this stronghold of the Fitimids (who taught the
•'Seveners' '' theology as the official theology of the State
and founded a missionary college, al-Azhar, for the express
purpose of spreading it) was less than cordial. However,
this theory has not been substantiated. On bis return from
Egypt. he must have become convinced that
"the Fitimid government ·was JOsing its revolutionary
fervour· and, besides having little enthusiasm, was .no
16. See EI2...Bl~iniyya".
17. See Wat~ Failla •1"1 hadiC1t0 pp. i6. 48, 52..
18. See BI2... Haaan-l Sabbih,'' and Watt, Musli,,. Itllelleclut1l
79. 81 and 84. A hlle~ acc:~unt will be found in. Lewis. T~
As1t1Slis11 and Hodgson. •·The Ismi•ili State,'' Chap. S of Th Cambrit11e Hislcwy o/ lras, Vol, V (1968). Hodgson's earlier work, Tia
Ortlu of lie A11usifU (1955), waa a pioneering work ill this field and
c:ontahia many eaential passages in translation. However1 it is scarce.
J1asu-i ~bwi, ia the Persian form of the name. .
.
·

pp.

0
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Introduction

longer capable of making an effective intervention in the
east.••1t
He, therefore, spent some time travelling around in Persia
working up support for the new style of Fitimid revolution
that be proposed, independently of the older establishment
in Egypt. By 1090 be was able to ~uster enough support
to capture the isolated fortress of Alamot. which his followers were to hold for nearly two centuries and from
which he was able to launch his campaign.
The answer to the first part of the question is thus that
the Ta'limiyyah are almost certainly to be identified as an
activist cell of the Batiniyyah in Persia, who adopted an
even more authoritative hierarchical structure than their
Egyptian counterparts and were prepared to use any
methods to spread their domain of influence, including
assassination. The fact that they were not eradicated for
some time may be accounted for by their geographical
isolation in the Alburz Mountains,. by the impregnability
of their fortress at Alamiit, ~d by the local support for
them in Dailam.20
According to one authority cited by Ooldziber,21 the
source of the ultra-authoritarian theology of-the Ta'lliniyyah was al-IJasan himself. While it is known that the
Shi'ls as a whole placed considerable importance upon the
role of the Imam and his communicaµon of the "authoritative teaching" (ta'lim). with the Ta'llmiyyah the source of
this teaching as the person of their lead~r. al-ij:asan (acting
19. Watt. Muslim Intellectual, p. 79.
20. Seo EI2, ••Alamiit," and Hodgson "The Ismi·ili Stato."
op. cit., pp. 430-32. For travellers' accounts see Stark. Tiu Y 11Ueys •I
lhe Ass1J1sit1s (1934), and Willoy, The Ct1Slles of the AssflSrifll. (1963).
Alamiit means "Eagle'• Nest''.
21. Goldziher, Streilscltrift, pp. 12 f., citing al-Shahraatini.
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at 4epbt)' of ttie hi~dcif Jmant), 1it'!e'llls to have been a
cardinal tenet of belief. Total obedience to liim, at
wbt~vet cost', ·and total obedfonee -to hiS· interpr-etation· of
iti.~"Qul''tfo:constitute the main featu.-es of the ta'lrm~ The
methbd Qf exegesis followed owed a! great deal, to Neopliltoniin1, so that with a virtually urtreetricted range of
idea$ "wl1icb forhl'etf-rlie esoteric c0ntent-of his message al•
most a\iy syrttbol iinhe Qur'!n could be made to mean what
he chos.e it to rtiettn. According to Watt, fa the Qut'ilo
''lieav~kaiid b'dll eould be particulllr' rllen'',22 Other dxampt~s -C:6'111d' be ·sdd1u~ed'. buf, because: of tlre secret liilture of
tlieif assdtiatibri, it is nbt easy to· gai# aceess to the liter&·
ture· of ttie 'l'a'limiyyab, What-is e:Yident SO'.faris·ihat al1;IauJi'~· message wa! a· "new pi.ieacbb1g•" as·one he~sioi
~*Ph~t describecf 1t.u
.A C6ti.venient sumli\ary of the main poiJ\ts in al•H.an.n's
preii.C;n1~" has b'ttn ptoVided: by Hodg~n.24 He stl!essed,
~rsl,'fh~··d'ivi~iort:·betWee1Hh't1 M11slims,.0n the one habd,
anc:1 th~ phifoSO~li'ers,, on tlie etbet; in· stating that 'men
~e,ed a te~cher to know about ultimate truth. Secondly• he
A't.,eit¢d 'th~ ~cir a teachor must ~ authoritiati•e, as
igatlllt the!· SunnfpositioJii that att~ learned man would
Sill6c~:· tliftd:ly, he asset!fcYd that the authority of the
a·u't'h~ritattv'e' teaefier;mUBf itself be demonstrated .. FourtblJ,
s®h' ati'autliM'ify ff- reali~d: by the individual when be

U Watt, Muslltli' imelleot11ill, p. 81. Ia later times ResurrectlOn
came to be the symbol of the new age, inaugurated in 1164 (Hodgson,
"The lsmi'ili State," op. cit., pp. 457 f.).
· S.· A~nf, Al-Milat wa' l-NilJal lReligions 11nd Sects);
i'lieA~II.

2+.·Hodgson,. ''The lssni'ili State.''. op. cit., pp. 433~37. Thit
chapter reflects Hodgson's later views on thi$ q'Ueation. S. Appenda
JI for in' i'mpcirtant description of the preaching.
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(nir,Qdl4C#o1i
realises his .need .for .the Imam and :for his ta' /fm. Hod~sq.n
comments that "as compared with the g~nera,l Shi'i ill~Qn
of ta'lim, the more refined doctrine of ta'lim w}t(ch Ua.s~ _
presented was not only more rigorous logic~ly b1,1t _lll()te
self-sufficient. . • . The rig9r ,and ~elf·&~ciency Qf t~e
doctrine were .appropriate to the new sternn~ reqllir~ of
a movement in active .and ]1niver~l revolt" •2' Eycm if this
new type-of authoritative teacher -was ,seen to -~ach "ns>-'
thing,but hiso.wn-au$ority," .what .was requke4 iri such.(L
·situation was total loy~ty to the mo.v~ment 9f an· ·~all·
.encompassing rebellion" .21
As will be ,s~n. both in this tFeatise .and ,in his autpbiography ,i1 al-Ghaz~li certainl~ agrees with the premise
that men .need an authoritative teacher. _His- m~in line of
attack, however, is to point to the logical inccmsistencies
of the Ismi'ili position ~s a whole, together with tile .~iffi_.
culties of cQnsulting. a hidden Imam, and to reply that the
"authoritative teJ1,cher" .which the Islamic community needs
came .in ·the person of Mµ}).ammad. The proper µ.~e of the
tetm ;ffl"lfm thus Jipplies, in Jlis vi,ew, to ,Mdl}ammad·~
teacbins:and to none otbe..:.2a
Al-Gb~li bi~lf;ex,pressed bi.s intel\tiop,s in· 'Ki'itiqg
The Just :Jlalatfce· in the Jollowing .words : . ·
··
· "'Flie Just.Balance • •• is:anin~ru1nd~nt :work Jnie:O~ed
to show what is ihe standard by which knowledge 1s weigh25. Ibid., p. 436. ·
·26. Ibid., pp.,436, Al7.
27. The .Just Balance, Chapter •Eight: a summuy .Of his argu.
ment _against the Ta'limiyyah ·is given in °Watt, Faith anti Pt'<UIUe, .pp.
43-54.
'
'
.

is. C:ompare Hodgson's discussion of al-Ghazall'• response, in
his The Ot'4e,. of Assassins, pp. 12~31; and-the more e%tend~d treatment in Jabre, La l<{otion 4e Certitu1e selon Ghazali, Troisieme Partie,
For a critique of Jabre's positiQn ~Watt, •Study,"

...
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nte Ju.rt Balance
ed and how the man who has comprehended this bas no
need of an infallible Imam. "29
.
By "standard" here it will be seen that he means "form of
argument"• The physical analogy of weighing runs through
the entire work and is elaborated at the outset. In the later
chapters he likens various forms of argument to tho different fypes of balance scales and derives various forms of the
syllogism from the Qur'in. There is thus a subsidiary theme
of considerable importance in The Ju.rt Balance, a critique
of the arguments commonly used in both theololY and
juris~rudence. In the course of pursuing this theme al-.
Ohazill ·makes some important statements on the role of
reason in Islam and defines the limits of personal opinion
(ri'y) and analogy (qlyls). A more general statement about
the role of reas0n in Islam will be found in his Revival of
the Religious Sciences," where he argues that it should be
used to elaborate and defend .the articles of faith. His
position corresponds to that established by Philo,· the
Alexandrian .1ew, and later followed by some of the Christian Fathers~''Reas<>n is the "handmaid of faith 0 (ancilla
theologiae).31 In contrast to the fundamentalist tendency of
Al).mad ibn I;Ianbal and Mllik, for whom literalism almost
without exception was the only proper method,» al-Ghazall
asaignl; a positive place to reason in Islam in this and
29; Watt, Faitl and Practit:8. p. 52.
30. See the book from this work, Thi Booll of Knowledge, tr.
Faria, p. 225, citing a 1!114ill: .. The instrument of the believer is· his
intellect. • •.• For everything there is a support, and the support of
religion is the intellect." Al·Ghazili attacks blind belief (loqli4) in
several pauag-.
· 31. Philo, De CO#gressu, 79-80 ; Clement of Alexandria, Stroma·
leis. I, 28 f.
32. ~l-Ghazili, Tiie Foundations of the .A.rlicles of F11ltl, tr.
Faris, pp. 50-51, and Chapter Nine of the present work.
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lniroductlon ,
other works. The Jun Balance should also be seen as
one of bis more important works on the philosophy of
religion.
A.utlientlciiy and Dating of The Just Balance. There is
little, if any, doubt that ·The Just Balance is an authentic
work of al-Ghazill. It is referred to in a number of other
works which are unquestionably those of al-Ghazili, it sus-.
tains the critique of the Batiniyyah and the Ta'limiyyah
which are to be found in these works, and it mentions other
authentic works of his. The full evidence is given by
Bouyges and Watt33 and need not be further discussed liere,
except to indicate three of the sources in which The Just
Balance is mentioned.34
Dating The Just. Balance is not such an easy task. As
already stated, Watt believes it to have been written in the
third of the four periods to which he assigns al-Ghazali's
works. Bouyges prefers to <;stablish five periods in bis life,
but the number of works written during the first period
before he became a professor was probably only two.
Bouyges assigns this work to about the same time as docs
Watt, only leaving open the question whether. it came at
the end of this period or the beginning of the next.35
The main point around which ·the chronology. of the later
works turns is the dating of the. Munqidh, his autobiography. The key passage in this states that, at the time
of writing, he was then more than fifty years ·old, 36 leading
33. Bouyges, Essai d1 Chronologie; p. 57; Watt, "The Authenti~
city of the Works Attributed to Al-Ghazili," op. cit., pp. 31, 44. See
also Hourani, "The Chronology of Ghazili'a Writings;" journal of lhl
Amerii;an Oriental Soi;iety, LXXIX (1959), 225-33. ,
34. Iljiim, Fay~a1; Munqidh (Faith and Practiu, pp. 49, 52, 77).
35. See note 33.
r
' t ..
36. Watt, Faith and Pr11i;tice, p. 20. with pp. 74 and 76. ·
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Introduction
(c) Translations
(1) Hebrew (Middle Ages)-lbn Tibbon and othen.

Details in Badawl, op. cit., pp. 164-65.
(2) French-Victor Chelhot: 11A.l-Qls1as al-Mustaqfm
et la Connaissance rationelle chez Gazili," Bulletin
d' Etudes Orienta/es de l'lnstitut Francais de
Damas, tome XV, 1955-57 : Etude Preliminaire, pp.
7-37, La Traduction, pp. 39-88, Index des Termes
Techniques, Chronologie de la Vie et des Oeuvres
de Gaziili, Bibliographic, Table des Matieres.
This translation has been based on Chelhot's printed
text of 1959. Chelhot siates that his text was based on the
printed text of Cairo, 1900, revised according to the readings of the MSS. of the Escurial and of Kastamonu. Where
variations occur between these three "base texts," as
Chelhot calls them, these have been noted in the Beirut
text but have not been indicated in this translation. No
indication is. given by Chelhot as to the manuscript sources
for the edition of 1900.
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THE JUST BALANCE
In the Name of God, the Merci/ul,
the Compassionate

Chapter One

Introduction Concerning the Rules
of Knowledge1

Ffrst, i praise ·God and, secondly, I invoke
blessings tipoti His mo'st pure Messenger. My
brotliets, is there one of you who will give me
_his attention so that I may tell him of one of rlly
meetings 1 One of tlie companiOns of the sect of
iiie Ta'Jimiyyali2 encountered me and surprised
me by iiiS quesifoiis atid diSputations, sprung
·upon me fike one who peiforms wonder8,3 and
. by bis dazztmg pr~ofs. He said : i see that you
ciaim ta have perfect knowledge·. Witirwhat ruie
.of measurement' you· as8ess the truth 6tknow-

do

t.:. With the exception of the first. chapter headings ~re by alGhadli.
..
,, . .
. , . ,_

2. Literally: "peopl.; oh~ authoritative teadlfuj'1 (ta· Ii•)'.·.
' . ~ i1tenli)- : "One wllo lau~~eu diailenge witli a W'lllte'hand:·
a reference to Moaea; c~. ~r·~. 7: 105. 2C): 23. 26: ~2.. 27: ti. uad
•
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The Just Balance

ledge? With the rules of personal opinion (rli'y)
and analogy (qiyas)? These are the cause of extreme contradiction and equivocation, so that
because of them dissension among men has
broken out. Or with the rule of authoritative
teaching (ta'llm)? In that case it would be binding on you to follow the Imam, the teacher, but
I do not see you eager to search for him. s
I replied : May God protect me from the rules
of personal opinion (ra'y) and analogy (qiyas) !
These are the rules of the Devil. 6 If one of my
friends claims that they are the rules of knowledge, I pray God that He will eliminate ·evil
from His religion (din), for this· is the religion
.of an ignorant friend and is worse than an intelligent enemy~ If he were blessed with the feli- .
.city of the school of the true teaching (ta'flm),1
he .would have been taught first the discussion
'of the Qur'an, where God Most. High says:
"Sum~on thou to the way of thy Lord with
wisdom(hikmah) and good admonitio11, and_dispute'::-wiiii them ·in the better ·viay."8 ' (The
Qur'irt) 9 teaches that a group of people· is to be
S. ·The' drama tie form of question and answer is used through7
out and adds considerable interest to this work.
·
6. Arabic: Satan, translated throughout as "the De~".
. 7. Ai-Ghazili contrasts the true ta lim of Mul}.ammad with the
"incorrect view of la'lim held by the Ta'li~fyyah.
8. 16: 126. Palmer's and Arberry's translations of tlie Qui''io
hive beeti consulted. Flugel's verse numbCring is given.
9. Words in brackets are ~pplied by the translator.
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summoned with wisdom, another group with
good ·admonition, and another group with, disputation.10'
.
Wisdom, if fed to the people of admonition,
'does them harm, as a child which is suckling is
harmed when fed with the flesh of birds. Disputation, when used with the people of wisdoin,
causes them disgust, as the adult feels when he
is fed breast milk. And he who uses disputation
with the people of disputation, but not in the
best way-as the Qur'an teaches, is like the man
who gives bread to the bedouin who is used to
eating dates, or dates to the town-dwyller who is
used to eating bread. Would that this man had
taken Abraham as a good example, who argued
with his opponent saying : My L-;;}d is the One
Who gives life and causes to die. 11 When he
saw that this (argument) did not suit his opponent and was not the best when the latter said:
'lt is I who give life and cause to die, he revert'ed to that·whicll·was better suited to his nature
and more intelligible to him. Abraham said:
God makes· the ·sun rise from the East, do you
.,

Both aJ:GhazalI and Ibn-Rushd use this verse to establi~h
1
, three levels of appr~tchto Pe<;>ple: Compare} Hou.rani,. tr .• Averr~s
·on lhe Harmony 'ojlteZigiOn and Philosophy. p. 59 with'.p.192. note 59.
• l}ihmab has the !ipecific .meaning .of "philosophjcal wisdo~ '..'. in.
Ghazili and Ibn Rushd, "admonition" is equivalent to oratory "and
rhetoric, while "disputation" is equival~nt to dialectic.
· H. See the story ofNimriid below.
.
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make it rise from the West. The unbeliever te~ai~ed speechless. Abraham did rio~. ~This siioW
his quarrel in order to verify Nimriid's inability
to raise the dead, for he knew that was beyond
his ability to understand, as Nimriid thought that
killing was to cause death. Proving this was not
:suited to his (Nimriid's) disposition and did not
meet the limits ()f his insight or levei (of understanding). For Abraham did not intend to destroy
him but to give h_im life'. To give someone food
suitable for him is. to give him life, but to insist
obstinately On; what is Oppressive in Iiof being
suitabl~ is to cause destruction. These are minutiae. which cannot be grasp~d ~xcept with ~~
lignt of the ta'llm12, originating from the illumination of the world of prophecy. Thus they are
deprived of. understanding (the ta'lim) as they
are deprived of its. secret. 13
. ; He .said: If; you fiml. their war r~1gg~d;_a!1~
. their; proo( feeble, how .will you assess their
inowledge.
' ?l4 ,. ·'
.
.
.
. . lreplied.; With the aid . of the _Ju~t Baia~~.
to show myself its truth and its error, its correct#~·~ 8'.~~ j i~~ ,(tevfations, wh.~Ie followi~l . God
.·ldo$t_H1gh and the te~chirig of the (2ut'ln given
by:the tongue-of His true Proph~t, the Qur;i;J.
~

•

.

~

.J

.
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'
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j

12. The true J.•1;,,. 'ili qain intended here. .
13. The antecedent to "they" iJ ~~uec:t of the Ta•lfmiyy~h.
14. Literally : ••weigh their,Jmowledge".
.
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says: "An4 'Y~igq witp. the straigJ:it ~aJance."u
'ae said': What is the Just Balan2e?
' ; ..•
. i rel>ti~~ :"Th~ fi~e rules of ·~ea~urement
which God has revealed in His Book and which
He has· taught His Prophets to use. Whoever
learris from the Messengers of God and makes
assessment with the rule of God is truly guided,
while he who turns aside to opinion (ra'y) and
analogy (qiy'lis) errs and destroys himself.
He said: Where do you find this rule of
measurement in the Qur'an? Is this not but lies
and calu~ny?
I said : Have you not heard the words of God
in the Siirah of the Merciful: "The All-Merciful
has taught the Qur'an. He created man and He
has taught him the explanation" up to the words:
"And heaven-He raised it up, and set the
Balance. (I'~ansgress not the Balance, and weigh
withjustice, and skimp not in the Balance)"?16
Hav~ you not heard the words of God in the·
Surah of Iron: "Indeed, We sent Our Messengers
with the clear signs, and We sent down with
them the Book and the· Balance so that men
~ight uphold justjce." 17 P;o y~U: believ~ that the
••

J

J
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.
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'

-

-

:

•
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.
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l · 1S. 17: 37. A~·Gha?-li'sinterpretation of this passage to ~it hi\'
immediate purpose illuminates his meth<Xls. The cqntext .iipeaks of
j~stice to the orphan and justice in the weighing 'of goods iri trade.
'· 16. SS: 2-7. Again;the context suggests just commercial practice
rather than interpretative methods.
17. 57: 25.
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balance which is associated
with the Bpok is that
.
balance used for wheat, badey, gold and silver?
D'> you imagine that the balance which is assoP,iate.d with the raising of the heavens ·in the
pass~ge: "And heaven-He raised it up, and set
the balance" 18 is the assay-balance for gold or
the steelyard? This hypothesis is indeed wide of
the mark and this ~alumny great ! Fear God and
do not. commit wrongful interpretation (ta'wll).
Know with certainty that this balance is the rule
of measurement of the knowledge of God, of His
angels, His Books, H~s Messengers, and of the
worl~s .visible and invisible, in order that you
may Jearn how to use it from the Prophets, as
they learned from His angels. God Most High is
the: first teacher, Gabriel the second, and the
Messc:mger(Mu:tiammad)the third. All men learn
from the Messengers (that) there is no method
with regarct to knowledge apart from it.
He said : How do you know whether this rule
is true or false ? With the aid of your intellect
an'd p~rception 1 The minds or men contradict
one another. Or with the aid of the true and infallible Imam, the one who maintains truth in the
world? This is my school (of thought), 19 to which
I will summon men.
-I replied: This also I know by ta' llm, but from
}

,:

'

.;

18. Recapitulation of SS : 6.
19. Arabic: madh'llab, used of a school of law or theology.
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the Imam of lniiims, Multammad, the son of
'Abd Allah, the son of 'Abd al-Muttalib. I have
not seen him but I have heard his teaching
(ta'lim), which has come to me in an unbroken
chain of transmission in which there lies no
doubt. This teaching is nothing oth(;r than the
Qur'an. The proof of the truth of the rules, lies
in the Qur'an, known from the Qur'an itself.
He said : Give me your proof and extract
from the Qur'an your rule of measurement. Show
me how you have understood it and how you
have ·understood its truth and veracity from the
Qur'an itself.
I replied: Give me your own proof. Tell me
how you know the truth and integrity of the
balance that weighs gold and silver.·The knowledge of this is binding upon you when you have
a debt so that you may repay it completely without any default; or when you are owed by another, in order that you may recover your credit
with equity and without excess. If you enter a
bazaar of the Muslims and take a balance in
order to pay a debt or recover a credit, how do
you know that you do not commit an injustice
by default, in paying your debt, or by excess, in
receiving your credit '!
He said: I have every confidence in Muslims
and I say that they do not begin t~ do business
until. they · have adjusted .their balances. If I

..

'

The JusJ JlaltllJCe _1 :

·.

• ·

should have doubt about one of the balances, I
take it and hang it. up· and examil).e the pan$
and the needle. If it hangs properly, so that the
ne.edle does not.point to one side or tJ:le .o.thet,
and I see that _the pans are in e.quilibrium, then
I know that it is a .true and good balance. _
I said : Tell me. If the needle is perpendi:cular and the pans are at the same le.vel, how do
·you .know that the balance is sound?
Ile ~id : l Jmow this by necessary _knowl~dge
which .comes1from tw.o prior· facts, on_e of them
experimental and the other deriving from the
senses. The first is that I know by .experiment!
that a heavy body falls; the faster, the heavier
it is. So I.say to myself: If one oLthe two pans
were heavier it, would be lower than the .other.
This is a universal fact of experience, known to
me of necessity. The second is that in this very
bala~ce, neither .of *e two .pans is.lower than
the other-it is in a state of equilibrium. This is
a prfor fa_ct known to me _by the senses as my
eye se_es it. I entertain.no doubt, neither in the
fact o(i the senses, nor in ,the first, that of experi...
ence. There follows in my mind from these two
prior facts the nece~sary conclusion
that the
.
.
balance is in equilibrium when I say: _If one ,of
~h.~_tw..o· (pans) were hea_vier.it would be depr.ess-~d; it js ._evident to .the sen_ses that ,jt is not
depressed; hence .it is· kiiown ~at it!. is -not

ta
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heavier.
.
_ .·;
I replied: This is opinion (rli'y) and rati(>,nal
analogy (qiy'lis 'aqll) !
He said : Far from it! This is a necessary
knowledge. It follows from certa.in pr.em~~s,
which certainty is gain~d from e~pericmce and
from the s~nses. How can it be opinfon (rli'y)
and analogy (qiy'lis) '! Analogy is an intujtjmJ
and an appraisal which does not giv~ cert_aipty,
while I feel this serene certainty.
I replied : If you Jcnow by thjs deµio11stration
ihat the balance is just, how do you know th~t
the weights are also just ? lt is possible that tp~
weigl)t is lighter or heavier than a tru~ w~ight.
He said: If I hav~ any dqubt about tQ.i§ J
may verify it by reference to a standard _lq19~J.J.
tQ me.,.If they are J~Hu~l, I kn<;>)V tJiat t~e g9.19,
jf it i~ equal to my -weight, is ~qu~l t<.}_ ."f!!.Y
balance w~jght, for that which is eQ.µ.al tp ~Hl
equal is the same. 20
.. I ask~d him: PQ you know wh_o _ii;t_st_i~µted
the bal~IJCe in tb.e first place ? ff e _is th,e ,firs~,
fr~m wbom yoq .Ie~r p t)lis methQg ~f :w~jgh,ing.
He re_plied: · JSp. WJie:Q.~e do I h~~e ne~~
(of tlµs ~i;towledg~), .w.~~~ I kn9.w ~pe. s9µndpe~
fil :~h~ -b.aJflnge J:>y ·Jh,e eyi~~ne'.e o.f Jl1Y e~e~ ? .~
~~~ y~ge~~JJies ~it!J..Q:H~ ~~1cil!g ~~~ut .~heµ- ,p~~T
20; That is, two quantities which are both equal• to a third· a.re
·

~,iu'selves ~qu;il. · ·

,if
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venance. One does not seek out the originator
of the balance for his own sake, but one seeks
him out in order to learn from him the soundness of the balance and how to make use of it.
I have already learned this, as I have recounted
and explained, hence I have no need to consult
the originator of the balanc~ at every weighing.
That would take too long, and one would not
succeed on every occasion. Besides, I do not
need to.
I said : If I bring you a balance concerning
knowledge like this one and sounder -than it,
and to this I add the fact that I know its authoi:,
the one who teaches (how to use it) and who
uses it--its originator being God Himself, its
teacher being Gabriel, and the one who uses it
being Abraham, as well as Mul}.ammad and the
other :Prophets; God having borne witness of
their veracity-would you accept this from me
and would you believe in it?
·He! said: Yes, by God! How could I not do
so, if it is as clear as you have told me?
- I said: I recognise in you the signs of intelligence. My hope is sound that I may put you
on the right path and make you understand the
true nature of your school of thought and your
teaching (ta'llm). I will unveil to you the five
rules of measurement revealed in the Qur'an,
so-that you may dispense with all Imams and go

.

lo
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beyond the level of the blind. Your (true) Imam
shall be Mu\lammad, your guide shall be the
Qur'an, and your touchstone shall be what your
eye beholds. Understand that there are three
rules in the Qur'an, fundamentally: the Rule of
Equivalence, the Rule of Concomitance, and
the Rule of Opposition. The first, the Rule of
Equivalence, is divided into three': the Great,
the Middle, and the Small. This makes five in

·au.21"· -

21. As will be seen, these are the' nrst three forms of the categorical syllogism, the conjunctive syllogism and the disjunctive sylfogitm.
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The Great Rule of Equivalence

·

. Th~~ tp.~~ ;~~P.isent .iµeRIO.er of tbe pe~ple
qf ~H~OJ:"itfitive ,tea~hi!J~.Jf~'/~m~ s,1d ~? i~~ :
~pl_~Jn_ ~9 _iy.~ .t~e Great '.Jl.~!r .~f Equivalep.ce
wst, "~~ :"W~~I ~~ .flhe ..JA~~~~g C?f .~~e~~ n~~s,
Equivalence, Concomitance, and Oppositi~n, ·
the Great, the Middle, and the Small. These
names are strange, and I have no doubt that
they cover things which are subtle.
I replied: As for the names, you will not
understand them until after they are explained
and their meaning is understood. Then you will
grasp the relationship between the name and
the realities which it designates.
First of all, I am going to teach you that this
balance resembles that of which I have spoken
in meaning but not in form. For it isa "balance"
for thought 1 and is certainly not the same as a
material balance. Whence does it follow that
it should be, when even material balances differ
between themselves 1 In effect, the Roman
balance2 is one type and the assay-balance is
another. The astrolabe is a balance for measur-
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i~g ~he.moveriientS or"star8, the rule is a bat~iic~

for measuring ifoear distances, while the pfomb
line is a balance for verifying the perpe#dlcularity and curvature of a building. All tnese
"balances," even though their forms may differ·,
share one thing, the property of showing whet~
there is excess or deficiency. Metre is itself tn6
balance of poetry' by which the measures of
poetry are known and the faulty verses afe dis:.
tinguished from the regular. It is Hie m.o·st
spiritual_of th~ ma~eri~~. balances, but is not entirely s~pal".ated _froin the attachment~ of matte.i,
for it measures sounds, a~d sound is insepanibie
fr.om. ~he _bo~y .. J:'he".mpst spir~tuai ,of the·
balances is that of the Day of Judgm~rlt. It
measures a~tio~s, b~tiefs, and the k.nowiedge of
the
belie~e~s.. Now
knowiedge
and
faith have·Jno
... ·'- ..
... ...
..
' .
...
attachment to ~atter. For this reason the balance
of the Day of Judgment is the most spiritual.
;.. I~.t~e:sallj.~ \Vay1 .t4~ ba'.la~ce ~>f the. Qur~a9
for. knowledge is ,$piritual. Bui its definition 1s
ij~ked~ in the. visib(e
with
eiivetop'e
which is tied.i._.:
to ' matter,
even_,, if it• itself is1....riot
....... ............
i.J.
matter. In this world the commun1cahon of
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surface of a paper, wlllClt hself:m mattf'ijl, This
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is the law of its envelope, the way in which it is
presented. As for the R~le itself, it i,s spiritual,
. without any attachment to matter since by it
is measured our· knowledge of God, which
knowledge is external to the world of senses.
God is too Holy to comprise directions and
dimensions, even less ·could He be a body. (This
balance), in spite of what we have said, has an
arm and two pans. The pans 'are suspended
from ·the arm, and the it.rm 'is common to the
two pans. as each of them is tied to it. This is
the Rule of Equivalence~ The Rule ofConcomitance is·more like the Roman balance' since it
bas but a single pan, but on the other side there
is opposed the spherical ball which shows the
differences and measures the weight.
· H~ said : ·This is a great noise ! But what
do~s ·it all mean 'l I hear the clacking of the
inil(but I do tiot see tiny ·flour !3
, lr~plied :_Have patience! 'tAnd has.ten not
Wit~' the Qurian ere ~ts revelation is ·accomplish.' ed uhto:t~ee ;'and sai.y, 'O.my Lord; increase me
-~ kri'owledge'." 4 Understand that .haste cotnes
from· the' Devil and ~U:cumspectio~ comes from
God ! '
.
,;1
· ,; , ·
·. Y~u'shou1crknow:'that the Great R-Uieiis that
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of Abraham, who employed it against Nimriid.'
It is from Abraham that we know it, through the
mediation of the Qur'an. Nimrod claimed divinity. Now "God," by agreement, is an expression
denoting Him Who has power over all things.
Abraham said: It is God Who is my God, in
that He is the One Who gives life and causes to
die. He is able to do this, while you are incapabJe of doing so. Nimrud replied: I am able
to give life and to cause death. By this he meant
that he was able to give life by procreation and
to cause death by killing. Abraham knew that
it would be difficult to convince Nimriid of his
error, so he reverted to that which was clearer
to Nimrud: God makes the sun rise Jrom the
East. Do you make it rise from the West! The
unbeliever was silenced. God praised Abraham,
saying: "This _is Our proof which We have given
to Abraham against his people~" 6
. I understand. from ~his that the. proof ,and
demonstration lie in the words of Abraham and
his. meth~-d of measur~pient. i ~'?nsidered'. his .
method just as you.have considere4 the w~igh
ing. of ,gqld ~:qd 1 sij:vell coins-; I sa°" tJ:iat in. this
.prpof.t};lere,are two premises which a~e.~cll:Qblned
.so as -to lead
t<> :a conclusion
.which
.
"
.. .Is known,
.
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. S. For NiJP,riid' see Qur'ili. '2 f 260 'f., fton'I. which the quotatio'lis
in th& e&iiier part Of the &tgumenf""'. &r~ tak~; '.~ c ' : i ! I .
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b~d

utiOtt tlie Qtir'4n: ih tl way ~hich is" clever

1fia: inimitable.

- '. The-peifectioli of the forni of this method is

Whoever is abl~ to make the sun
rise i~ God.:_tl-tis is the fitst premise. My God is
itble to petfotm this-this is the second,,remise.
H :hecessarify follows fr6m·the combination of
these two ptemises that my G6d is God and not

tlittt_we say:

yours, Niiniiid.

~ - Refiecttt6w. Is it p()ssible' for someone to con-

Std-tfr these two· premises- and -then to dout>t the
trdftclttsfoh~?

ar, agttin; cttn ~rle-imagine~that one
tifrt~taitis; doubt about these preriiises 'l Certainly
0

not+ Pot du-r·statemerit: 'God ,is- He Who is· able

to· rttisei th" sun,- contains no doubt; in that fot
t:fiein· (the· Ta'limi-yyah) and for· everyone tlit
term ,.,God" denotes Him Who is AU.;.Powerful~

wffic!h incilkies ·aliioJig otlfer things the· power to
mak~ the sun nse:; ThiS prelnise is kn6wn by Oonl
~entiffii-' an~ 6y cMtimc>u ~emenf.- our }>ro. Y,~jiff<ffi: fl{$ od'd WficNias tli'e- ~er ·te irraN
lite ~ Jtts~ '.fr:ttd~of you~; &: kriowu ti1 cH:U\in~
li~ri: ·
iBi&ilitY St Nfrlitod arltf t&e.. ii\ibilitJ
of'~ve~ -'t~; aiitirti ~·~Him W&o riiakes
flis·j jtni brov¢i ·1~ -1:ft0Wli -tiY the senses.- -Bj Mie
<t~~ ~~ocf,"~tlitn; ·ite ·~ ·-HMi w.&o: 1m)~
!~~. ~~n ~1!4j~~~~~}! ~~'!:, r1>.u~,}_t ~o~~<!~s from

™"

0

the knowledge of ·tho .first premise~ known from
the convention accepted by all; :and ·front the
·~

\
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second premise, known by examination, that
Nimrild is not God and that God alone is most
exalted. Reflect f ot a moment. Do you not see
that this is more. evident than the principles of
experirilent and those of the senses, which are
the bases for the weighing of gold?
He replied: This knowledge follows necessarily, and it is nof possible for me to doubt these
premises or the conclusion which follows from
them. However; this procedure is of value to me
only on this question and according to the way
in which Abraham used it to deny the divinity
of Nimriid and to establish the divinity of Him
Who alone is .able to make the sun rise. How
may I use it to determine other matters on which
I have doubt, and on which I need to distinguish
the true from the false ?
I said : Whoever weighs gold with a balance
may also weigh money with it and other precious
objects.~ The process of weighing gives information about its mass, not because it is gold, but
because it has a mass. So this demonstration has
shown,us this knowledge, not becau8e ·of its essential quality, but because it is a truth and a meaning ilntorig otheri. Let us consider why this conclusion ·has: followed from this argument and,
taking. its.1 ap.iri~lct, us·i .discard .this particular
form so~ that we•y. use.the argument where.we
wmh. - ;'. · ·. ~· ;,~ . ,: •1...,:.
. . , ··• .. ,
~
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· .. ·This .argument follows. only. because·uThe
judglllent on the attribute necessarily applies· to
the matter described (the .subject)~" Ifi order to
show this,. here is the argument invol ~ed : My
Lord make.s the sun rise ; the one who makes the
sun rise is God ; hence it follows .that· my Lord
is Ood. Ndw, "He Who makes the sun rise" is
an attribute of the Lord: We judge, that is, that
'~He ·Who makes the sun rise" is att attribute of
divinity. From this it follows that my Lord has
the attribute.of divinity. The same follows when-.
ever l attain knowledge of one atttibute, and
attain a: second.item of knowledge enabling rile
to pass judgment on this attribute. There follows
necessarily for me .a third point by the establish..
ment. of judgment concerning what is described ..
He replied : This is almost too subtle for me
t<J understand. If I doubt this, what can I do to
remove my. doubt 1
". ,I ~aid :. Take the standard which is known to
you,, as ,you ·did in weighing the .gold and the
m<t-Dey~.

!

:~.J

•· .,.~ -~.

, ~ . .:

· ,

<i

~. ~-._

He repliedi .How sho~ld I .do; this? .In:. this
tpieStion,_ where,, is the standard:?, ' ' .' .':
·:it.I said ~'.irrhe ~standard lies.in. the firstptjn•
cipl~s:which a~ n:etessar}!~ whether.derived frotn
the.senses· ot frdm: experience, o.r ·ftom the intel-4
leet~Refteet on~.tJie fitSt.pri:qCitlples. Oail you.pi~
ture a situation where judgme'nt is established
II.
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about the attribute without that judgment .ex·..
tending'to the subject described? If, for example;,
an animal with .a.'.distended stomach walks in
front of you and it is a mule.· Someone says: It
is· pregnant. You say: Do you not know that
the mule as a 'class is sterile and does not give
birth.? He replies: Certainly, I know this by
experience. You reply: Do you know that this
animal is a mule? He looks and then replies:
Certainly. I ascertain this by the senses and by
sight. You reply: .Now, do you know that this
animal is not pregnant? He cannot doubt this
after a knowledge of the two premises, those of
experience and the senses. The knowledge that
it is not pregnant is necessary and follows from
the two previous"items of knowledge. It follows
aadoes your knowledge of weighing from experiment in that :"what is weighed depresses the
balance," and the.senses inform you: "that.one
of the two pans of the balance .does not sink
lower by compatis(>n with the other".~
. He.replied~ I have understood· all this clearly,
but'what is·not:clear to me is. the statement.:
"The judgment given on the attribute necessarily
applieS'to th~ subject described1"
·, 1
I replied : Reflect on. your proposition "This
is a mule/! which ·is the attribution; and :the description "mule". Yourproposition states: "Every
mule·::is sterile,'' ·declaring that the.. : attribute
.1'
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•'mule" denotes sterility. It then follows that
the judgment "sterile" applies to animals denot•
ed by the class "mule". In the same way, ·it is
evident to you that all animals possess sensory
perception, and that the worm is an animal.
You cannot doubt that it iherefore possesses
sensory perception. The style of your argument
is as follows:
All worms are animals.
All animals possess sensory perception.
Therefore all worms possess sensory perception.
This is so because, in saying "All worms are animals," you give a description of the worm,
declaring it to be an animal. Its attribute is "animal". Thus, when you judge that animals possess
sensory perception, or have bOdies, or whatever
else, you without question place the worm in this.
category. This must necessarily be so, and therecannot be any doubt about it. Yes, indeed, but
the condition for this· is that the attribute must
be 'equal to or more general "than the .subject so·
described, so that the judgment expressed encompasses it of necessity.7
.
To give another example from jurisprudenc;e,.
whoever admits that wine is an intoxicant, and.
that all intoxicants arc forbidden, cattnot doubt

.

··

'

. ·I

7: Aristotle, Prior. Analyllcs. I.
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that wine. is forbidden. 8 .For the term "i~toxi
cant" is an attribute of wine, and the judgment
expressed concerning prohibition must necessarily include wine, since it is without doubt includ~d in what is described. This is so in all cases on
which there is speculation.
He said : I am compelled from this to understand that the union of two premises in this
way leads to a necessary conclusion, and that
Abraham's demonstrative proof is sound and his
method of measurement is true. Further, I have
learned· his principle of deduction and its proper
character, and I have learned its standard of
assessment from my criteria. However, I would
like an example in order to be able to apply this
method of measurement to aspects of knowledge
w_hich are probl~matic, for these examples have
been clear in themselves, not needing measurement or demonstrative proof. ·
I said : Indeed not ! Some of these examples
are far from clear in themselves. Rather, they
result from the combination of two pr~mises.
Forno one knows this animal to be sterile except·
he who knows by sensory perception that i~ is a
mule, and, secondly, by experienc_e that mules do
• . 8. The ·proble~ at issue is that of defining an intoxicant.. The
Qur'inic texts relevant are 16 : 69. 2 : 216, 4 : 46 and 5 : 99. Examples
of Qur'inic exegesis on this question are given in Gatje. Thi !Jur'iln
MUI Its Exegesis, PP• 200-09.
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not give birth; Only the first proposition is clear.
. That which is derived from the ·union· of tW-O~
premises has, so to speak, a father and a mother,
and it is· not. of itself clear but has need of something else. In some cases this something else,
that is the two premises, may b~ clear afte:r experience and the use of sight. Thus the fact that
wine is forbidden is not of itself clear but·results
from the two premises. The first is that it is intoxicating, which is· known by experience. The
second is that aUintoxicants are forbidden, which
comes to us from the Legislator, Mul;lammad.
This example tells you how to ·employ this
method of measurement and how to make use of
· it; If you wish to have an example· which is more
obscure than this, there are an unlimited number
of others; Indeed, thanks to this example, we
can assess most of the· obscure cases. Let us,
however, take but one. ·
·. ·_ Among these obscure cases is the fact. that
man does not appear of himself-2.:he has a cause
and·a·creatot. The same lipplics to the world. If
·we' revert to our rule of measurement we know
that he has a Creator and that this Creator is
knc>wledgeahle. Hence we say, in effect: Allthat
is possible has a cause ; the specification of the
world and of man in their proper pro.p«,utions is
t>~~jble ; hence, it follows from this that they
have ·a cause~ Whoever kno~s ~~~ reC9Bnis~~
~
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these two premises .cannot doubt the conclusion
which follows. If you doubt these premises, then
you must establish their conclusion frQm two
other premises which are evident, until you ultimately arriYe at first principl~s which yotJ. ~ll~
not doubt. Thus the sciences whiGh ~r~ evident
and primary are .the bases for those whi~h are
obscure and hidden. They are their seed. However, only the man who possesses the skill of
sowing and ploughing may bring them to fruit
by the union of the two premises.
If you say : I even doubt the two premises,
then why do you say that all that is possible has
a cause? And why do you say that the specifica- ·
tion of man in his proper proportions is possible
but not necessary '1 To this I reply: My proposition that all that is possible has a cause is evident
when you understand the meaning of the term
''possible". By this I understand that . which
hovers between two equal divisions. If two things
are equal, then neither of them of itself can opt
for existence or non-existence, for. of necessity·
that which is nece5sary for one must be nece&sary
for the other also. This is the first consideration.
As for my statement that the speei:fication of
man as such a quantity is possible and. not nt!C<!ssary, this is similar to my statement that the line
which is drawn by a scribe with a given length
is possible siµ~e fhe line ~s sucl} is noi giyeq. lllJ
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exactlength, but one can imagine one that is longer
or shorter. Its specification, whether .longer .or
shorter, is without doubt due to a:.cause, since
the line is susceptible of being either. This is certainly necessary. In the same way one may assign
one dimension as well as another to man and his
limits .. If these are prescribed, then there must
be an agent who has done so.
From this I proceed to say that man's agent
must be knowledgeable. For every action which
is judged to be proper must be attributed to an
agent who is knowledgeable. Now, one cannot
escape the·inference that the structure of man is
well ordered. Hence we must attribute his ordering to the knowledge of the agent. Here we have
two premises, and if we recognise these, we cannot doubt the conclusion. The first premise is
that the body of man is well ordered. This we
know by examining his members, each of which
is intended for. a particular purpose, such as the
hands. for fighting and the feet for marching. 9
The knowledge· gained by dissection of the members of the body provides necessary evidence of
this. Further, it is also evident that thatwhich
is well arranged requires knowledge. An intelligent man cannot doubt that beautiful writing
can come only from one who knows how to.
9, Compare W~tt. Paith and Practice of al-Ghflzali, p. 31, and
Abii Zayd, .A.l-G11a¥4ll On Divine Predicates, pp. t-2.
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write, even if the means to this be a pen which
cannot know, and that the construction of something to provide shelter, such as a house, baths,
a mill, and other things, can come only from one
who knows about building.
If you entertain doubt a bout something here,
then our way forward at this point is to rise to
something more evident, until we reach first
principles. Y.le do not intend to explain this
point. Rather, our intention has been to show
that the union of first principles, as employed by
Abraham, is a just method of measurement
which gives true knowledge. No one can gainsay
this, for this would be to gainsay the teaching of
God to His Prophets, and to gainsay the revelation
which He has given in the words: "This is Our
proof which We have given to Abraham against
his people. " 10 The teaching (i.e. the ta'llm of
MuJ;tammad) is true without· question,. even if
speculation (ra'y) is not true. To gainsay these;
that is both ra'y and ta'llm, is done by no one. 11

10. 6: 84.
11. For further discussion of these, see Chapter Seven.
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Chapt{!r. Three

The Middle Rule of Measurement

ffe

s~i4 : ~· lia.ve und~~~tQQd the Or~at Rule,

Qf ~s&ess,.

_itJ pf-j:Q.cipJe Qf
PWnt,

d~<;lqctiop., its Jlle;u1~
it~ c;>hject, ~mJ the way to u_se it.

ExplaiJ).
iQ !11~ th~ Mi<Jqle gulc; of iµeasqre~ent; what iii
ii 1whenp,~9,o~s its te~phing derive? who ha~ laiQ.
it dow11. 1 ~n4 who ha~ maqe use of it?
·
IJ~plj~q; It alsp was used by Abrahaµi in th{!
~yiµ,g : "J, lov~ not thos~. stars that set.~' 1 It~
w~plet~ f,Qflll j~ t~i$ :
.The moqn ~t~.
, Oo<J 4ctes ~t s,~t.
~n~ th-~

moQJ). i~ ~ot Qod.

J~

f<>undatiQn_cQmes f;roni the Qur'an it). fl ip~n
uer whic4 _j, cqµci~e an,d iii,clµsive. TJle- knqw~
l~dg~· tlJ~t 4§Pi"s djy,i,11-jty to t4e ~qop p,omes of
nec~s~iW by_W,IJ.Y qf two pr~P}js.e~ .. Tl;le~e are that
the· moon sets, and that God does not set. When
the two premises are known, then there necessarily comes the knowledge that denies divinity
to the moon.
He replied : I do not doubt that denying
divinity to the moon follows from these two premises, once understood. However, I know by the
t. Qur'in, 6: .76.
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senses.that the ·moon ~ets, but ldo not know by
necessity nor by the senses that God does not
set.
I replied : It is not my intention, in discussing this rule of measurement, to inform you that
the moon is not God, but to show you that this
way of measurement is sound, and that the knowledge gained by it is necessary. Abraham gained
this knowledge truly only when he knew that
God does not set, and that for him this was not
primary knowledge but was derived from two
other premises through which it was deduced
that God·does not change. For all that changes
is created, and, in effect, setting is change. The
rule of measurement was based upon that which
was known to him. Take this rule of measurement and use it wherever you have attained
knowledge of two premises.
He said : I have necessarily understood that
this rule of measurement is sound, and this knowledge must follow from these two premises, once
they are known. However, I desfre that you
should explain to me the principle of dedt1ction
and its truth, then the standard by which it may
be applied to a case known to me. Further,· I
would like an example of its use in the case of
difficult subjects, for the denial of divinity to the
moon is obvious to ine.
I replied : Here is the principle of deduction.
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There are two things which are alike. but as one
has an attribute which the other does not have
they must be different. Put in another way, one
of the two things denies its own attribute of the
other and does not have the other's attribute.
Given that the chief rule of deduction states that
the judgment applied to the more general is also
the judgment applied to the more specific case,
without question, the principle in this case is
that if one denies an attribute to one thing while
affirming it of another .then the first must be
different from the second.2 Thus, "disappearance"
is denied of God but affirmed of the moon. This
necessarily implies that God and the moon are
distinct from one another, that the moon is not
God, nor God the moon.
God has taught his Prophet Mul;lammad to
use this rule in many places in the Qur'an, after
the example of his father Abraham. Here I will
content myself with two examples ; you may seek
the rest in the verses of the Qur'an. The first is
the saying of: God to His Prophet : "~ay : Why
then does He punish you for your sins ?3 Nay,
ye are mortals of those whom He has created !"4
This was because they claimed to be sons of God.
. • 2. See Aristotle, Priu .Analytics, I, 5, 26b, 34.
3. The reference is to the Jews and Christians claiming to be the
IODSof Go~
.

·4. s: 21.
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Multammad taught how to expose their error by
means of the Just Balance, saying: "Say: Why
then does He punish you for your sins?" The complete rule of measurement is as follows :
Children are not punished.
You are punished.
Hence you cannot be the children (of God).
There are two premises here, of which the first is
that children are not punished, which is known
by experience. The second is that you are punished, which is known by sight. It necessarily follows
from these premises that you are not children
(of God).
The second example is the saying of God :
"Say: 0 ye who are Jews! if ye pretend that ye
are the clients of God,~ beyond other people;
then wish for death if ye do speak the truth. But
they never wish for it. " 6 This was because they
claimed to be theclients(ofGod). It is well known
that the client desires to meet his Master, and
it is also well known that they do not desire death,
which is the cause of their meeting Him. It necessariJy follows from this that they are not the
·clients of God. The complete form of measurement is this:
..
:

. 1

S. The word "cljent" here ~s a wider interpretation and ma.y
mean "friend" (of God)' in. this context aiso, or •'close companioa".
In mystical context& it may m~ ••lover'! (of God). '
·•
6. 62: 6-7, .
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'· · Every client desires ,to meet his: Master~ , . , ,.
•, The Jews do·not desir~ to meet _God.
· Hence it follows that they are not clients of
God.
The principle of deduction is this : the desire (to
meet God) is predicated of the client but denied
to·theJews. Hence the client is not a Jew, nor is
the Jew a client (of God).
.
This standard· is clear so that I do not.think
that you need to clarify it with the aid of a knowb
exaiilple. However, if you wish for clarification;,
consider the following : You know that a stone
is mineral and that man is not mineral, bufdo
you necessarily know that man is not mineral 'l
It follows because the attribute "mineral" is
aflirtned of the stone' and denied to man,·there
is no question but that "man" is ..excluded from
'•st-one'' and~ "stone" from "tnan". Thus man ·is
not stone; nt>r sfone man~;
- . : ;.
,The ·ways ·in which· this tule ;may be used in.
doubtful'. cases are many..One .of. the two conditions of.knowledge is the knowledge of the sanctity, that is to.say, the sanctity which makes God
separate from all else. All knowledge of God is
measured by this rule. For Abraham made use
of it concerning the sanctity of God, and taught
us' how to use if, sirice 'by. i~s means he denied
that God had corporeality,. Thus ;_,
God is not a substance which is in one place,
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for God is not caused.
All things which are confined to one place are
caused, because they are specified thus.
It follows that God is not a substance.
We also say:
God is ,not an accident, because an accident
·~
is neither living nor knowing. .
God is living and knowing..
Thus He is not an accident.
Thus all the other aspects of God's sanctity
also .Jead to knowledge by the application of
these premises in this manner. The first of these
premises is negative, implying exclusion, while
tb.e secoad is positive, implying affirmation. From
these there follows that which is denied (of God)
and. which establishes His sanctity (apart from
all else). ,

i;
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Chapter Four

· The Small Rule of Measurement
He said : I have understood this clearly and
of necessity. Now, explain to me the Small Rule,
its principle, its standard, and the way of using
it in doubtful cases.
·· : I said : .The Small Rule was taught us when
'God instructed Mu{lammad in the Qur'an thus:
~'They do not prize God at His true worth when
they say : ·'God has never revealed anyt;hing to a
mortal.' Say: ·Who revealed theBookwherewith
Moses caine, a light and a guidance unto men?'. " 1
The manqer o_f applying this rule is to say : Their
denial of the revelation given to man is a.proposition which does not follow from the union
of two premises. The first of these is that Moses
is a man, and second is that Moses was given the
Scripture. It is necessary to establish a specific
decree, which is that some men have received the
Scripture. By means of this de~ree we revoke the
general proposition that no Scripture has ever
been sent to any man. The first premise is our
statement : Moses is a man, which is known by
the senses. The second premise is that Moses was
given the Scripture, which is known because the
l. 6: 92.
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Jews recognise it, since they have hidden a part
of Scripture and have shown forth a part of it,
as God has said: "Ye show (it), though ye hide
much."7 This is mentioned by God as the best
method of dialectical argument. It is the characteristic of dialectic that it contains but two premises which are admitted by the opponent and
recognised by him, even though others may doubt
them. This proof binds your opponent, given
that he recognises them. The greater number of
proofs from the Qur'an f oJlow in this manner. If
it happens that you doubt some of the premises
and their antecedents, understand that the aim
of this method is to provide a proof for him who
entertains no doubt. For your part, your aim
should be to learn how to make use of this way
in all other cases.
Here is the method of assessing this rule. If
someone says : "One cannot conceive that an
animal should ·move. without legs," he will be
corrected when you say: "The snake is an animal
and moves withoutlegs." It follows from this that
some animals move without having legs, and that
the statement: "Animals move only with legs,"
·is a false and contradictory statement.
There are many- ways in which this rule is used
in o~ure cases. If some people say : uEvery lie
2. lbld.:Tbat 11; the Je'1rs are accused of concealing parts of
their Scriptures in discussiOAS. with Muhammad See Ibn Hishim
(Tr. A. GuilJaullle). T/11 Li/1 "' M;i~~. PP•
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is wrong jn itself/' we should reply : "Who has
s~en one 9f the friencJs (of God) who has hidden
hiiµself from a tyrant '!This tyrant asks where be
is, but it is concealed-is this a lie'!" He replies:
"Yes." We_ say: ",Is it wron.g '!" ~fo replies: "Nq.
Jndeed, the wro~g would lie in the tru*fulness
which would lead to 4is destruction." We say,
then, to th~s ~an : "Con~ider the rule. We say
~at the concealmeµt of the friend's hlding place
i~ a lie-tpis is a known premise. This statement
is ~ot evil-. this is the second premise. It f ollpws
from this that not every lie is wrong. Reflect for
a moment. Is it conceivable that there should be
4oubt in this demonstration once these two pre.mises are recognised'! Is this not more evident
tli(;ln the premises gaii;ied by experience and the
senses that I have cited with regard to ~nowledge
qf tJ:ie rule concerning the sanctity of God'!"
Here is the definition of this rule. If two de~riptions apply to one. object, it is essent;al that
,s()n;te aspects of one of the two should be includ.~d. in the other, but it is .not necessary _that it ~
.totally included. 3 0.1,1 the qo}}trary, it may in some
c~ses b~ totally iµclµde<i, a114 in other ~ses not.
There is n,o ·jirm rIJle. P.9 ypu .not se~ t4~t m.an~j§A~~cril>ed ~s "Jh~ing" jt.n<l ~ ~·pody,'~ ?,n must
J9lloy.rfroµ\ tJ:iis that s9pie bodj~sJlre~livj11g, b"t
, it_ d,9es not follow that every ~ody i~, -l~ving. Do
'3. Aristouo. Prior .:.tt.a1;.;1ics; 1, 6. 28a;"to•.
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not be misled ipto saying that every animal is a
body. If it do!!~ not necessarily follow that attributes can be thus· interchanged, neither does
knowledge follow in this way of necessity.
My interlocutor may now say: I have understood these three rules. But why have you described the first as Great, the second as Middle and
the third as Small ?
I reply : Because the Great Rule applies to the
majority of cases, the Small applies to but a few,
while the Middle applies accordingly. The Great
is the most widely applicable, since it is possible
to make use of it to gam knowledge of general
affirmations and specific affirmations, and to
make general denials and specific denials. 4 Thus
it is possible to obtain four sorts of knowleJge
by means of it. The second type can produce only
a denial, but of both sorts, that is a general denial and a specific denial. 5 The third type can
give only a particular denial, as I have said. It
tollows from this rule that one aspect .of one
attribute is included in the other, since they both
apply to one thing. That which applies only to
a special and partial case is certainly small. 6 Without doubt, to make use of this to make general
judgments is one of the rules of the Devil ! The
party of ta' llm have made use of it in order to
S. ibid., I, S. 28a, 8.

4. Ibid., I, 4. 26b, 29.
6. ibid • I. 6. 29a, 16.
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gain some of their knowledge. The Devil suggested it to Abraham in the saying : "This is
my Lord, this is greater." I will narrate this story
to you later on.

),

!_

Chapter Five

The Rule of Concomitance

He said : Expound to me the Rule of Concomitance. I have understood the three divisions
of the Rule of Equivalence.
I replied : This rule is taken from the words
of God: "If there were gods other than God,
both (heaven and earth) would surely go to ruin." 1
And from the passage : "Say : If there had been
other gods with Him, as they say, in that case
assuredly they would have sought a way unto the
Lord of the Throne. " 2 And from the passage :
"If those (false gods) had been gods, they would
never have gone 4own (to Gehenna). " 3 The form
of this rule is established by saying : If the world
had two gods, it would surely go to ruin-this
is the first premise. Now it is known that it has
not gone to ruin-this is the second premise.
From these premises the conclusion must of
necessity follow, that is, the denial of two gods.
Since, if there were with the possessor of Throne
other gods, they would have to find a way to the
possessor of the Throne, and since it is known
th~t they have not found such a way, the denial
of gods other than the possessor of the Throne
1. 21: 21.

2. 17: 44.
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must follow.
Here is the way in which this rule may be verified with a known example. You say: "If the sun
is risen, the stars are hidden-this is known by
.experience." Then you say : "It is known by the
senses that the sun is risen, therefore it foliows
that the stars are hidden." You. will say : "If
someone eats he is satiated-this is known _by
experience." Then you say : "It is known that
he eats-this is known by the senses. It follows
from the premise of experience and the premise
of the senses that he is satisfied."
There are many ways of using this argument
in obscure cases, so that the jurist says : "Supposing that the sale of an abseiii object is sound
(in law), it follows that sue~ a sale is binding (on
.the vendor) because the· obligation is made clear.
Now it is known that the obligation is not made
clear. Hence it is concluded that the sale is not
sound." 4 The first premise is known by taking
exampies in jurisprudence, giving an opinion but
·noi knowledge. The second premise is known by
the. admission of your adversary and by his aid .
. ...lt?- the sp_here of 'intellectual argument we ~ay :
"If the making of the world and the· hunian domain is indeed beyond wonder, then its maker
.~~t b.e knowing. This is the flr8t step aecording
reason. Now, it is known that the world is

to

4. It is not, in fact, sound in Islamic law.
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strikingly wellordered, as is perceived by the eye.
It follows from this that its maker is knowing."
Then you go a step higher and say : "If its maker
is knowing, He must also be living. Now it is
known that lte is knowing, by the first rule. Hence
it follows from this that He must be living."
Then you say : "If He is hving and knowing,
then he must be self-subsistent and not an accident. Now it is known from the previous two
rules that He is living and knowing. Hence He
must be self-subsistent.!• Thus we ascend from
the ordering of the human domain to the description of 1ts maker, which is knowledge ; then
again we ascend from knowledge to life, and
from thence to the essence. This is the spiritual
ascension, and these rules are the steps by which
to ascend to the skies, even further, to the Maker
of the skies, and these principles are the stages
of the ascent. As for bodily ascension, no power
is sufficient for this, save that which is reserved
for the Prophet. s
Here, now, is the definition of this rule. Every•
thing which applies to something must follow for
it in every coriditiori. It follows also that the denial of something (to an entity) necessitates a
(similar) denial to that which depends upon that
S. A reference here to the miraculous ascension of Mul].ammad,
in Arabic mi'~aj. For· an account of this, see Ibn Hishim (Tr. A.
Guillaume), The Life of Muf!ammad, pp. 184-87.
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entity, and the affirmation ofsomething which
depends upon the entity necessitat~s the existence
of that entity. That the subsequent effect may
be denied while the entity itself is affirmed gives
no conclusion, and is again one of the works of
the Devil, used by some of the Ta 'llmiyyah to
provide their knowledge.,
,
Do you not perceive, that for prayer to be
valid it follows that he who prays must be purified '! There is no doubt that it is true to say :
'~If the prayer of Zaid is to be valid, he must be
purified ; it is known that he is not purified, which
is , the negation of the, required conditjon ; it
follows that his prayer is not valid and this is
the denial of what is conditioned. " 6 In the same
way you say : "It is known that his prayer is valid,
showing the existence of the required condition ;
it thus follows that he is purified, showing the
existence of the antecedent condition." But if
you were t.o say : "It is k~own that he is purified,
it thus follows that his prayer is valid," this would
be false for it may be that his prayer was invalidated
for another reason. This would show the
,,
existence of the anterior condition but would not
show the existenc~ of that which follows. Again,
if you were to say : "It is known that his prayer
'

6. The purification referred to is the ritual ablution before the
statutory prayer rite (fallil). Zaid is the Arab equivalent of the hypothetical John Smith.
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was not valid, hence he was not purified," this
would not necessarily imply an error (for it may
be that the invalidity proceeded from another
source).

4l

Chapter Si>.:

The Rule of Opposition

Then he said : Explain to me the Rule of
Opposition ; show me where it occurs in the
Qur'an; how to verify it, and how to use it.
I said : Its place in the Qur'an is given in God's
teaching to Mu]J.ammad : "Say : Who provides
for you out of the heavens and the earth? Say:
God. Surely, either we or you are upon right
guidance, or in manifest error. " 1 God does not
mention "we or you" in this passage as being
objects of comparison or of doubt. Another principle is to be understood here, that is, that we
are not in error in saying : "God provides for
you out of the heavens and the earth." It is He
Who provides from the heavens by ·sending the
rain, and on the earth by the sprouting of crops.
Thus you err in denying this. Here is the complete form of the syllogism: Either we or you are
in manifest error-this is the first premise. Then
we say : It is known that we are not in errorthis is the second premise. It must follow necessarily from the combinatiOn of the two premises
that the conclusion is that you are in error.
The verification of this demonstration is
1. 34: 23.
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known and is as follows. Supposing that someone
goes into a house in which there are only ·two
rooms. Then we enter but do not see him. We
know with certainty that he must necessarily be
in the other room. We have here the union of
two premises. The first is that he is certainly in
one of the two rooms. The second is that undoubtedly he is not in this one. It follows that
he must be in the second room. In this manner
we know that he is in the second room, sometimes seeing him in it and on other occasions seeing the other room empty. In the first of these two
ways we see him and gain this knowledge through
our eyes. In the second case we do not see him
and gain knowledge through the use of this rule,
by deduction which provides knowledge as certain as through the use of our eyes.
The definition of this rule is as follows. If
something may be found under two divisions (or
categories), it follows that the affirmation that it
is to be found in one must involve the denial that
it is to be found under the other, and conversely
so. The condition for this is that the divisions
(or categories) are well defined and are not extended.2 Using categories which are extended is
a device of the Devil and this is a custom of some
2. That is to say, in the first case there is a complete disjunction between the categories, while in the second the disjunction is incomplete.
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of the Ta' limiyyah, used by them in many places,
as we have mentioned in our books Qawli-tim
Jawiib Mufa-1-tal al-Khaliif, and Musta;hirl, and
elsewhere.
The number pf obscure cases in which this
rule may be used is without limit and it may_form
the basis for most rational discussions. For example, someone may deny the existence of an eternal, Being. We, therefore, say to him: "Existing
things are either created, or some of them are
created and some of them are eternal." This is
disjunctive, for it hinges upon the difference between denial and affirmation. 3 Thus we say: "Now
it is known that not everything is created ; it
follows that some things must be eternal." If
your opponent now says : "Why do you say that
not everything is created?", we reply: "Because
"ifall things were in fact created, they would have
come into existence of themselves, without a
cause. It is thus false to say that they are all eternal, and it is established that amongst them there
must be an eternal Being." The rational discussions in which this rule may be used are numberless.
He said : I have truly understood that these
five rules are sound. However, I would like to
know the meaning of their names and why the
3. Compare the discussion in Rescher, Al-Firiibi'a Shorl Commnlt1ry °" Ari1totle'•Prior Analytics, pp. 77-80.
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first is specified as the Rule of Equivalence, the
second as the Rule of Concomitance, and the
third as the Rule of Opposition.
I replied: I have called the first the Rule of
Equivalence because it comprises two equal premises, as though they were two pans of a balance
in equilibrium. The second I have called the Rule
of Concomitance because one of the two premises comprises two parts, one of which follows
necessarily and the other depends upon it, as in
the saying of the Qur'an: "If there were gods
other than God, both (heaven and earth) would
surely go to ruin. " 4 The phrase : "They would
surely go to ruin" is the prior condition while
the phrase "If there were gods other than God"
follows from the prior condition. The conclusion
follows from the denial of the prior condition.
The third rule is named the Rule of Opposition
because it stems from the division into two categories, affirmation and denial, maintaining one of
which entails the denial of the other, and the converse. It is clear that there is opposition and contrast between the two categories.
He said : Did you invent these names (for the
rules)and did you extract them(from the Qur'an)t
or were there others who preceded you?
I replied : As far as the names are concerned
I did indeed invent them. I also eAtracted the
4. ·21: 11.
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rules from the Qur'.an and I do not believe that
others preceded me in doing so. However, I have
been preceded by others in the elaboration of
the principles of the rules. They are to be found
amongst the morerecent(authorities)withnames
other th~n those I have given. These rules also
have other names with some of the peoples who
preceded the coming of Mu1}.ammad and Jesus,
wlio had themselves taken them from the books
of Abraham and Moses. s
Howeve_r, I. have been led to reclothe these
rules with.differe~t names, as I know that you
understand th~m wjth difficulty and are a slave
of your imaginings. Indeed, I see that you are
so mistaken by appearances that were someone
to give you red honey to drink in a cupping-glass
you ;would not be able to bring yourself to take
jt be,cause of your revu.lsion to the cupping-glass,
and because your intellect is too weak to see that
the hon~y is pure. ~n whateve~ receptacle it may
.come. Indeed, were you io see a Turk dressed i~
a ;p~tch,ed ploak an.d a woollen shift,6 you woulcJ
judge him to be a ~ufl or fl jurisprudent, and if
yo~ were to see a ~ufl dresspd in caftan and cap,
you wo~ld· imagine that he wa~ a Turk. Your
S. Al-Ghadli thus ~mphasises the Qur'lnic basis of his system
in deriving them from the Qur'in and ·m givjng them
dift~rent na!lles. ~ee Appendix III. .
· 6. For' l:he"details of the patched cloak ilnd woollen shift ·with a
slit down the front, see Massignon. Pas~ion (1st ed.). pp, 49-50.
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imagination only allows you to see the externals,
apd not the heart of things. For this reason you
do not look at a saying for its own sake, but only
look at its elegant construction or the good opi_nion you have of him who utters it. If its form
is disagreeable to you, or the one who utters it
is hateful in your estimation, you reject the saying, even though it may be true in itself. lf, again,
someone were to say to yoti: "Say: There is no
·god but God, and Jes us is the Messenger of God,''
you would be repelled by this and would reply :
''This is a statement from the Christians. How
could I ~ay this'!" y OU would not have the intelligence to know that in itself this statement
is true and that the Christian is hateful not because of this statement~ nor for others like it,
but only because of two. The first of these is
that Mul}.ammad is not.the Mess~nger of God,
a~d the second is that God is the third of three.
:All else that he says is true.
When I saw that you and your friends of the
_Ta'l.miyyah have weak_ intellects, and.that it was
:~nly in: the externals that you were m_istaken, I
~escended to your level, giving you a drink in a
·water carafe, provi'ding y~u thus with .·a· cure. I
was gracious Jo~ards you, a$ a doctor with a sick
,man. But if I had said to you that this was a
.fpmedy, and had given it to you in a_ mediCine
. bottle, your nature would hav~ prevented you
47
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from accepting it. Even if you had accepted it~
you would have been grieved by it, and would
hardly have taken it. This is my reason for chang"ing these names and for inventing others. He
who understands this will know it, and he who
denies it will be ignorant ..
He said: I have understood thisinitsentirety,
but where is that which you have promised, namely, the balance with two pans and single arm
.on which both are suspended ? In this rule I see
·neither pan nor balance arm. Where, in these
rules, is there anythingresemblirig the steelyard?
I replied: Have I not derived this knowledge
from two premises? Now, each premise is a pan
of the balance, and that aspect which is common
to each premise and is contained in each is the
arm. Let me give you an example from jurispru·dence, which perhaps you will understand better.
·when we say: "All intoxicants are forbidden,"
this constitutes one pan; then we say: "All wine
is an intoxicant," this constitutes the other pan.
The conclusion is that all wine is forbidden.
There are but three elements contained in these
two premises : wine, intoxicant, and forbidden.
The element "wine" is to be found in only one
premise, and is one pan. The element "forbidden"· is the other premise, and is the second
pan .. Now the element "intoxicant" is mention:etl-in both premises and is repeated, being com'48
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mon to both. It.is thus the arm. 7 The pans
are suspended from it in· the same manner as
the subject is attached to the attribute, in our
saying : "All wine is intoxicating." Here wine is
the subject, describe_d by the attribute "intoxicating". In the case of the other pan,' the attribute is attached to the subject, as in our saying :
"All intoxicants are forbidden." Reflect on this
until you understand it. False use of this rule
sometimes comes from the pan, sometimes from
the arm, ·and sometimes from the manner of
s·uspending the pan from the arm, as I have remarked to you in an example taken from the
rule of the Devil.
-. The rule which is compared to the steelyard
is that of concomitance, since one of the arms
the steelyard is much longer than the other. 8
When you say: "If the sale of an absent object
were valid, such a sale is binding by virtue of
the fac~·that the obligatfon is mad_e clear," this
is the longer premise which contains two aspects,
that which must follow and that which is dependent upon the first entity. The second is the sayjng: "The obligation is not made clear," which

of

7. This element corresponds to the middle term in philosophi·
cal discussions.of the syllogism. As al-Ghazili observes. it is distributed. that ii, it mtiat appear ill both premises but does not appear
in the conclusion : Aristotle. PrlOr Jfnalylics, Book I, chap. 4.
8. The distinction, of course, is between a conventional balance
with equal arma and the (Roman)•steelyard with unequal arms.·
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the other-in this ~ase it
l ,- ; .
is "iritoxicant," found in both premises. T~us a
conclusion is obtained. If there not common'
eleliient ~hi~h is contained iri both pre~ises, as,
for·example',inthe sayings: "All i~toxic1;1.nts are
forbidden/' and "Everything wh,i~h is the object
~t anger is gu'aranteed," then no conclusion at
al\ fqllows; 9 These are indeed two premises, but
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If you were able to see the comparison b~
tweenthe sensibiliaand theintelligibilia you would
also have. opened to you the gate of comparison
between the present world of sight and the world
of the future, which is unseen. In the latter there
are gre_at mysteries; whoever has not a~tained to
it. is deprived of the several lights of the Qur'an
and its teaching, and- of its knowledge has but
attained the husk. As the Qur'an contains the
rules of measurement for all sciences, so also it
contains the keys to all sciences, as I have indicated in. my book, Jawahir al-Qur'an, 11 which
Y01J should consult. The parallels b-~tween the
. ~orld of sight and the invisible world are shown
by the presence in dreams of truths which convey
meaning through allegories for the imagination.
Visions seen in dreams are indeed a part of prophecy, 12 ·and in the
world of prophecy is shown
.
forth the f ulness o( this world and the next.
Here is _an, ex.fli:npJe taken from dreams. A
man saw in his drea~s that he held.atsort o( seal
in.his hand with W.Jlich he sealed up ~he mouths
of: m.en; and the pr~v.ate, parts of women. u He
recQunted his vis.ion to Ibn s;r~n. who told him:
"You are a muezzin,_ whQ summons people to
.

'1i. Literally: "Pearls of the Qur'in,"_not yet translated into
English.
12. Traditionally, ~ey are one-forty-sixth of prophecy.
13.. Eating and sexual intercourse during RamacJin are referred.
to.
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prayer before the dawn." He said: "It is so.'•
See how in this example the state of the man is.
shown from the unseen world, and then draw a
parallel between this example and the call to
prayer before dawn during Rama~an. It is possible that this muezzin sees himself on the Day of
Resurrection, having in his hand a seal of fire
while it is said to him: "This is the seal with
which you seal the mouths of men and the private
parts of women." The muezzin will then say:
"By God! I have not done this." They will then
say to him: "Indeed, if only you had done thus,
but you were in ignorance. This is the inner significance of your act." The truths of things and
their inner content are revealed only in the world
of spirits. The inner meaning is veiled in obscurity of form in this world of dissembling. Now,
"We have removed from thee thy covering, and
so thy sight is piercing."14 In the same manner,
whoever has neglected one of the commands of
the uiwwillbe disgraced. If you desire the truth
of this, refer to the chapter, "On the Reality of
Death," in Jawii.hir al-Qur'lin,15 where you will
see wonderful things. Meditate for a long time·
herein and it may be that the door to the future
will be opened to you, and you will hear distant
14. The Qur'in, SO: 21. interpreted mystically.
15. See also his Revival of the Religious Sciences, Part 4, Book 1()
~not yet translated into English).
.
·
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things through it.
For my part I do not see that it will be opened
to you who wait for the knowledge of truths from
.an absent teacher whom you do not see, 16 and
whom, if you did, you would find considerably
weaker than yourself in knowledge. Take such
knowledge from one who has thus journeyed and
learn from it, for it has failed the man who is
well informed.
He said: That is another question upon which
you and I could dispute for a long time. This
absent teacher's face I have never ,seen, even
though I have had reports of him, like the
lion which also I have never seen but of which I
have seen traces. I have heard my mother before
her death, and also. the lord of the fortress of
Alamut, giving the absent teacher very high praise
by saying that he knew all that happened on the
earth, even a thousand parasangs away.17 Should
I now contradict my mother, that chaste and
modest woman, or the lord of Alamut, whose life
and intimate thoughts are so virtuous ? Indeed
not ! These are two sincere witnesses. How could
they not be, since they concur with my companions of Damghan and I~fahan, to whom submis16. The hidden Imam: see Watt, Failb antlP,actictJ of al-Gha8iili.
pp. 4647, SJ.
17. The lord of Alamiit was ~asan f?abbil]. (or al-~asan ibn
al-~abbi!J), on whom see the Introduction to this translation. A
parasang (Persian) is about five miles.
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sion was due and to whom the fortresses capitu•
lated." Do you really think that they were· mistaken, ·for they were people of -intelligence~ and
that they dissimulated while being pious ? Away
With this nonsense ! Put this aside, for our lord
of Alamut knows what going ~n between us
without doubt, since-"not the weight of ari atom
escapes him," whether on earth or in heaven~ 19
I am afraid to expose myself to his hatted sitri.ply
bediusel listen to you and give attention to your
prdpos~Is. Stop this drivelling and get bllck to
the rules. Explain the rules of the Devil.

is

18. The histoty of the insurrection is given in Hodgson", •'The
Iama'ili State. ch. S of Tke Camlwidge History of Iran, Vot V~ atld
L~s. TiJe :Assassins. See maps.
.
It. The Qut'in, 34 : 3, emended and audaciously tramfetred
from God to the lord of Alami\t.
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Chapter Seven
,,..:.
. - .. .
On the Rules_ of the J?evil and How These Are
Used by the Ta' limiyyah
.

;

·-~

I re'ptied : Listen now~ niy poor friend~ to an

explanation of the rules of your friends, for you
have greatly exaggerated. Understand that for
etery rule wllfoii I have mentioned from the
Qur'iin the Devil has one to match it, which he
puts beside die proper rule ih order to cause
error. However; tlie Devil can enter in only where
there is a breach~ and whosoever has well stopped
up this breach is secure. The ininiber of such
breitches is ten; whfoli I have collected and explairied
my works, Mi~akk al~Na~a'r and
Mi'yar al~'ll11t~ 1 fogether with other details of
ihe conditions df the rules. I will riot mention
tliem here iti view df your inability to understa'.nd
them. If you are lookihg for a full account you
wili fib.a it in the Mihakk (a/-Naz~r)~ while a
detailed explanation win be found in the Mi'yar

in

(a/-'//m)'.

For the nfonient, I will give you but a
single model, which is that which the Devil
suggested to Abraham when God spoke the
•

•

1
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•
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,

'
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•

1. Both of these are more detailed philosophical discussions as
al-Ghazali say1.
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words : "We have sent no Messenger or Prophet
... but that Satan cast into his fancy, when he
was fancying; but God annuls what Satan casts,
then God confirms His signs. " 2 This happened
when he hastened towards the sun, saying :
"This is my Lord, for he is greater." Because
it was greater, the Devil wished to deceive
him thus.
·
'
The way in which this is used is as follows.
"God is most great" is a premise which is accepted by agreement. "The sun is greater than the
stars" is the second premise which is known by
the senses. It follow~ from these that "The sun
is God," which is the conclusion. This is a rule
which the Devil has firmly attached to the small
.rule of equivalence. For the term "greater" is an
attribt'ite applied both to God and to the sun,
and so ·one imagines that one of them may be
an attribute of the other. This is in fact the rever..
,sal of the small rule of equivalence, its definition
being, that two things apply to one entity, not
that one thing applies to two. For if two things
apply to one entity, an aspect of one of them is
predicatedofthe other, as we have shown above.
But, if one thing applies to two, one of these
two cannot be an attribute of the other. Consider how the Devil has confused things by this
2, The Qur'in, 22 : St with the words' ·before thee" omitted in
the text.
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reversal.
.
.
We may demonstrate the falsity of this rule
with the aid of an example which is manifestly
false. Take the case of colour. Now the term
"colour" applies to both black and white, but it
does not follow that we may describe white as
black, nor black as white. On the contrary, if
someone were to say : "White is a colour and so
is black, therefore it follows that black is white,"
that would indeed be false. Similarly, the saying:
"God is most great and so is the sun, therefore .
the sun is God," is also false, because it would
imply that two opposing entities could receive
the same attribute. That two entities may have
the same attribute does not thereby imply a connection between them. But if one entity possesses two attributes, this implies that there is
a connection between the attributes. Whoever
understands this will know the difference between
there being one entity with two attributes and
two entities with the same attribute.
He said: Now the falsity of this method is
clear to me, but when have the Ta'limiyyah used
it in their teaching?
I replied: They have often used it in their
teaching. I cannot spare the time to recount them
all, but I will give you one model. You have often
heard them say : "Truth lies with the one and
falsehood lies with the many ; the school of
57
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personal opinion (ra'y) 3 engenders many (viCws)
'19hlle that of the ta'llm leads to but one; hence
It t~itows -that tr'uHi lies with the schbol of

fiiltm."
· H:e said : Y~s, I have often heard this, and.
'.bavt;oelie\redit, tind'erstanding thafit .wils a de~
cisiv~ proof iri which the.re was no doubt.
1 replied :It is
rtire of the Devil. see how
your friends bave fallen lieadiong, and how they
have used the nile of the Devil and his reasoning in seeking to tefute that of Abraham and the
6iher rules.
·
He said : How do we escape their error?
I replied : The Devil lias confused things by
thultiplying words ahd by creating disorder so
that you will not see where~ the confusfon lies.
All this leads t<> the statement that "truth" niay
t:>e des~Hbed as "one"-this is one premise; and
to the statement that the zd'lim is described as
"ohe"--.this is the secorid premise. Ii is then
said : "It follows ftom this that tJ:ie school of
ta'ltm 1s described as 'true' for 'uriitf is predicated of obe thing:: As two things are tlius described, it must be necessary that one of the two
described iii terms of the other~" This is like

tlie

be .

--

.

3. Persona.I opinion (rli'y) was one of the sources of jurisprudenc~
theology ailowecfby the Sunni tradition as a
iriU?pretmg th~ Qur'iD. and Ifodith. As al-Ghazali implies, the
Ta'limiyyah opposed it. substituting •·authoritative teachinl"

and

(l"'lim).

means of
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your

saying:· "Colour is an attfibute .kiveti to
both black and white, hence it follows that white
must be an attribute of black." This is like the
saying of the Devil : " 'Most great' is an attribute give~ to both God and the sun, hence it
follo\Vs that 'God' is an attribute of the sun.''
Thete is tio difference between these rules, in
saying that "colour" applies to both black and
whjte, ih saying that "most greae' applies to
both God and the sun, and in saying that "ohe"
applies to both the ia' !Im and to the truth. Reflect on this and understand.
He said : I have well understood this, but I
am not happy with just one example, Give me
attother coricetning the rules of my frienas in
order that I may be reassured that they are indeed led astray by the ruies of the Devil.
I asked him: Have you not heard their saying : "Truth is known only either by r'il'y alone
or by ta' llm alone, and that the denial of one is
an affirmation of the other. Now, it is false that
one can know the truth by rii.), that is, ratioriaJ
personal opinion, alone, for the rational opinions and the schools contradiCt dach other.
Hence, it is established that truth is known by
ta'llm"?
He said : By God, I have often heard this, for
this is the key to their mission and their primary
argument.
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I ~eplied : This .is a rule of the Devil, who bas
attached to it the Rule of Opposition. Certainly
the negation of one of two categories implies the
affirmation of the other but only on condition
that there be a complete disjunction between
them and not one which is incomplete. The Devil
confuses the incomplete with the complete here.
This disjunction (in the saying) is inco~plete
since it does not turn on either ,affirmation or denial. It is possible that there may be between
these a third division (tertium quid), that is, that
truth may be known. by rational persona' opinion
and ta'lim together.4
Here is an example which is known to be false.
Someone· may say : "Colours are not perceived
by the eye, but by the light of the sun." We ask:
''Why ~" He replies : ''Because it must be that
they are perceived either by the eye or by the
light of the sun. Now it is false to say that they
are perceived :f>y the eye, for the eye cannot perceive th:em ,by night. Hence they are perceived
by the light of the sun. Someone will say to him :
"Poor
man ! There is a third division, that is,
.
that they are ~een by the eye, but in the light of
the sun."
He said : I would like you to explain further
.

4. Al·Ghazili uses the word "division" where we would use the
term "possibility" or "case". It is used again in the following paragraph.
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the error you mentioned in respect of the first
example, that of truth and the one, for there is
a very fine point in understanding where the
error lies.
I replied : The error consists, as I have mentioned, in the confusion of the attribution of one
- predicate to two things with the attribution of
two predicates to one thing. The basis of this
error is the illusion to which this reversal gives
rise,5 for whoever knows that all truth is one
may perhaps suppose that every single entity is
true. This converse does not follow. That which
does follow is a particular converse, namely, that
"some aspect of one entity is true". When you
say: "Every man is an animal," the universal
converse, "Every animal is a man," does not
follow but rather the statement : "Some animals
are men.,, 6
The Devil, in order to confuse the weakminded, employs no ruse stronger and more frequentthan the universal converse. This is even used
with regard to sensibilia, so that whoever sees a
black rope with various colours is afraid because
it resembles a snake. The cause of his fear is that
he knows that: all snakes are long and of varied
colours. His fancy thus proceeds to make a uni5. The subject is interchanged with the predicate.
· 6. Compare Aristotle, Prior A11alytics, kBook I. chapters·· 2
and3.
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conve_rse, ju_dging tha' .everything which is
long,apd of varied c9lours is; a snake. But d1is
univ~rsal statement does not .follow. The converse and the contradiction contain many fine
points which you will understand only ·through
t.Ae Mi~_akk al-Naiar and the,Mi'yai: al-'llm.
He said : With every ex~ple I find greater
p_e~ce, 9f Iajnd in findjng out the rules of the
i;>evil .. Do not be miserly-give me another
case. _
I replied : The rule may be wrong sometimes
beca~~e of a mal,fun~tion i~ that the suspension
of.the pans from the arm may i:iot be absolutely
veiti~l, sometimes because of the pan itself and
t~e. ~d ,!11att1rial from :~hich it is made. It may
b~.ma4t;,of iron,_ of copper, or from the hi~e of
an animal., But if it is made from snow or cotton ·
you cannot weigh with it. Likewise, a sword maY.
b~ ~ po9r one ·in ,its sh~pe, in the case where
it· has, the· f.ol1J}. of a batoJ,1,which js neither
ftatt~n~d nor. sp_arp, .or ,be.cau~e .. of the _bad
mat~rial,ffom w4ic4 it: is made, if wood or clay
at:~, used;.
.. .
, . . :;
, It i~ .the same with the rule of the Devil. lti
may be bad due to a fault jn its .presentation, as
lhave... .indicated
in. the
case
size
. '...
.
-· . of.the.
'
. of the
sun and ·in that of unity and truth. Their forms
are defective .. and converted, as 'th6~gh one
sought to weigh with a balance whose pans were
....

.-.! ·.•

- · -.• ' I .

'

•''

~

t

'

'
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above the arm. The Devil's rule may .be due to
false in~terja], as in the case of the saying oflblis :
"I am better than him.(man). Thou hast created
me of fire and him Thou hast crea.ted of clay,"
in his reply to God's question : "What prevented
thee from bowing before that which I didst create
with mine own hands'?" 7 Ibfis has here introduced two rules. First, ·be has jus_tified his prohibition of adoration (before man) by virtue of his_
superior being. Secondly, he ha_s established his
superiorhy ~~om his being made out of fire.. If
you cl.arify all the parts of his a~gument you find
that his rule is correct in its presentation but
faulty in, its matter. Its form is as follows : '"I
am better than he is ; the better .does not bow
down; thus I will not prostrate myself.'' Neither
pr~mise in this a_rgument is. valid because they
are nc:>t known. The things which are obscure
are
evaluated
through those which are clear,8 but
.
'
what Iblis ...has stated is ' neither clear nor admitt~d. Our, reply is.: ."We do not admit that you
are ·better-.thu_s, denying the first premise;. in
the saµie_ ~ay (or the s~conp,.we do"not a<lmit
tha_t the _better is not obliged ·to prostrate himself, f o~;su~h. oblig~t!o~. ~nd worth derive from
the command and not from superiority." IbLs
'

. f:

1-:...

'

_.

-·

'

'

.

·,

-

'

.

'

'

'

'

'

7. The Qur'in, 38 : '.75 f.
8, That ~-one '11eS that which is clear to. establish that which
is less clear.
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has put to one side the demonstration of the
second premise, that the obligation derives from
the command and not from superiority,9 and has.
concerned himself with establishing that "I am
better because I have been created from fire.'"
This is an appeal to superiority in origins.
· The full form of this demonstration and his
rule is : "Whoever has a better origin is better ;
I have a better origin; hence I am better." Both
these "pans" (i.e. these principles) are false, for
we ·do not admit that "whoever has a better
origin is better". Superiority derives from personal qualities and not from one's origin.· I~ is
possible that iron may be better than glass, but
it is also possible to make something from glass
which, by its workmanship., is better than something made from iron. Thus we say : "Abraham
is better than the sons of Noah," even though
Abraham was begotten by Azar,10 who was an
unbeliever, while·the sons of Noah were begotten by a Prophet. With regard to the second premise, "I have been created of something better,"
as if fire were better· than clay; this also we do
not admit~ On the contrary, clay is better because it is made of dust and water. One may say
9. The· translation follows that Arabic text established by
Chelhot, who finds the order of terms confused here.
10. For Azar see the Qur'in, 6 : 74, where he is said to worship
idols.
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that their admixture contains both animal and
vegetable, and that these provide both growth
and development while fire corrupts and destroys everything. Thus to say that fire is better
is false.
These rules are true in their form but false
in their substance, as is the comparison of the
sword to wood. Even· more, they are like the
mirage of a spring which a thirsty man takes for
water, until he arrives and finds nothing. Rather,
he finds God, Who renders him his due. 11 Thus
the Ta'hmiyyah will behold their own state on
the Day of Resurrection, when they will have
the truth of their rules unveiled for them. Here,
then, is one of the ways in which the Devil
enters. It must be stopped up.
That which provides true substance for
speculative thought is solely the premise known
either by the senses, or by experience, or by a
tradition with sound transmission, or by the first
principles of reason, or by deduction from these
as a whole. As for him who uses the methods
of argumentation and dialectic, these a.re what
one's adversary recognises and admits, even
though they are not thus seen by him. The argument turns against him. Certain proofs in the
Qur'an are of this type. You should not refuse
11. That is, he hoped to find succour, but instead found death.
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to use the proofs of the Qur'an if you should
happen to doubt their premises (i.e. those of
d1alectic), for they are to be adduced in the case
of communities which recognise them.
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Chapter Eight

How Muhammad
and the Learned Men of His
•
Community Have No Need of Another Imam, and
the Way in Which the Knowledge of the Veracity
of Mu~ammad· is Shown, That of Those Who
Know,1 A Way Which is Clearer Than the Consideration of Miracles and More Sure Than It

He said: You have completely cured me, you
have raised the veil (from my eyes), and you have
performed a wonder. 2 But you have built a castle
and destroyed a. town. Until now I had counted
on you to teach me how to apply the rules, and
with your help and that of the Qur'an of being
free (of the need for) the sinless Imam. 3 But since
you have mentioned these minutiae, by which
error creeps in, I have lost hope that I may now
be independent. I have no certainty thai .I shall
not make an error in applying this rule, since I
now see why men differ in their schools (of religion). This is because they have not understood
1. Arabic •arifin indicates a cnostic sense.
2. Literally: •·You have performed (something) with a white
hand"-allusion to Moses. whose hand became white when he performed a wonder~
3. Or impeccable Imii•-see Watt, FoUh 11114 Prlldice. pp. 46.,
52.
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these minutiae as you have understood them,•
so some of them err and others attain the mark~
For me now the best way will be to ask assistance
from the Imam, so that I am saved from these
minutiae.
I replied : Poor man ! Your knowledge of the
. Imam is not a necessary one. It is either receiv·
ed (taqlld) from your family, or it is measured
with one of these rules. For every knowledge
which, is not primary (i.e. of first pri~iples) must
necessarily derive from the presence of these rules
in one;who knows them, even though he may not
pe'rceive it. You have learhed:the'tru'th of·the.
e-Yaluation :from the working of' these two premises within· your mind, the·· ·experimental and
that of the senses. It is the same ·with' other men,.
e\'ei1 ·though -they do not perceive it. For exain.ple,1\vhoe'ver knows that this animal is notpregnll:nt because it is a mule knows this: by the opera-.
tiOi:f'oftwd premises,' even though he may not
kpow theisource of fiis-knowledge .. Tims all know-.
ledge-which a man acquires in this: world· is attained in 'this way. When you,· for your part, affirm
yout belief in the sinlessness of the-' Imam, or even.
Multammad, by the received tradition (taqlld) of
y~ur fa~ily and friends,· you do''nof tlius sepaiate
4. Chelhot reads "comme je les ai comprises/'.but .. you" seems.
tc;> aiake better senllO here, .

S. ·s~e above, Chapter Two.
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yourself from the Jews and the Zoroastrians, for
this is what theydo. 6 If you use one of these rules,
you may err in one of the finer points, and thus
cannot be sure.
He said: It is true! But where is the (right) .
Path? You have closed both the paths of ta'llm
and of the use of rules.
I replied : Indeed not ! Return to the Qur'an.
It has taught you the path when you say : "The
godfearing, when a visitation of Satan troubles
them, remember, and then see clearly. " 7 God
does not say : "They travel, and then see clearly. " 8 You, in turn, know that knowledge is manifold. If you were to start travelling to the Imam,
whom you claim is sinless, over every difficulty,
this would give you much hardship for little
knowledge. Your path is to learn from me how
to use these rules and to fulfil their conditions.
If some question is difficult for you, you should
submit it to the rules, then you will reflect on its
conditions with a clear mind and strong zeal and
will see clearly.
It is as when you reckon up how much you
owe to the greengrocer, or he to you, or when you
investigate one of the questions concerning religious obligations, and you do not know whether
6. Al-Ghazili attacks "blind.acceptance," or "naive belief".
Compare Watt, op. cit,, pp. 10. 21, 27, 28. 33, 34, 72.
7. 7: 200.
8. I.e. travel to the Imam.
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you are right or wrong. It would take you long
to travel to the Imam. So you learn your arithmetic well, you remember it and come back to
your calculations time after time until you are
absolutely sure that you are not mistaken over
any slight point. Whoever knows arithmetic will
know this. In the same way, whoever knows how
to use the rules as I do and remembers them,
reflects upon them, and returns to them time
and again, will finally gain absolute certainty
that he is not mistaken. If you do not follow
this path, you will never gain success and will
end up by doubting even "perhaps" and "it may
be" ! It is also possible that you will err in your
naive belief in your Imam, or even the Prophet
in whom you believe, for the knowledge of the
veracity of the Prophet is not itself necessary.9
He said : You have helped me to see that the
ta'lim is true and that the Imam is the Prophet
(Mu]Jammad).1° You have recognised that no
one can receive knowledge from the Prophet
without a knowledge of these rules, and that he
cannot gain a complete knowledge of these rules
except from you. It is as if you claimed· the
Imamate for yourself alone. Where is your proof,
and where is your miracle ? My lmiim, either
9. Necessary in the sense that it follows necessarily.
10. To•lim here refers to the teaching of Mul].ammad. AlGhazlli seeks to have Mul].ammad alone recognised as lmilm. So&.
Watt, op. cit., pp. 46 and 82-83.
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perform a miracle or produce a text (of Scripture) which has been handed down from the
fathers. Where is your text and your miracle 'l
I replied: You say: "You claim the Imamate
for yourself alone"-not so ! I aver that I should
like to share this knowledge with another so
that. it should be possible to learn from him as
well as from me, and so t:hat I should have no
monopoly over the teaching. You say : "You
claim the Imamate for yourself." But un-derstand that by lm'llm we mean someone who is
taught by God, through the media t:ion of Gabriel
-I do not claim this for myself. We also mean
someone who is ·taught by God and by Gabriel,
by the mediation of the Messenger. In this sense
we designate 'All as lmllm. In that the teaching
is from the Messenger and not· from Gabriel I
claim the Imamate for myself. 11
My proof is more evident than Scripture and
what you claim to be a miracle. Suppose that:
three people claim before you to know the
Qur'an by heart.You say : "What is your proof?"
'ifhe first answers : "My proof is that al-Kisa'i,
the master of readers,12 has transmitted the text
11. Alternative interpretations of the term Imam are given. The
nrst accords with an extreme Shi'i position (which al-GhazilI rejects), the second with the non-technical sense of the term, i.e.
simply "leader''.
12. See Watt, Bill's Introduction to tlte Qur'lin, p. 49.
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to me, since he transmitted it to the teacher of
my teacher, who then transmitted it to;me. Hence
it is as though al.Kisa'i transmitted it to me."
The second says: "My proofis tliat I will change
this rod into a snake." 13, He then per:forms this.
The third says : "My proof is that I will recite
the whole Qur'an in front of you without the
text," and does so. I would like to know which
of these proofs is clearest to you._ Which of these
is most worthy of belief?
;;
He said : He who recites the Qur'an. This is
the most conclusive proof, which leaves me in
no doubt. In the case of the transmission of the
text from his teacher, and the transmission from
al-Kisa'i to his teacher, one may imagine that
errors might creep in, especially if there is a long
chain of transmission. In the case of changing
the rod into a snake, why, he may have done
this by a ruse or deception. If not, then it is an
astounding deed, but whence does it follow from
the ability to perform such a deed that he knows
the Qur'an by heart ?
I replied : My proof also is that I learned
these rules and teach them and make them
understood, eliminating doubt from your heart
concerning their truth. 14 Belief in my Imamate
follows for you, as if you have been taught arith13. Allusion to Moses-see the Qur'in, 27 ; 10.
14. Arabic "its truth".
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·metic, you gain a knowledge ·or arithmetic and
also a sure knowledge that your teacher is, an
arithmetician and knowledgeable in arithµietic.
From his teaching you learn of his knowledge
and also of the truth_ of his claim : "I am an
arithmetician."
In the same way, I have given credence to the
veracity of Mul)ammad and of Moses, not:
through the splitting of the moon, 15 or the changing of the rod into a snake. S_uch (demonstrations) lead to much delusion, and cannot be
trusted. 16 Indeed he who believes. in the changing of the rod into the snake may at the same
time disbelieve in the bleating of the calf, with
the disbelief of the Samaritan. 17 There are many
contradictions in the sensible and visible world.
But I have taught you these rules from the Qur'an
and I have measured with them all knowledge
which is divine. Even more, I have assessed the
conditions of the future life, the torments of the
impious and the rewards cf the obedient, as is
mentioned in my book, Jawahir al-Qur'an. I have
found them all to be in conformity with what is
in the Qur'an and the traditions (which go back
to Mul}.ammad). I am thoroughly convinced of
15. The Qur'in, 54: 1. with l!adith. See Wensinck, A Han4booll
of Mul!ammadan Tradition, p. 164.
16. Compare al-Ghaztli, Tahajut al-Falasifah, Tr. Kamali.
pp. 181-82.
17, Allusion to the Qur'in, 7: 146 and 20: 86 f.
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the veracity of Mu])ammad and that the Qur'an
is true. I have done that which was said by 'Ali:
"You shall not know truth by the men; rather,
know the truth and then you will know those
who have it." 18
My knowledge of the veracity ofMu}.tammad
is thus a necessary one, as is your knowledge of
a stranger19 who is speculating on a question of
jurisprudence and excelJing therein so that he
gives a clear ruling. You cannot doubt that he
is a jurisprudent and your certainty that he is a
jurisprudent is stronger than the certainty which
would be adduced if he were to ch1nge a thousand rods into large serpents. This sort of proof
(that he was a jurisprudent) could derive equally
from the use of magic, delusion, talismans, and
such like, and leads to a weak faith, such as is
that of the common people ~nd the theologians
(mutt1kallimln). As for the faith of those who see,
the beholders of the divine lamp, this comes
about as we shall discover. 20
He said : I too desire to know the Prophet
as you know him. You have said that one may
attain this only by the observance of all the
18, Cumpare Watt, Faith and Prac#ce. pp. 39-40 and 42.
19. Chelhot translates "un arabe.'' but his Arabic text has
..stranger...
20. A reference to the mystical dimensions. See al-Ghazfili's
Mislkil al-A.nwtir (TA. Nic.hfor Ligll1), Tr. W.H.T. Gairdnef.
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divine rules for its attainment. Now it is not
evident to me that an religious knowledge can
be possible only by means of these rules. How
can I know this ?
I replied : I certainly did not claim that I
used this rule to ascertain religious know!edge
alone. I also use this method of measurement
for arithmetic, geometry, the natural sciences,
jurisprudence, kalam (theological discourse),
and all knowledge which is true but founded on
authority. Thanks to these rules, I may distinguish the true from the false. Why should this
not be so, since this is the Just Balance which
is spoken of alongside the Scripture and the
Qur'an in the words: "Indeed, We sent Our
Messengers with the clear signs, and We sent
down with them the Book and the Balance."21
As for your knowing that I have this ability,
you will not attain this with a (transmitted)
text, nor by the changing of a rod into a serpent,
bu~ solely by seeking to discover it by experience
and examination. (Take the case of) a man who
claims to be a good horseman-you will not
find out the truth of his claim until he mounts
a horse and rides along the way. Ask me whatever you will concerning divine knowledge and
I will uncover the truth in it for you, bit by bit.
I will use these rules so that you attain a neces21. 57: 25.
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sary knowledge that the meth<>d of measurement
is true and that the knowledge which Jssues
from it is certain. Whoever does not make this
trial cannot know.
He said: Can you teach everybodythe truths
and the divine knowledge so that all controversies are eliminated?
I leplied : Indeed not ! I (:annot do this. As
if your infallible Imam had up till now eliminat~
ed all controversies between people and had
removed doubts from_ their hearts! Why, when
have ·even the Prophets eliminated controversies
or when have they had the power to do so?
Controversy among pe.ople is on the contrary a
necessary and eternal condition. "Theycontinue
in their differences excepting those on whom
thy Lord has mercy. To that end He· created
them."22 Should I thus dare to oppose the decree
of God, Who has decreed this from eternity?
Can even your Imam do this? And if he claims
to, why has he kept this ability to himself while
the world is overflowing with controversies? I
wish I knew whether 'Ali, the head of the community, was the cause of abolishing controversy,
or whether, instead, he was the cause of establishing controversies which will never cease
until the end of time !
22. The Q11r'in, 11 : 120-21.
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How to n·efiver Men from the Darkness of
Controversies

He said : How can men be saved from these
controversies?
I replied : If they listen to me, I would remove
controversies among them with the aid of the
Book of God. But there is no means to make
them hear. If they have not listened to the Pro-.
phets nor to your Imam, how will they listen to
me ? How will they agree to listen, when it has
been decreed from eternity that "they continue·
in their differences ... to that end He created
them."?.1 That ·_controversies should exist among
them is: necessary, as you will learn from my
book Jawab· vMufaffal al-Khalaf, in twelve
chapters.
He· said : And if they were to listen, what
would you do ?
I replied ; I should treat them according to a
sole verse of the Book of God : "Indeed ... We
sent down with them the Book and the Balance
so that men might uphold justice. And We sent
down Iron .... " 2 If God has. sent down these
t. The Q11r'in. 11 : 120-21. cited above.
2. Ibid., 57 : 25-26.
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three things, it is because people form three
groups. The Book, the Iron and the Balance
correspond to three methods of treatment.
He said: What are these groups and what is
the treatment '!
I replied : People form three groups : the common folk, who are the people of peace, the simple people, those of Paradise ; the elite, men of
insight and special perception; and between
these two.groups there is another, the people of
dialectic and contention. "They follow the ambiguous part in the Book, desiring dissension. " 3
I would treat the elite by teaching them the
rules of justice and. how to make use of them.
This would eliminate the difference amongst
them at once. These people possess three qualities. The first is a penetrating disposition and a
powerful intelligence-this is a natural gift, an
innate capacity which cannot be acquired. The
second is that they are free of all naive acceptance and blind adherence to any school of
thought which is inherited or received. The man
of naive acceptance does not listen, and the
stupid man would not understand if he did. The
third is that they believe that I am one of those
who see clearly with regard to the Balance. There
cannot be guidance except after trust, and who3. Ibid., 3 : 6. Al-Ghazill has interpolated the word1 ..in the
Book" from the previous verse.
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ever does not believe that you know arithmetic
cannot learn from you.
The second group, the simple folk, is that of
the generality of people. These do not have the
intelligence necessary to understand the truths.
Even if they did have such natural intelligence
they would not have the tenacity to search. Their
preoccupation is the crafts and the professions.
Neither do they have the tenacity for dialectic,
showing skill in artful debate with those of knowledge, being slight of understanding. These do
not engage in controversy, but they choose between lm'llms who are thus engaged. I would summon these people to God by preaching, Just as
. I would summon the men of insight through
wisdom, and the men of contention through dialectic. God has grouped these three classes in
one verse, as we mentioned above : "Call thou
to the way of thy Lord with wisdom (~ikmah)
and good admonition.""
I would say to.them what the Messenger of
God said to the Arab who came to him and said :
"Teach me the unusual aspects of knowledge."
The Messenger of God saw that he did not have
the ability for this and so replied·: "What do you
4. Ibid., 16: 126. This is the second time al-Ghazili has quoted
this ve~see the beginning of Chapter One. On this occasion the
words •·and dispute with them in the better way" are omitted from
the text. For the three classes of people read into this ve~ by both
al-Ghazili and Ibn Rushd, aee Chapter One.
·
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know of the foundation of knowledge, that is
of faith, piety, and preparation for the.hereafter?.
Go and acquire this foundation and then return,
when I will teach you the unusual things."s I
would say to the generality of people:. "It is not
your concern to be involved in controversies, so
keep away. Beware of engaging in them, paying
attention to them, and so perjshing ! If you pass
your life in the art of a goldsmith, you are not
a weaver. You pass your life in other things than
knowledge, so how can you be fit for such contI."oversy? Look,-after yourself lest you perish. For
the common man to commit a grave sin is less
serious than for him to. become immersed in
knowledge so that he becomes an unbeliever
without knowing why."
If I am asked : "I must have a religion to be-·
lieve in and by which to act, so that I attain pardon ; n<?w men. differ in their religions ; which
religion do you command me to follow?'' I would~
reply:_ "The." religion with foundations and
branches1.. Differences arise in these two alone.6
. As for the foundations,. you have only to believe in what is in the Qur'an, for God does not
hid~ His attributes and His names ~rom His
s, A ~adil11 classified as IJa'if, that is, weak, by the commentators.
6. "Branches"-that is, the systematic elaboration of the
priticiples ot religion. See below.
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servants. You should believe that there is no god
but God, that God is living, knowing, powerful,
that He sees and hears, that He is mighty and
magnificent, holy and without equal, and all
that is reported in the Qur'an and agreed on by
the Imams. This is sufficient for the truth of religion. If some doubt arises within you, say: "We
believe in God, all is from our Lord, " 7 and believe all that has been established concerning the
affirmation and denial of the attributes (of God)
in order to magnify God and mark His holiness,
at the same time refusing to recognise ariy likeness and affirming that God has no compeer.
Beyond this do not become preoccupied with
what is said and you will not then be under obligation to the_se matters as they are beyond your
ability.
And if he makes a show of his skill and ·says :
"l have learned from the Qur'an that God is
knowing, but I do not know whether He is knowing with His essence or whether with some knowledge which is superadded, on which question
there is disagreement between the Ash'arites and
the Mu'tazilites,n then he has gone beyond the
bounds (appropriate to) the ordinary people.
The ordinary people do not concern themselves
with such questions unless the Devil of disputa7. The Qur'in. 3 : 6. altered by al-Ghazili. The Qur'iu reads:
.. We believe in it (the Book). all is from our Lord."
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tion has moved them. God does not dC?stroy a
people ex~ept by.givi~g.them over to disputation,
as it is reported in tradition. 8 If our ~uestioner
beeomes involved with the people of diaJectic,
then lwill mention a remcdy~.'J:his.is what I have
to say with regard to the. fundamentals : have
recO'Urse to the Book of God,, for G0d has given
the: Seriptute,dhe .Balance .and the Iron. Th~se
people are those who' refer. to the Scripture.
With regard to the branches;. do: not become
invol:ved iri, wliat is arguable before you have
finiSJied with that on which thereis agreement.
The community is agreed· that: the pro.vision for
the future life consists, of pfoty and the fear of
GOd~. and that· fraudulent, gain, property ill acquir~d~slander, calumny,. adultery,. theft, treason
and other things ilJicit are forbidden. The, prescriptions faid dowaare obligatoey.9 •When you
have fulfilled them .• all I will instruct you abou1l
that in: which ·there :are1differences of .opinion. If·
my enquirer asks me .about these questions. before he has. finished all his obligations,. then. he
; 8. According. to

al-Tirmi~~ .~ee

the· diaputes reported in the

~~:in, Siirah 43, especially ver'Ses SS -~d 65.

9.' Th. obligaiions imposed by religious 1•w ai:tl dhtided'by al-·
G)l.azil 1. and others. into two categorh!s, thOSlll which are binding cm!'
e~G1;1 individual. and those w.hich muat be futiilled,bY. ,the commuitlty· ,
~e"Watt. Muslim Intellectual; p 113 and· al-Gliazllf, TTse Boor. of
Know_l~dg•. ::>ection II,,Tr •. ~aria, for a brief nqte and a more ex~ded· treatment:.resi>ectively.
· · ·

1
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is a dialectician and not a man of the ordin~ry,
people. When have the ordinary people ever fulfilled all their obligations so that they might enter into what is arguable? Do you see your companions having fulfilled all these, and then being•
seized oy the throat by the disorder of disagreement ? Indee& not ! Tlie weakness of their intellects in their wandering astray resembles Iiothing
but a sick man on the point of death. The
doctors are agreed upon a remedy, but the sick
man says: "The doctors differ, some saying that
the medicines should be hot, others that they
should be cold. Maybe one day I shall need the
remedy, but I shall not concern myself until I
have found someone to teach me how to overcome the difference.' 7
Certainly, if you were to see a just man who
had achieved all that piety requires and who said
to you : "There are some questions which cause
me doubt ; I do not know whether I should wasii ·
(before the prayer rite), having touched (a cer- ,
ta in thing), been 'sick, or bled, and if I should
_ fast during Rama~an during the night or day,
etc.," I should say to him: "If you seek security.;
in the next life, follow the way of caution and
adhere to that which is agreed by all. Make your
proper ablutions in cases where people differ,
for he ~ho does not require this certainly
<:ommends It. Observe the fact by night during·
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Rama4an for he who does not make this binding.
finds it commendable."
If someone says to you: "I find it difficult t<>
proceedw ith circumspection when questions arise
in which there is neither yea nor nay,· that is.
whether I should pray in the morning or not a~d
whether I should pronounce the name of God
with a loud voice," 10 to such a man I should say:
"Now, search within your soul, 11 and consider
which of the Imlims 12 you find most acceptable,.
· and whose answer to these points carries most
weight. If, for example, you were sick and there
were many doctors in your town, you would
choose one of them by an effort of apprah;al and
not by the whim ofa moment or because of your
inclination. In matters of religion such an effort
of appraisal suffices. Whatever is, in your opinion,.
most fitting, that follow. If the Imam is right,.
then you and be will have a double recompense ;
if not, then to .both of you will accrue a single
recompense.
The Messenger of God spoke thus when he
said: "Whoever makes the effo~t of appraisal and _
is right will have a double reward, and whoever10. These are matters on which there are differences of opinion
between the various legal schools-see Goldziher, Le Dogme et La
L()i tl' Islam pp. 46 f. . .
_
lL That is, • use ijti,,iid" to arrive at an opinion. See Encyclopaedia of Islam (rev. edn.) (henceforth Ell). : "Idjtihad" •
. U. 'That is. which leader of a legal school. e.g. Imam Shifi.•I•.
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makes the effort but is mistaken will have but a
~ingle reward. " 13 God has referred the matter to
the people who exercise ijtihad in saying : "Those
-of them whose task it is to investigate would have
known the matter." 14 The Messenger of God
recommended such effort (ijtihiid) to his people
when he said to Mu'adh: "By what do you make·
judgment?" He replied: "By the Book of God."
Mul;mmmad said : "And if you do not find it
there ?" Mu'adh replied: "By the sunnah of the
Messenger of God." He said: "And if you do not
find it there?" Mu'adh replied: "I make an effort
of personal appraisal ( ijtihad). " 15 He said this before he was commanded and permitted to do so.
The Messenger-of God said : "Glory be to God
Who has given the messenger of the Messenger
of God a (solution) which is pleasing to the
Messenger of God." From this it is known that
ijtih'iid is recommended by the Messenger of God
to Mu'adh and others. (This is also the case) of
the Arab who said : "I have perished and have
caused others to perish, in having sexual intercourse with my wife during the daylight hours of
Rama~an." (The Messenger of God) replied :
13, According to Muslim.
14. The Qur'an, 4: 85. The first half of the verse reads: '•If
they had referred it,to the Messenger and to those in authority, ••• "
15. According to al-Tirmidhi. This is a well-known account and
is also given in Watt, F11ith 11nd Pr11Gtice. pp. 46-47. Ijtihatl may also
be translated as "the independent exercise of judgment''.
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"l1r.~e

a slave. " 16 Fl".OJD. thif; ji i~ ll,nc;ler,tood that
a Turk tt.nd. an l~diall ~usi free a..slave, if they
too JJ,av~ done this .
.(The use of ijtihlid is tb.u.s regu.ireq) begause
men do not have that which i,,:ig4t i~ the.~yes
of .(Jod i~posed Qn the qi, f Qr tha~ cannot be
.lwow,n, and ihat which js nc;>t po~ible is not impo.s~d on them.On the~oQt.r~ry, tµ~y.ar~ qlJligated
to tha.t which they co:qsider ~iglit. ln the saml!
way, th~y are not obligated to wa1'e tlie prayer
rite (talat) in garm~nts wliich are pl,lre, but in
garments which they consider to be pure. If they
consider their garments to be inauspicious, ihe
command (to fulfil the prayer dte) is not binding· on them, since the Messenger of God put
off his sandals during the performance of the
prayer when Gabrielinformed him that they were
defiled. He did not return to prayer nor did he
complete it. 17 Again, the traveller is not obligated to pray towards Mecca, but in the direction
in which he believes Mecca to be, being guided
9y the mountains, the stars and the sun. If he is
right he will have a double reward; if not, then
only pne. Again, he is not ol:>ligated to give alm!l
(zakat) to the poor, but to those whom he con16.

Ac~ording

p,

Al-(;baz~i

to al-Bukhari.
discusses tl!Js «;ase furt)ler in his Revival pf the
11,~l;p~llUS ~~ien~. fttrt I, BQ<>k 4 (The Mysteri1:1! of Prayer). chap.
6, Tr.' Calverloy 11-1 Wcwship in /slam.
-
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siders to be P<>or, for he cannot know the heart of
men. Likewise~ judges ate not obligated, in cases
<>f murder or assualt, to seek witnesses whom
they know· to be truthfuJ, but those whom they
believe to be truthful. If it is possible to pronounce a capital sentence on an opinion which
is subject to error, that is in believing the truthfulness of the witnesses, why is it not possible
(to act in the way we have stated) through
opinion based on the witness of personal judgment (ijtihiid)?
How I wish I knew what your companions
would say about this! If there was any doubt
about the directio~ of Mecca, would they say
that prayer should be delayed until they could
journey to the lm'iim to ask him about it ? Would
he require them to. perform it justly where he
could not (give such a c;lirection) ? Or would he
say: "Exercise personal ju<Jgment and follow
i4at," to whomsoever cannot make such judgment, since he doe~ not know the signs of the
direction of Mecca nor the way to gain direction
from the stars, the mountains, and the winds?
He said : I have no doubt that the lm'lim
would permit a man to exercise personal judgment (ijtihiid) and would not condemn him if he
were to make every effort, even if he were to be
mistaken and prayed in a direction other than
towards Mecca.
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I replied : If a man who prayed turning his
back on Mecca were forgiven and . rewarded,
one is not far from thinking that a· man who
made a mistake in other matters of personal
judgment would be forgiven. Those. who make
such personal judgments and those who follow
them are both forgiven. Some of them do that
which is just in the eyes of God, while the others
share with them in one of the rewards. They are
side by side. They do not <?Ontend with one another by forming themselves into groups, especially .as one cannot say who is right, for each of
them considers that he is right. This is like the case
where two travellers exercise personal judgment
in deciding the direction of Mecca and differ.
Each has the right to pray in the direction on
which he decides, and to refrain from denying
and opposing that of his fellow, since he is obligated to act only according to his own opinion.
He cannot orient himself precisely in the direction of Mecca, as it is seen by god. Thus did
Mu'adh exercise his personal judgment in Yemen,
not in the conviction that one could not conceive that one could be in error, but in the conviction that if one were in error one would be forgiven. The reason for this is that, in matters
which are laid down in the laws of religion, over
which one can conceive that there might be
differences in the laws, one aspect approaches its
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contrary (interpretation) when it is the object of
an opinion given in the course of research. As
for that on which the laws do not differ, here
there is no controversy. The true state of this
question you will find in the sec1ion "Secrets of
Following the Sunnah" which I have mentioned
in section ten of the outward actions of my book
Jawahir al-Qur'an.

The third category is that of the dialecticians.
I have summoned them to the truth with courtesy. By courtesy I mean that I am not harsh with
them nor violent, but I am gentle with them,
using the better way. This is the command of
God to His Messenger.18
The meaning of "dispute with them in the
better way" is that I take the premises agreed by
the dialecticians and from them deduce the
truth by using the rule which is verified as sound,
in the manner which I have laid down in my
book al-lqti-tiid fi'l-l'tiq'iid and as far as this
limit. If this does not convince the dialectician,
because of the way he wishes to have clearer insight, then I shall asceud higher, teaching him
the rules (of argument given above). If he is not
then persuaded, because of his stupidity, his
party spirit, his importunity and his opposition,
I would treat him with Iron. God has provided
the Iron, and the Balance, together with the
18, The Qur'in, 16 : 126.
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Scripture, in order to make it understood· that
aU men cannot attain 1ustice except with ·the aid
of tbese·three. Scripture is for the commonality,
the Balance is for the elite, and the Iron, which
has a te.rrible -power, is for tho8e who follow that
-which is ambiguous in Scripture, ''desiring disgnsion and desiring its interpretation,'' 11' they
do not know that that is not their concern, and
that only God and those versed in. knowledge
·know it, not the dialecticians. 20
:
By the dialecticians I mean a group of men
who have a certain inteiligence which lifts them
above the commonality, but whose intelligence
is deficient. Their nature is perfect, but they still
retain within them some hypocrisy, some opposition, .party spirit and blind acceptance ( taqlld).
This prevents them from attaining the truth.
These attributes are "veils upon their hearts lest
t)ley understand." 21 That which causes them to
perish is but the deficiency of their intelligence.
A maimed nature and a deficient intelligence are
far worse than simplicity. According to tradition,
most of the inl)abitaQ.ts of Par~dise are the sim..
ple,2i ·and t~ose of t4e high~st heaven are they
w:Iw P'1Ve s.oµnd intelligence. From these two
gro»ps .are excluded those w.ho dispµte over
19. Il>id., 3 : 6. Scripture, Balapce .and Iron occur in 57: 25.
20. Ibid.
'21. Ibid., 6:·2s·and17: 48.
22. A lfadilh regarded as weak by the commentators.
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y~rsf'.s of Scriptqre. 1'4~,se are the inhabitants of
~he Fire. Ooc;t ~erces them with secular power
wh~~ He de>es not coerce t})em with the Qµr 'an.

.

One must use the sword and lances to prevent
~J,.ese people frQm usi~g dialectic as 'Umar (the
~~ond C~liph) did with a man who asked him
about ambig~ous verses of the Qur'an. He hit
him with a whip. Malik did likewise when he was
asked about God's sitting upon the throne. 23 He
said : "The sitting upon tb,.e throne is true, and
faith in this is required, but the manner of it is
not known, and qtJestions concerning it form a
heresy. " 24 By this means he cut short the disputation. All the forefathers (in Islam) did thus.
There is much harm for tho~e who serve God in
opening the door to disputation.
This is my way of summoning people to the
truth, and of leading them out of the darkness of
error to the light of truth. The summons to the
elite through wisdom is made by teaching the
rule (of argument)~ so that when the just rule is
learned it is not used solely for one type of knowledge but for m,any. WP,oever possesses a balance
may, by means of it, weigh an infinite number of
quantities. Whoevt?r, in the same way, possesses

r

23. In explanation of 7 : 53, 10 : 3. 13 : 2. 25 : 60. 32 : 3, 57 : 3.
M41ik invokes the pri11ciple of bila kaif ("without asking
how' ). See Watt. The For,,.ative Feriod of lslamit; Thoug~t, p. ~95.
and Wensinck, The Muslim Creed, pp. 86, 116.
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"the Just Balance" has wisdom. He- is given not
just one but innumerable good things. If the
Qur'an did not contain the rules of argument, it
would not be right to call the Qur'an "Jight".
For light does not see of itself, but enables something else to see. It is an epithet of the rule. (If
the Qur'an did not contain these rules), then its
words would not be true : "not a thing, fresh or
witheted,butitis in a Book Manifest" .25 All knowledge is not explicitly contained in the Qur~an,
but it is potentially present within it by virtue
of the just rules in it which open the doors of
wisdom, wisdom which is infinite. By this I should
summon the elite. I should summon the commonality by sound exhortation asking them to consult Scripture and to confine themselves to those ·
attributes of God there given. I should summon
the dialecticians by the best dialectic. If the latter
decline, I should turn away from preaching and
would eliminate their evil by the constraint of
the secular power and the Iron, which is revealed
together with the Balance.
My friend, I wish that I knew how your lmiim
would treat these three categories. Would he
teach the commonality and impose upon them
that which they do not understand, there by going
25. 6: 59. The implication is that all knowledge is present in
some manner in the Qur'in. The context of the verse speaks of God's
universal knowledge.
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against the Messenger of God? Or would he
eliminate disputation from the minds of the
dialecticians by means of argument, when even
the Messenger of God could not do this with
many arguments of God in the Qur'an used with
the unbelievers? How powerful has your Imam
become-more powerful than God and His Messenger! Or would he summon those people of insight to follow him blindly (taqlid), when they
have not accepted the word of the Messenger by
taqlld, nor were they convinced by the changing
of the rod into a serpent? They have said : "This
is a stra,nge deed, but whence does any necessity
follow to declare that the one who does iF6 be
truthful? In the world there are many str~nge
things, magic and talismans, which trouble the
mind. Only he who knows all of them and their
species can distinguish between miracle and witch~raft and talismans, knowing that a miracle is
distinct from the others. In this manner did the
magicians of Pharaoh recognise the miracles of
Moses, being among the leading magicians. Who,
then, has this ability?" Indeed, they wish to know
his veracity from his words, as the student of
arithmetic learns from arithmetic itself the truth
of his teacher's claim to be an arithmetician.
This is the certain knowledge which convinces the people of wisdom and those of in26. Adopting the variant reading rather than "says it".
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sight but whfoh does not convince ·any others.27:
The former, when they have learned in· this
manner of the veracity of the Prophet and of
the Qur'an, when they have understood the rules
Cof demonstration) in the Qur'an which I have
mentioned to; you and have gained frori:Ot the'
key& to ·all knowledge, as I have shown in my
book, Jaw*lllifr al-Qur'lin~ ·how will they nave
need of your Imam and what they can learri from
him ? I wish I knew what you have learned up
till now from your infallible Imam and what intricaCies of religion have been cleared up and
what difficulties resolved ! God has said : uThis
is·thecreation of God; now show me what those
have; ereated: that ate apart from Him.:!"28 •
This is my method conberning the rules:of
knowledge. Shbw me what you have grasped of
the, obscurities of knowle<lge from yaur Imam
untilnow. When ail invitation to dine is given,
the; aim is nof::soleJy the invitation,, without the
food and: partaking tof it. For my part I see you·
summoning people to the Imam, and then I see
the one who qu'estions him as ignorant as he
wits before; The Imlim has ridt resolved a singl"e
difficulty~ 011 the contrary, he .has made things
more'difficult: His interrogation has not gained
1

. :'
. 2? On the question of certainty in al-Ghazili's thought, see
Jabre ':t:a NotiMi de Certitude selon Gha.eali.
28 •. The Qur'in, 31 : 1'>•
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him any knowledge but has rather increased his,
insolence a~d his ignorance.
'
_ 0.
He ,said-~ l have. now spent a long time with
my companions, but I have only learned from:
them the fact that they say: "Follow the school
of ta' lim and beware of opinion (ra'y) and
analogy (qiyas) for they are opposed and cause
divisions of thought."
I replied : It is very strange that they summon one to ta'lim and then do not teach. Say to
them : "You have summoned me to the ta'Jim
and I have responded. Teach me then what you
know."
,
He said : I do not see them adding anything
else.
I replied : I too hold- to ta' lim and the Imam,
together with the worthlessness of opinfon (ra'y)
and analogy (qiyas). But, if you will abandon
your naive acceptance (taqlid), to these I would
add the teaching of the mysteries of knowledge
and the secrets of the Qur'an. From it I will extract for you the keys to all knowledge, as I
have extracted from it the rules (of demonstration) of all knowledge. I have indicated in my
book Jawahir al-Qur'an how all knowledge issues
from the Qur'an. But I do not summon people
to any Imam other than Mul;lammad or to any
book other than the Qur'an. From the Qur'an
I draw all the secrets of knowledge. My proof
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of this is my very word and explanation. It is up
to you, if you have any doubts, to test me and
prove me. Do you not find- that you can learn
better from me than from your companions 1

, :
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Chapter. Ten

Of the Forms o/Opiiiion and.Analogy and
Tfteir Falsity

,., ,.. IJ~ $,~id..~,~~ f,<?r.:yq~r ~i~lt ·th~t '(~ho~i<l 'sf'·~~-

from

rate
my"companioris and.pµ,t mysel(under
your teach,i~g,, i,t II,\~Y bp. tp.at wha,tJ tolq y<>;u of
,(h:~ 1 ~C?tp~a.\l~ 9.f pi~ ;.m,o~~~r .91,l. _4er, 9~~$:-bed
~~H_pje,vs~!x.n~..J~µtl1l\ll.a~~i'?l!s.J)l,a! ypµ_should
uncover the nature offalsicyto be fo.~n4.!~ opinj9q., (~?fy); ~!1~ 'P3:l9glJ!l!ff!s). I: (e~~ ~4qweyer;p
~~t cY.9~) Wit~Jin<J.!llYrl!J!elt~~\ .we,a~, ~npl th~t Y,O!J.

~i_ll_,:di~S!;Il}~le .. YQJ1.Jl~v~ J~r)l\~d .qjya~: ~p(J liiIY
niJ~~- '-llq, ,{l~V.~-~jt~g._;;a ·;,YPJSe. Q( t.411 ,Qur'iJl..i Ji
~~:~~s ~.q1 ,me.,t.JlJrttili~~C!:fUl~s..~i:c; nothing but the
qiy~~·~hi~h yout fri~nds uphold • •~ •..1;, ••• ,) n ..
repli~d ~.hldced,1no..,Lam :going ~o explain
what l ~d. they understand .by. rli.')t ~allG qiylls..: .•

;;Jh;l

ht.:,"H.e~ ...is

.an cxample ..concernin:g rti'~.. The
is oblige.cl to· order every..
tjiing for the; best for his.senvan\_s ..'.~~ .If they.are
asked .to.establiSb thiS,~they.l!av~ .recourse .:only
to ra'y,Jo ~n opinioncthat.they judge.to.be 'good
by means of their intellects, by analogy between
Mu~tazilitcssay.:.!'God

.-! h

..

·1

.

't

:. · i. A.-'1u;d'ame~~~ if~·;t1~ii~le 'the;i~. ·F~r:a·f~~th~r di;;;i~s~f~n
~f .the Julplic:atioiaa.~ .thil>j>O.itio~; ~e Watt, TAI For,,;;,·tiue Per'iolr
of Islamic T11011ghl, pp. 238-42.
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the Creator and His creation and by likening
His wisdom to theirs. That whichisjudged good
is r'li'y, which I do not myself think worthy of
confidence for it produces conclusions which the
rules of the Qur'an sh ow to be false. If, for
example, I we·re to assess this with the rule of
concomitance, I should say:
. Ifthebestwere obligatory forGod,Hewould
· ' have done it.
'It is known that He has not done it.
· This demonstrates that it is not obligatory,
for He does not neglect that which is obligatory.
~ ·
If it were said: "Vvye admit that, if it were obligatory He would have done it, but we do not
admit that He has not done it," then I would
reply : ''If He had done that which was best He
would have created them in Paradise and would
have left them there, for that woul9 be the best
for them; now it is known that He: has not done
this; hence .it is demonstrated that .He ·has not
done that which is best.'. ' This also is a conclusion
which follows. from the rule of concomitance.
Y oui;- adver8ary thus falls into one of two positions, either saying: ''He has Jeft them in Paradise," when" his lie is' exposed, or saying: "The
best for them is that they should come forth into
the world, an abode of testing, .an~ be exposed
to sin. Then (God) will say to Adam on the day
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.that the hidden things are revealed : Adam, bring
forth those who are destined for the Fire. He
will say : How ~any ? God will reply : Of every
thousand, nine hundred and ninety-nine, as it is
repo.rted in the_ sound tradition. " 2 Then your
~dversary will maintain that that is the best for
them, that they be created in Paradise and be
left there, since their bliss in this case is not due
to their effort or merit. Such favour would be
great in their eyes, for favouris(always) weighty.
But if they hear and obey, then what they receive
·would be a recompense which owes nothing to
favour. I will, however, spare your ears and my
tongue from such an account, and the further
task of a response.
Consider ; have you seen how great are the
evils of rli'y? You kn<.?W that God will; place children in Paradise, when they die, in a position in. ferior to _those adults who obey. They will say:
~'Our God, You do not covet the ~est for us. The
best for us,would be to attain thefr higher position." According to the Mu~tazilah, God would
say: .~'How could I advance you to their position;
~hen they have grown up, have suffered and have
obeyed, while you died. as children?" They. will
reply : "It is You Who have caused us to die, have
.deprived. 1,1s of a .long .life on earth and of the
highest positions in the hereafter. The best for
2. According to al-Bukhari.
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:tis ·~ould ·have_ been .·hot :to·. hii:VC. ~(li~d. Why ·~id
~toii·c~11se us(to die'?" 'Accordfiig'io:the 1 Ml1'i~ii-

1nes, ;Go~ \Voul~:then:~~ply : ''flteneiv iliat'ifjou
'wbte to ~o~up :yo~ wduld )conuiiif ll;n1Ye~ief_ a~d
'Would. merit' evedasting fire. l mew 'that 'tlie best
1
forjou wouid to-'d'ie while'~t.ln·childreh . ''·'~t
ihls .point .~adults wlio were :unbei.ieverS
'call 'oot :from lhe depth~ of ribe :ffl~, cryirt~ 1fbr
lielp: "Did¥ou ilO't·know thatwe,.when weigtew-,
UJt>, W<'>uld commit ull"betrer1? Wh)rjthen Cti~ You
1nofcau8e us.to die while. still chifcfren ? We woiitd
'have been eontent with onelfiuntlredth ~hrt 'of
What is the 'posifioo or theselchili.iren. ~t th~s.
r6sp6nse :no ·reply·wou1d be:1eYt¥0 trre ~ii'fazi
lites concerning God's action
tlie \atg'µtnent
•wb&la goYo 'ttie unbelievers, 'againil oeia. 3May
tkftt l>e rat- 'relnoved frofu lhe \,ot\18 or these:
!iinpi~us p~oples 1 iritfeed', JdOing
~nich .1$

be

.wou1d

rand

tnat

. best 1is -a seorei -whlch·obfues'f:rOm 1µre kn_!>wl~~

of God•s :secret concerning \destiny, 6iit fhe.
iMll'tazilites do :not te:fteCt on '1hispriric1pJe~ ~ii'~r
.do.othey seek to know ·lt bjr means ~f 1Ctil'lim. Tfi~
.ba~e acted blindly like a s'he~amel con~rni~ it
and many O})Inions againn them '.fii.try be foutr(t
, This. is 'the example of r'a'y; Which :in my vfow i~.
f~.

, ' ' The example of analogy ~qiyas) •consists
•

•

I

fu
."

.
..,_i.:..
3. For anothe! dis~ussion of. t.he Mu·tazilites by al-Ghazili, seoTlle Foundations o/'tlli Jlrticles of Faith, Tr. Faris, pp. 84-87,
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e~~~li~p_i~g- ~j~~gm~~t. a~~u~ op.~; t!J..~g ~f; a!l~-:
l~gy wJtq_.1~.n~~p~r t ~~ t'1:_e ~rt~ll~ of)he C~fpq- .

rea.lity; of. God1, d~e Mujas~im_ah,4 . s~y: "God,
M;.~st. Hi11h, ha~ a ,b~dy." We enq~~re : "Why?"
They
is an
agent
and an artisan
. say: "B~cause...He
- ..
.
.
.
and by an~logytw!tJi. other agen~s a°:d artisans He.
has a_ body~" Tpis is a wo,rthless analogy. We
enquire; "Why dp you say that the agent has a
bo_dy si~ply b~~use he is an agent?" No rule. of
the
Qur'an can serve
to establish this. The form.
'
.
of this assertion of theirs is the Great Rule and
runs like this :
Every ag~nt has a body.
The Creator is aµ. agent.
Hence_H~.ha:s.a body.
We reply to this: "We admit that the Creator is
an agent, B1,1t we do not admit _the first premise,
t~at, every agent has a body. How do you know
this ?" After this _question they can only rely on
induction (istiqra') 5 and on appeal to (the use
of) extended categories. Neither of these provide
a proof.
The method of induction consists of saying :
"I. have examine.~ all the classes of ag~nts~ the
tanner, the cupp~r, the. shoemaker, the tailor,
'

~

.

.

'

4. See Watt, op. cit., p. 248, and Wensinck, The Muslim C~eetl,
pp. 66f.
5. Literally: •·enuml!ration". See Jabre,. Ess•i sur le. Le:tiqu1
de Gha%ali, p. 229.
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the carpenter, and others, and have found that
they all have bodies. From this I conclude that
every agent has a body." To this we reply:
"Have you examined all types of agent, or only .
the greater number?" If he then says: "I have'
examined some of them," it does not follow that
his judgmeµt applies to all. If he says: "I have
examined all of them," then we do not agree,
for he does not know all types of agents. How
is this? Has he examined in this number the
maker of the skies and the earth ? If he has not
examined them, but only some of them, (then a
complete judgment does not follow). And even
if he had examined them all, did he find (the
maker of the skies and the earth) had a body? ·
Ifhe should answer: "Yes," then we would reply:
"If you have found this using your analogy as a
starting point, how will you use it as a premise
to prove what you want to demonstrate? You
have used your interior feeling as a proof of
what you have found, which is an error."
This is exactly similar in its method of examination to the man who examines the horse,
the camel, the elephant, insects and birds, sees
them walking on feet and states, witbout having
examined the snake and the worm,' that al] animals walk on their feet. This is also like the
man who examines the animals and observes
them eating by moving the lower jaw. He states
102
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that all _animals eat thus, but he has not examin-.
ed the crocodile, which moves its upper Jaw. It
is possible that a thousand people can be subsumed under one Judgment but that one may
differ. Induction, therefore, cannot provide a
certain conclusion. Such an analogy is false.
With regard to the use of extended categories, there is an example when he says: "I have
examined the attributes of agents and found
them to be bodily. This is because of their existence as agents or, alternatively, because of their
very existence, or for some other reason." Then
he sets ~side all categories6 and states that they
possess bodies because of their existence as
agents. This is an extended category, used by
the Devil to construct his analogies. We have
shown that this method is false.
He said: I believe that if all the other categories are rejected, then one is left which must
apply. I notice a strong proof which the Mutakallimun (theologians) depend on in their affirmations. They say concerning the question of the
vision (of God) : "The Creator is visible because
the world is visible." Now, it is false to say that
He is visible because He is white, for black is
·visible. It is false to say that He is visible because He is a substance, for an accident is also
visible. It is false to say that He is visible be~
6. Accepting Chelhot's emendation.
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cause He is an accident, because a substance is
1

v~$.i6fo: 'if the~e ~ivisi?~~ ~f~,;r~jii~,ttdJ't*~!i \~J.r~~

rehi-a'.iits :otlfy• the ( statement t'haf He ·is--'visifite·
b·eciHise 1He':exiifrs. ~I wistey~u;ta sliow:mei \vi~l{

cottt~lete l Cth.tily \vh~re~~·irlie"rklsit~ it~s 'sd th~f t·

no longer eniertaiti1 dc)tlbt·~· t> .::•.·. :.:ll ·1 : .\:; • 1
I ·:replied : · t 'will' giVe' you a true example
derived from a false analogy and will show you
tJfo error: l:say': Our affitmatioi:f "Tlie'wotld is.
create'd"' is' triie, but .die affirrtiati~n' of another
whd says : "i\· is. cr1eated ~be~ause "it' has a form;'
by analogy with the house 'iria ·oth'.eri construe~
tions which have r~tfiis•·· f atse'. Such~1'nowl~d-ge
does ·not issu~-' from the creaiidn of '.the .\vort~:t:.
dtfo. ·might' r~ply that the :true form of this· ~ut6
is :to say : . ·' · :. · ·
·· ·.1 '· ; ' • •
• • •
;; Everything which has a for~ is created.
The world has a form. ' ·~
Hence' ifls' deated. ;
We ~dmit;the· l~tterpremise, but our adversary
n'ot ·admit the premise·::."Ev~rytliirig 'whiCh ·
has 1a form'.is'creat~d:"'· ·:
·' -···
· · .... ;.
~-'~t this point your adversary falls back on
the method bfiridti~fi'oh 11.nd 'says: '''I have' ex:.:
amined ev'erythitig"thaf ha~ a' form and'found
e"Vetythlng 'to be ·created, su~h· as the house, 'the
glass bowl; the ·chemise, :and '~o·To'rth. ;, Yob al-'
re:acr~ ·. kriow "the:· falsity of-this ~rgrimeilt. He
may then retuih' u{the' ex£miriatibil' aiid ·sa~/('
·'104 . ;·,
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"The hous~ is. c.r~at~d, so let l\S examine its
attrlbutes.: tt h~s 'it lfogy, it subsists by {f$elf, it
· exist's, and has a· form~ These ar.e four attributes.
N'dw if
false ··to explain that the house '"is
ctb'ated b~cau~e it lias body'
because it sub.~.
sists' hy itself; or ·because i~ exist~,: It is~ therpfore, established that ·the cause of_ its 'e~istence
is becaus~ it lias a
the fourth attribu~e."
. Now we' may reply to him : "This line of
reasoning' is f~lse from many points view, of
which we mention four.
.
· ·"The ·first iS'th;it if we concede you the f~lsity
-of the first three explanations, the cause for
which· your search is· not establishe~:l. It pos.:.
sible that the judgment be.based on a particular
cause,. neither general nor transitive, on th~
fact, for exaniple, that' the house is :a hou&e. If
ii is established· tl;lat being apa:i;t from 'the house·
is'also created~ in a particular case,' then' perhap's the judgment is~ founded ori · something
(else)° whose being' appears creat~d: 7 For one
niay suppose an attribilte in particular which
unites all others and' is not transitive. '·
' ."The 'second is th'at induction wohld be true
if the examination (of the cases) were exhaustive
that one could not imagine any case 'that
could form an exception. But if the examination
':

•
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cf•,-
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~,·•

\~··,

a

•,

·••.:f·"-

~I.-,
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form,
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7. As Chelhot remarks, this passage is obscure. He has not
located a variarii which. makes better sense.
. . '. . . '
.
.f:
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were 'not conclusive, that is, if it did not become either denial or affirmation, one could
imagine a case ~hich formed an exception. An
exhaustive and conclusive examination is not
easy to achieve. It often happens that the Muta- .
kallimun and the jurisprudents do not achieve.
this, saying : 'If there is another case, show it to ·
me.' Another person may say: 'I am not obligated to show it t.o you,' and so the discussion
is prolonged. Again, it sometimes happens that
the. logician seeks. to give it a~d says : 'If there
were another case we would know it and so
would you; the fact that we do not know it demonstrates that there is not another case, for the
fact .that we do not see an elephant here in our
midst shows that there is no elephant.' This poor
man simply does not realise that we have never
known an elephant· to occur if we have never
seen one, but that we may later see one. How
many ideas we have that are not present now
and cannot, therefore, be grasped but that we
later learnt of. Hence it mayhappen that there
is another case which for ms an exception, of
which we are not presently informed and of
which we may not indeed learn during our
lifetimes.
"Thirdly, even if we do not admit the determination (of the case), it does not follow from .
the rejection of (the first) three possibilities that
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the fourth must be valid. On the contrary, the
number of combinations which one can make
with four possibilities amounts. to more than ten
or twenty, since it may be that the cause is one
of these, or two, or even three together. Further,
these pairs or groups of three are not specified.
Indeed, one can imagine as the cause the fact
that (the house) is existing and a body, or that
it is existing and subsisting of itself, or existing
and a house, or a house having a form, or a .
house and subsisting by itself, or a house having
a body, or a body having a form, or a body subsisting of itself, or a body which exists, or subsisting of itself and existing. These are some of
the combinations of pairs and the combinations
of threes can be pursued further. Understand that
the laws show tha~ many causes inay be combined together. A thing is not seen (simply) because
he who sees it has an eye because it is not seen
during the night, nor because it is illuminated
by the sun for the blind man does not see it,
nor because of a combination of these . two
factors for the wind cannot be seen. It is seen
because of a combination ofthesef?.ctors, because
that which is seen has a colour, and for other
reasons besides these. This is the law of existence. As for that of the vision (of God) in the
after-life, that is another.
''Fourthly, even if we do admit that an exhaus107
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tiJ~ t ( e,x__a~j~~~~~) 1 h_~~ ! ta~~~, p~~~-. aPr? .t~~ ~1 (tl':e:
c8.Qses) be limited 'to four and we. put on one sid~
a combination (of1 causes),
it does. ho follow.that
- ··-··-··
the elimination of three
factorsentails.tliefourth~
>'
but
only,thatrthe
cause
is limited to th'e
fourth.
...; \ .. . . . ;
•t • ·
'r
1 ~~Y. ~e· · t~a~ t~is .. f~~rtp_ C?:J.!Se_ is 4i_vid~d 1
into.two aspects and that·the law depends upon
only one of ·them: Do you not see that "if.'the
div1~ioii' into categqr!es ~e made in advance and
one says : '(The house is created)
either
because·
r
'
•
··
·
it_ is a· body or bec~us~ it_ e~i~ts or because it sub:..
sists· by itself or because it has a f prni, for example, cu~ical.~r. rounci,' and then on~ rej~cts three
o( thes~," the law: does not depend ,on the form
at.all. It may dep~nd on a parti~ulat fo~ which
to. be: specified~" ' . . : ; . ' .
'.
: By reason of their neglect of these minutiae
the Mutakallimim are agitat~dand theh" claims
ate multiplie'ci. They are too clos~ly attached :to
r~'y and .qiY,~s. This' does not proyide a. certain.
k~<fwiedge, butjs g()od only forspeculativejurlsand for. incliniilg
ptUdential
.. .
.opinions,
.
.. ·, the hearts
or the commonality towards that which is right
a~d true. Their understanding. does not extend
to profo~nd hypotheses. Rather their. beliefs
derive from weaker causes.
·· ··Have you not seen a man 'of the comm~n
ality who has a headache 1 towho~a11~thersays:
"Use
rose water, for when
I.have a headache
: .
.
.. I
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"It
is. a he11<lacl:le,
aiid. iose ~·aier will do him
,
. l •' . l .
. ;.
'good, by 1analogy with n;iY headache."
The m\~d
1
che_ sickman)tccepts 'thi~
he 1,lSes fr. 'l(e
ndt
''Show 'me first ·.that . \vaier is
good for all headaches, whether they ·come.from
cold 'or heat 'from 'wind "iii die sfomach, for
c... ~:~ ~ '4' \ ;
, _.. •.~
!~ .~
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the.re ·ar~ Jn~ny cause~ of headach~s~ .~how me
ih:at 'iny lieada~he is 'iike your ·headache, ·that
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·ar'e _siii1itar to yours. The cure varies with all
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~aiantion. 'Nor 'Is ii -{tie co'n2erh of'thf!MiiiakaljlilnfiTI; 1ar eVen 1n·ft'bt1.Jo 1kive 't=t{eDi ~~ijie aiieqti~n-, utilttce th.~ coni'm01latity, -1~ey ~Jo. not 'iiiid
1ne Dkans "1ihcii ,g~~t :iliem ce~t~tiity._ theY. are
1naftirai8 oa1y: ilo :u~b~e ~1n'6 ·~ti;,\V M.maC1 ·(1."e•
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8. Arabic : shinshina, that is, natural by created nature,
innate character, and by custoil{.,
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allow me to follow you on conditiOn that you
·instruct me in that which is just 'l
I said : Certainly not ! You could not have
'patience with· me. How could you be patient
when it comes to learning in ways other than by
tradition 'l ·
.
.
,
·' He ·said : If God wills,· you will find me
patient, and I will not di~obey you in anything.
I replied: Do you believe that I have forgot:ten that you have heeded the counsel of your
companions 'and your parents, and of those who
have .built the edifice of taqlld 'l ·You are not
:suited to be my ·companion, nor am I suited to
be yours. Dep~rt from me, so that there is distance between· us. I am preoccupied with ordering my own soul and c.annot look after yours as
well. I am' foo con~enied with learning about the
Qur'an to. in~truct you too. Do· not se~k ·to see
me henceforth and I shall not seek you~ My time
does Hot-allowme more thaq this in setting aright
·what ~s ·evil ~d in striking the cold iron .. "I have·
advised y6~ sincerely; butyou do not love sin. · ;
·
·
_'cere ·lidvis~s~" 9
! ...
···. Praise be t9 God, the Lord of the worlds.
''·Blessings be' upon the Master ?f the :Messen-
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..... 9. The SJar'ila, 7; 77 .. Jnthe·Qur'inic:context.thelientenceis
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This, my brothers, is the history (of the encounter) that I had with my companion. I have
narrated it with all its apparent and hidden
defects so that you may wonder at it and so that
you may profit by these accounts in seeking to
understand those things which are more important than the correction of the school of ta'llm.
This was not my aim, but take heed and listen. ·
I beg my sincere (friends) to accept my excuses as they read these accounts, in so far as I
have introduced complicatiOns or analyses, m so
far·as I have introduced changes or modifications
,in the names, and in so far as I have clothed
these accounts with :figurative meanings and
images. Be.rieath all this is my true aim, a secret
which will be clear to those who have ~nsight.
Beware lest you change this structure and try
to extract these meanings from their clothing.
I have taught you how to measur.e that which is
intelligible by reference to that which is transmitted so that it may be the quicker accepted.
Beware also of making that which is intelligible
the basis and that whiCh is transmitted into that
which follows and comes after. That is odious
and detestable. God has commanded you to put
'
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aside all that which is odious and to dispute in
the best manner. Beware ofJ differing from this
command, for you will perish and cause others
. ~o p~rish, you will go astray and lead others
ast(ayt.. . .iL ..... -i~--··· \..~.L 1L. i1J . . .;,:..,
~,i .i.t~.;·...,J
•.. .., WP.~t ,go.e~~~Y r~~~~n4a~is>n.setv~,_.&lncp
J~c; H}J;t~ Ii~~ J~e~n-.· 9p\jter~.~~p, ,evit Ju.Ls .bro~
jJ~~,~s~ ~~rpJ!~c!~ Ji~~ sprea~d, ~r~J.n1,d, jn.\<t 3ll
.;. ....;
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very well ~he transgressors. '~ 1
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Appendix I

Nomenclature of the lsma'lll Movement
In the Introduction it was sugg~t.ed that al-Ghazill
identified· the Ta•Jlmiyyah with an activist group of the
Bltiniyyah in Persia. However, evidence from the heresiographers is interesting on this point, and tends to show that
the movement as a whole received different names in
different areas. Passages from three writers are given below.
The three in question all wrote from an orthodox point of
view, the first and third being theologians, while the second.
Jhe famous Ni~m al-Mulk, was more interested in the· administration of.the Seljuk Empire. The translators' spelling
is preserved. ·
·

(A) From al-Baghdidl (d. 1037), al-Farq Bain al-Firlq, ii-.
K.C. Seelye: Moslem Schisms and Sects :t
''The true view, according to us, is that the Ummat
al-lslim comprises those who profess the view that the
·world is created, the unity of its maker, his pre-existence,
bis attributes, his equity, his wisdom, the denial of his
anthropomorphic character, the prophetic character of
MuJ,ammad, and his univenat Apostolate, the acknow·ledgement of the conatant validity of his Jaw, that all that
he enjoined wu tiuth, that the IC.oran is the source of all
legal regulatiohs. liald that the Ka'bah ia the direction in
wbieh all prayerl should be· turned. Everyone who ptofesses all ibis ~d ·d°" _not follow a heresy that migbtleacl
I. B'ftiated ~ peflllilliOR of Columbia· Ulliveraity Pr....
laoldeb of tho Copytight. ,

. U3
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him to unbelief, be is an orthodox Sunnite, believing in the
unity of AJJah. If, to the accepted beliefs which we have
mentioned he adds a hateflJl heresy, his case must be considered. And if he incline to· the heresy of the ~iitiniyah, or
the Bay~niyab~ er the Mugbira~. or the K.ha~l:>iyah, who
believe in the divine character of all the Imams, or of some
of them at least • • • such an one does not belong to the
Ummat al-Islam, nor should ho be esteemed" (p. 29)•
. *'Ja'far designated his son lsma'il to the lmimate_a,fter
him; when Iamii~il dif:d during the· lif~ of· his. father, w~
l~arned that he bad designated his son merely to guide the
peqple tQ <;hoose as Imam his son Mu)Ja.mmad ibn-lsmii'Il.
It is to this view that the lslllii'illyah of tho Batiwyab in¢1ine4" (p. 65).
·{n) From Ni~ni at-Mulk (d. io92), Siyasat-Namali or Siyar
· al-Muluk, tt. Hubert Darke: The Book of Government
or Rules for Kings. ·

. "Wh,c;mever the Batinis have appeared. they have had
a name or a ni~kname, and fo every ci~y and province they
hav~ beeQ, known by a different, title : but in essence they
_an~ ~ll the. same~ In Aleppo :and Egypt they, call them
Isma~iµs~; in Qum, Kashan~ T.a~~ristan and S~l:>zyar they
.a~e c.~lled S~'ites; ,ill Ba¥µdad, transqxaJ:\ia an.~ Ghaznaiµ.
.they are Jwo~n as Qarmatis, in·_ Kufa .a~ M1.lb_arakis~ ,i°'
B,asra:as :ttawan~is ancLBurqa'i~, in Rayy ..a:~ :19~aia:fis, jp
Gurgan as The W~arei:s of Red, in Syria a~ The Wearers Qf
White,.
in the
West a.s- . $a'idis,
in al
Bahrain'~
'
.
.
.·
.. . . Ahsa -- an~l
.
- ·Jannabis, a,nd. ia Jsfahap. ~ Batinis-; where¥ they,,call
)h~,n~elves the ·i>i<fa~tj~~ (i'.~~ -_the Ta~liiniyy~} ~c( ~th9~
,su~h Dam.es, But th~ir. whole. puwose .is Qnly' to abolish
·1s18.m and to 'lead 'mankind astray"2 (p: 238)'. . . ..
;

~~

....

.· - <.2 :Compare the state~nl>..in tho iame~tik).p, 244 ! t•tlie constant object of them all is to overthrow Islt.J\l~'•- .- ; .. :

c.1il4

.App(1Jt#x I
,(.(;) FrPin.~~~AStani. (d. ll53J 1 Milal,wa'n:Niial), t?.
I;>.P. Brewster, from the Cairo edition of 1387/1968 i
R~igion_& and $ects.
~~Thq ;Isma'jliyya and their names •
. "The bes~knp\\'.n of the names is Bltiniyya. This name
ha8 clung to th~m. because. of their judgemMt that every
ex~rior (iiihil') has an interior (b'.itin) (m~a.tting), attd that
for every revelatio.n there is an interpretation (ta'wil>~ They
have many names, but each is in th~ tongue of a lo;al
group. In Iraq tpey are called Baiiniyya and Q.uamiP!, and
Mazdakiyya. In Khurasan they are called Ta'limina and
heretics. They theqiselves say: "We are hml'Hiyya be~au-;e
we differ from other sects of the Shi' a by this na1n~ and on
account of this person (after whom we are narnd)'' (Part
I, P~ 192).
Note to the Above

Where the theologians are fairly concise and apcurate
in their mannet of classifying and describing the sects, it is
clear that Niiam 'al-Mulk, by contra~t, lumps together a
number of anti-establishment nt:>vern;:nts of revolt.• He
tends to descril.:>e as Batiniyyah all those who seek to ()ontro.vert the authority of the Seljuks whom he serves.:l Twp
names of interest, those of the Mazdeans and the M:i.zdakiyyah occur i.n th~ sources cited here. These indiqate t~~t the
heresiographets confused the Jsma'iliyyab with the. Zoroa~
triansi perhaps because. they were not sufficiently ·Well informed· about the latter and confused the t\v() quite separate
group~.4 The.,lv!~.zdakiyyaht_on .the ot~er band, d~'tiYed
6

...

• A

3. See Watt. Muslim IntellQt<tual. pp. 74-75.
..
~ 4 •. See al-Baghqii4i. op. cjt., p. 35 :''·The Bi~iniy ahi P.owever,
.<lo,i1Qt pel~ng .to. the ·sects of .Jalam, bQt ratber to the sects of the
Magians.• ,.''

~~ . . ,,

.......

·
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name from a ·pro-Islamic revolutionary leader (killed
in either 528 or 529) whoso name, if not his teaching, lived
on long after his death as a symbol of· revolt, whatever its
objccti'YeS~ s As noicd above, al Ghazill frequenUy refers to
the Ta'llmiyyah in bis Munqtdh' and .in the Must'11hiri
gives otb.er names but concludes his· ust with. the term
Ta'llmiyyah.' He implies that the Ta'llmiyyah are of recent
appearance, that their teaching is a "heresy,.. andspeaks
both of their "novel utterances" and of the "contemporary
members of the sect,•• whose teachings "differed from the
familiar formulations of their predecessors".• In· another
key passage, which occurs in unpublished sections of the
· Musta1hlrl, he states that
this name, Ta'ltmiyyah, is that which is most fitting for the
Bltiniyya of this time Their efforts, in effect, aim above all
at preaching the necessity of ta'llm, the futility of reasoning, and the obligation to follow the infallible Imim.'
This passage shows al-Ghazill's reasons for conaidering
them as a separate movement, when taken with the
MUlll}ldh, and may be compared with Ibn Kh81dQn's de·scription. lbn Khaldiin stated that the lami'llls
have an old and a new persuasion (maqtililt). Neo-Isml'Ill
propaganda was made at the end of the 6fth (eleventh)
5. For Masdak. see H~. Rd., Bney.,MIJ. ofR-1ipn •ffll
Bllriu, "Mudak" ; ll.C. Zaeluaer, 2il# Dtl,.,, au 'l'MUllll of ZorOll.·lriatrint; the references to lrfazdak in Nipm aL-Mulk's Booll of
Gov.,..,.,; and Caffl6rid11 History of Ir•"· v. 195, 396, 1µ1d

548-49.

.
6. Watt. Paillf
Pr.alee. pp. 19. 26. 43-54. 71-74. 77. SS.
7. Jabre, L• NoUOtJ 41 Criltl4e
G,.,,.ili. p, 295.

•u

"'°"

8. Watt. '•U11 """P!lldlee. p. 44,
t. Fnacll translation given ill Jabre. op. cit•• p. 296; from
.lltlll&fTUri. fol. 9b of the Britisb M111eum llS. Golcbiher published
CIGIJ .iections from tbis work In bis Slr"'"1frift, ·
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century by Al-J1uan ibn Mu\lammad At-$abbih.•
ne old preaching corresponds with that or the Flpmids
of Cairo. and; u stated, the new preaching is that of a1~
l;;lasan'a movement. The distinction between the two movoments is thus esplicitly made by aJ..Ghazili,. aJ.Shahrastin r.
and lbn KhaldOD-and corresponds with the ensuing pol3tica J
schism between the Fatimids and ihe Nizlrls. 11

10. Jbn Khaldiin..M"fadlimlli, tr: Rosenthal, I. 413. Arabic

tm given in Goldliher.· op, cit., p. 12, note 3. Compare,al-Shahrutini'1 description, ''JleW preaching (4•'-)," Appendix JI.
tt, See Hodpon, ·~The Ismi,•ili State," C11"'6r,~g1 Hls"!f'y of

Ir••• Vol~ v. Clap. 5.
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. the roilow1n~· 'most irit~restirig pas~~se ro~ Jiie writ~'
ings of al-l;lasan nimself has been prese..Ved in the lieresio;.
graphy of al-Shahrastani.1 As al-Shahrastini states, he knew
the passage in Persian and has translated it into Arabic for
the benefit of his readers. Lewis gives an account of the
sources concerning al-l;lasan and states that "in addition
to his autobiography, l;lasan-i Sabbab also appears to have
written theological works. None of these are extant in their
original· form".2 However, we are fortunate to have this
summary and to have al-Shahrastani's comments about the
points that al-l;lasan makes. The ·translation here given is
that by Hodgson and may be compared with the recent
translation of Kazi and Flynn.3
"Then the partisans of the new da'wa 4 deviated from
this way, when al-l;lasan ibn a~-Sabbib proclaimed his da'wa.
His words failed to be compelling, but he got the help of
men and fortified himself in strongholds. He first went up
into the fortress of Alamtlt in Sha'biin of the year 483.'
That was after he had gone away to the land of his imam,
1. Al-Shahrastani, al-Milal wa' l-Ni~al, ed. Cureton, London,
1846, pp. 150-52; ed, MuJ:iammad, Cairo, 1948, I, 339 f.: ed. al·
Wakil, Cairo, 1387/1968, Part I, p. 195-98.
2, Lewis, The Assassins, p. 147.
3, Hodgson, 'the Order of Assassins, pp. 325-28 (reprinted by
petJiiisSion) : A.R. Kazi and J .G. Fl~. in Abr-Nala;ain, ·XV ·(1915).
94-97. HodgioD.'1 '$pellfng is preserved. ·"·
·'
.f. Dri'111t1 'means "summons" 'or ••preaching".
S. I.e. 483 A.H., corresponding to 1090 A,D. ·
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:and had eoine to know from him how the d/z•wa should be
preached! to his· contemporari~s. He then ·returned, and
summoned the pe0ple :first of all to single out a· trustworthy
imam arising in every age, and to distinguish the saving
seet from the other sects by this point : which was that
they had an imam, and others did not have an imam. After
the repetitions in what he says about it, the substance of
his discourse reduces, ending up where he started from,
in Arabic or in Persian, to just this. We will report.in
Arabic what he wrote in Persian, and no blame attaches to
a repotter. He is well-aided who follows the 1ruth ·and
avoids error; ·and God is the-giver of aid and assistance.
· "We shalt begin with the four chapters (fu~al) with
whiCli he began bis da'wa. He wrote them in Persian, and
I ·have turned them into Arabic: He said, He who delivers
opinions on the subject of the Creator Most High must
say Qne of two things; either '.h'e must say, I know the
~reator Most High thtougft reason and speculation alone
without need of the teaching (ta'/im) of a teacher; or he
must say, There is no way to knowledge(ma'ti/a) even with
reason and . speculation except wit.h the teaching of a
tru~tworthy teacher (mu'izllilnin ~adiq). '(f.lasaii) said, If one
asserts the ffrst he cannot deny the reason and speculation
of anyone els'b ; fbr when he :denies, he thereby-teaches ; so
denying'is teaching: and an ititiication thatthe one denied
needs someone else. JfJasari) said, The twofold (dilemma)
is necessary, for wh~n a m~n deli~ets an opinion or makes
a statem~nt, either he is 'speaking on his own, or from
someone ~lse. Likewise, when he accepts ii doetrine either
he accepts it on his own or from someone else:' This fs the
first C?hapter' which iefutes th~ partisans 6f reflection and
reasO'n. · .;~
·' :;·
...
;· ·
·
"He notes in ·the second chapter: if the need for a
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teacher is established, is absolutely every teamer -acceptable, or is a trustworthy teacher required? (Jjasan) 1ai4t.Jf.
one says that every teacher is acceptable, he hia no r;ght to
deny the teacher opposing him ; if be denies, he thereby
admits that a dependable, trustworthy teacher is required.
This is s~d to refute the partisans of6ad1th (Sunnis).
"He notes in the third chapter: if the need for a trustworthy teacher is established, is knowledge of the teacher
required or not ?~suring oneself of him and then. learning from him ? Or is learning permissible from .every
teacher.without singling out his person.and demonstrating
bis trustworthiness? The second (alternative) .is a. reduction to the first (proposition). He for whom it is not possible to foil ow the way without a lead~r and a companion,
let him '(choose) firs~ the com)»lDion, then the way•. This
refutes ti,.e Shi' a.
.
:
. ..
. .
"He notes jn the fourth chapter ; Mankind forms two
parties. A. party which
says, For
of. the
"
.. the knowledge
.
.
Creator Most High, a trustworthy teacher is needed ; who
must .be singled out and distinguished fitst, then learned
from ; 8Jld a party which accepts in every field of knowledge some who are and some who are not teachers. It has .
been made clear in the portions that have preceded that
truth is with the first party. Hence their head must be. ihe
head of the truthful. And since it has been made clear that
the second party is in err<,>r, their heads must be the heads
of the erring. (!Jasan) said, This is the way which causes
us to know the Truthful· through the truth, in a summary
knowledge; then arter that we know the truth tliro\ish the
Truthful, in detailed knowledge; so that a circular argument . is not necessary. Here he means by 'the.truth' only
the need, and by 'the Truthful' the one who is needed. He
said, By our need we know the imim, and by the imlm we
(

I

•

l

<
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know .the measures of our need. Just as. by possibility we
know necessity, that is, the necessarily existent (God), and
by it we know the measures of possibility in possible things.
(}.lasan} said, The way to tawbfd (declaration of God'~
unity) is that way, feather (of an arrow) balanced against
feather.
"Then he went on to chapters establishing his doctrine.
either supporting or refuting (other) doctrines.. M<lst of
them were refutation and disproof ; demonstr~ting error
by variety of opinion, and truth by agreement. Among.
them was the chapter of truth and error, and the small and
the great. He notes that there is truth and error in the
world. Then ,he notes that the sign of truth is unity, and
the sign of error is multiplicity ; and that unity comes with
ta'llm, and multiplicity with reftection. Ta'lim is witlt the
community, and the community with the imam. But reftc:ction is with the various sects, and they are with their
heads.
"He put truth and ~rror and the similarity between
them on the one band, and the distinction between them
Qn the other hand-;-<>pposition on both sides, and order
on one of the two sides (7)-as a balance to weigh all
that be uttered on the matter. He !!aid, This balance is
simply derived from the .formula of shahQda (no go-d ·but
God), which is compounded of negation and affirmation,
or of negation and exception thei:-eto. He said, It does not
claim the negation is erroneous, nor does it claim the
affirmation is true. He weighed therewith good and evil,
truth and falsehood, and the other opposites. But bis point
was that he came back, in every doctrine and every discourse, to affirming the teacher. And taw'l}fd was tawjrd and
prophethood together, if it was tawjfd at all ; and propbethood was prophethood and imlmate together, if it was
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prophethood at all. This was the end of his discourse.
"Moreover he prevented ordinary persons from delv.. :
ing into:knowledge; and likewise the elite from investigat•
ing former books ·except those who knew the circumstances
of-\,ach book and the rank of the authors in every field.
With his partisans, in theology he did not go beyond saying, Our god is the god of Mol;lammed.6 He said, Here we
stand(?); bUt you say, Our god is' the god of our reasons,
whatever the reason of every rational man leads to. If one
of them was· asked, What do you' say of the Creatot;Most
High, does He eXist? is'·He: one or many? knowingiana
ifowdf'u1~ -or not ? he 'atiswe·rcd Ollly to this ~xt-ent: My
god is the"go(f ofMol;lanhned; He is theone'who sent His;
liiesseflget with guldince ;, and the messehger i.S th e oner
who'g\iides to Him.'
"' ·
·
'
"Ifowever much I argued' with the people over the
prettrlst!s just related, they did not go further than to-,siiy,
Are we in- need of you, or should we hear this from·you,
or learn from yoti.-? And however much I acquiesced in the
n~ell; and asked~ Where is the one needed, and what does
he determine foi" mtdn theology, and what does he prescribe Jn tation#l questions ?-for a teacber'.does not have
meanitig ih ·himself, but only in his _teaching; you have
shut up tlt~doo'rofktiowledge and opened tlie door·or'submissiott aiid 'taqltd (blind ·ac~ptance of authority), but a·
rational man c~tmot willingly accept a doctrine without
understanding, or· follow a· way without proof-the beginning df the discussion was arbitrarineSs (tatkim), ·and what
it led tb was submission....And by your Lord, they are not
6. ..theology"-Arabic ~ iliihiyyat. translated by Kazi and
Flynp as ~·~ebl:Physics" : li~r~lly: '"the divine things".
7., The,Qur'an. 9 : 33,_ in.part. Kazi and Flynn give the verse in
full, as does the Cairo, 1968, text.
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at all faithful till they make you (Mo);tammed) arbiter of
what divides them, and then find no fault, in theirahearts,
with what you decide, but submit fully.'"•

.

_

. .•

8, The Qur'ail, 4: 68, Hodgson'li translation. Arberry transtates
this verse : "But no, by thy Lord I they will not ].believe till they
make thee the judge regardilig the disagreement between them, then
they shall find in themselves no impediment touching thy verdict,but shall surrender in full submission...
.
.
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Al-Ghaz'llll and the Syllogism
"The function of the syllogistic exprenion is not to eliininate but to facilitate the occurrence of the reftective act
of understanding••• ~ Inverself, when a man pronounces a
judgement on the value of deciding to believe, it is not because of a syJlogism not even because he accepts the premises of a syllogism but only because the syllogism has
helped him to arasp the virtually unconditioned in his acceptance of the premises" (Bernard J.F. Lonergan, Insight,
revised students' edition, p. 710).
(A) .Al-Ghazi/l's Knowledge of Philosophy

In his autobioarapby, the Munqidh, al-Ghazill states
that if he met a philosopher he tried "to become acquaint.
ed with the essence of his philosophy" .1 He realised that
if he was to make an adequate reply to the philosophers he
would have to break new ground as a theologian by studying them in depth, for, in his experience, "none of the
doctors of Islam had devoted thought and attention to
philosophy".z He wrote:
"I therefore set out in all earnestness to acquire a knowledge of philosophy from books, by private study without
the help of an instructor. I made progress towards this aim
durins my hours of free time after teaching in the religious
sciences and writing. • . . By my solitary reading during
the hours thus snatched God brought me in less than two
years to a complete understanding of the sciences of the
philosophers_. Thereafter I continued to reftect assiduousJy
P•ili Htl Prtldiee, p. 20 ; see a much stronger statement.· 1.p.Watt,
29.
.
..
2. Ibid., p, 29.
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for nearly a year on what I bad assimilated •••• "J
The first fruit of al-Ghazalrs study was an objective exposition entitled The Aims of the Phl101ophers, written in
1094.4 In this work al-Ghazan twice refers to his-intention
of writing the Tah4fut (Inconsistency of the Philo1ophers)
as a sequel to The Aims of the Philosophers and the date of
the Tahafut's conclusion is precisely given as the eleventh
of Mu).tarram 488 (21 January 1095).s From this evidence
it is thus clear that al-Ghaziili spent some three years in
intensive study of the philosophers. These works were followed by a number of others, of which the most interesting
from our point of view is the Mi'yar a/-•f/m ("Standard of
Knowledge") written in the ten months after the conclu5ion
of the Tah4fut and before his departure for Syria.• The
Mi'ylr sets out to explain the philosophical terminology
used by al-Ghaziilf in the Tahofut, and is almost certainly
referred io in the Tahafut.7 The Mi'Y"' illustrates alGhaziilfs grasp of the essential philosophical tools of bis
time and his ability to explain· their use to others less well
·equipped than himself:
A general assessment of al-Gbaziilfs knowledge of the
philosophers suggests that he was well read and that he
portrayed them fairly. He was unwilling to· condemn
philosophy or the philosophers out of hand, as he himself
says,• but accepted their methods of argument in logic, in
3. Ibid., pp. 29-30. WoUson's study, Tie Plrilosoply of Illa
K.Ztm1, contains important material on al-Ghazili.
4. Bouyges, Esstri. th C1Jrottolofi1, pp. 23-24. Al-Ghazili had
arrived in Baghdad in July 1091 (484 A.R.)-Bouyges. op. cit., p. 2.
Watt, MU8lim InUlkdll•I, p~ 23.
6. Ibid., p. 25.
5. Boayges. op. cit., p. 23,
7. ToM.ftd, tr. Kamali, pp.; 10, 12. 145. ·
8. Watt, Ptlills ""'1 Pram"· pp. 39-42.
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particular .that of the syllogism. In anc»berhnportant work,
aJ,.Jqti1ad fl'l-l'tifl4d ("The GoldeJI ¥ean .in Belief"). he
,dc;vot~s pa¢ of his Jntroduction to th~ nature aD,d impor•

wee oftbe syllogi~m,9 anc;t ip The Just Balance he U$es the
syJlogismjrequently, as will be seen. It is this use of the
syllogisµi which distinguishes hi:µi from the earlier attepipts
of _ah\sh'ari to justify the Ortho~ox ($unni) posjtion in
theology.

..

(B)'Al-Ghazali and the ~yllogism

Tb.e di~C:qssions of the syllogism prior to al..Qh~~li
have been conveniently summarised by Shehabylo and need
not be recapitulated here. Al-Fiiriibl, lbn Sina~ and others
ha.d brought the discussion in Arabic to an advanced state
and it may be inferred from several :Pas~ages in at-hh~li's
works that he was f~miliar with much, if not all, of their
writing~.u As already; noted, the Mi'yor gives an explanation of philosophical methods. In 'p~ticular, it discus~s
the· different forms· of th,e syllogism~12 From his abilj.ty to
criticise the use that the 'philosophers made of the syllogism it is,_clear that al-Ghaziili had a command the principles invol~eq. A numbei:- of interesting points arise, however, on re1;1ding The Just Balance.
.
Thcr
first
of
these
is
that
at-Ghazali
chooses
to .find
:-~...
J
';
. •
:•
• .;•
•'
statements Qf syllogistic method in the Qur'an (see Chapters

of

<

,

"'

... •

~

L

•

,

,.

.

..

:

'

• : •

·•

9, See the translation with notes prepared by Abdu-r-Rahman
Abu Zayd. Al-Ghcutil( on Dir!inePredicates,,
10. Shehaby; The Propositional Logic of Avicenna. pp, 4-11. with
~e11cher, Al..Pilrabi~s S.J1qrl :Commentary on A_tisto#e' s Prior /dnalytics,
fntrodu~t~qu. See a199 the important work b;y.Madko12r, L'Organon
d'Aristote dans le Monde Arabe, pp. l9't f • .
11. For e:ir.ample, Tahafut, tr, K.amali. ,pP.. to. ~S. 122. 145,
201, 214 and Abii Zayd, qp, cit, 1 pp.:t~2.
12, Jabre, La Notion de Certft11rk ;elon Gia.rali,.pp. 98-105,
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~-6).

,Now.it is already evident tJ1'1t al-Ghazili knew ,9f thf)
Isl~mi~ philosophers' work in commeµting on the treati~
of the Gree.k logicians. It can hardly be doubted that at.Ghazali was aware of Aristotle's role in laying the fqundations of the syllogistic method even though his reference in·
Chapter 6 t<> those who preceded him is not explicit. Why,
then, does he derive these-rules from the Qur'an 'l Watt
has suggested that
''it is doubtless because many of the common people
who were adherents of Batinism or likely to be influenced
by it were also deeply attached to the Qur'an that AlGhazali ... in writing The Just Balance against the Batinites
had to claim that logieal theory was derived from the
Qur'an."13
In. Watt's view, The Just Balance is aimed at the more
simple-minded people and is intended to assure them of the
truth of the Sunni position, should they be wavering to\Vards .the Batinite position. This view is attractive, but we
also find in The Just Balance a number of passages which
must surely have. been intended for more sophisticated
believers, as well as al-Ghazali's division of the believers
into three categories, the elite, the dialecticiaps, and the
.simple, a division which is repeated elsey.ihere.14 One must
ask whether al-Ghazali would deliberately make such statements to the commonality while at ihe same time fQrbi4.ding them to engage in the higher forms of theology. This
would surely make them dissatisfied with their own posi·
tion. ·
Another possibility may b¢ suggested, bearing i11 mi~d
the .reference Jn Chapter Nine to the sum.mouing of the
elite and the extension of the princ!ple of assessment tO all
"''

:

~

~ 1.

.

' " 13. Watt. Muslim Intelleduat, pp: 75-76: see also pp. 69~71.
• · · ._ 14~ For e,tample; TAe Pountiiieion~· of the Articles of Fait7i~ tt.
Faris! Section II.
·
..•1.
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knowledge. Al-Ohazill would hardly speak of such an ·extension io those who were, in his view, unfit to receive it.
He may thus have intended this work either for the intellectuals or for the theologians, in the hope that it would
provide them with the means of arguing with the Ta'llmiyyah/with model answers to be givea wherever possible. He
drew his examples of logical theory from.the Qur'an in order
to buttress his arguments and to convince the theologians
without having recourse to textbooks on logic which, he
says, the theologians could not understand.15
. The second point to emerge from .al-Ohazill's use of
the syllogism is that, as Ibn Khaldun remarked, he was the
"first of the moderns," that is, the first to use philosophical methods to the full in· the rational defence of his fai~h.
By comparing the work and style of argument of al-Ash'ari
with that of al-Ohazill we can see how much progress was
made by the latter,· even if some of this progress is probably
to be attributed to al-Ohazill's teacher, al-Juwaynl. lbn
Khaldtlll says that the forms of al-Ash'arl's arguments were,
at times, not technically perfect
"~use the. scho!ars (of his time) were simple and the
science of logic which probes arguments and examines syllogisms had not yet made its appearance in Islam. "1• .
Where his predecessors had made use of analogies in a
railler imprecise fashion, al-Ohazill recognises that both

ts. An elSelltial paaag~ in whiCh al-Ohazili explaina his use of
the Qur'in aa the aourc:e of hit five ..rules... and in which he uya
that the Ta•limiyyah, the lociclaos. and tho theologi&m caaaot disagree about hia psocodure. is to be fouu.d in Watt, Failh on4 Prodiu
p. "'·

:

.

.

'

.

•

16. lbn llhaldiin, Muf'Ulili•~ll. tr, Rosenthal~ III, 51: a1~
pp. 51-52 and 146, with Gardet au.d Anawati, lnlrodudifm 0 I•
Tlleologi• M'""1""'"'• pp. 65-73 .and 369•. and the fuller discuaaion in
Allard. L1 Problmtl des Alwillt111 Dilli"' ""'" lo Doelrine fl' .fsll•ori.
1~8

.

.

.

~jPiftdlx 'lir

theotosfinaj~ip~derice depe~doniliiaimportanuool and.

Sives."a"tadnoio'pieCise setor erlteria by which argu"1enta

sliow~:foe pro~ AQuite apart 'from al-Ghazili'• other
~hicveirient~, 'this is "in it'SCir .a ~ajor contribution to the
cfevefopnieiifotlii&mic.~logy and was to have a profound
iiiliuence.
.
. . ·
. ·Finally, -the syllogism 'was .to' be the ·oasis' of many of
al-Ghazi.II'• philosophical discuss.ions, such ~s those involving creation and the nature of GOd~ A. full survey cannot
be given here bui reference maybcdnade'to tlie.diseussions
of Wolfson,11 and io articles such as 'Goodman•s~ra AlGhUiil appeafs )to 'ihc aJ>pearanee· of (he ·wort<rrathei iha.D
to'tlie confing'ent qu8Iiiy 'ofihe'wortd,. ihads.'he argues d
118rltate mluMrraU\er 'than ·a·con1lnlen11a"mun'd;. ·A· typic&l
atgultteht 'ii: ·
· ·
·
,
'.it'ia·ib'aiioih'ofiCUOn'iliat a1rihat eome~'to be mu$i
· . ;1lafe _a~·c,auje·'lo \rtni 'it ~bOut.
11.e··ttrorta has'come'to'bti.
:Ergo'iho'woilCI mUit'liave eaule 'to briq lt" about:"ii
Moflfer 'ijpe'·or argument, 'ihat from design, runs 'a&

a

rc5noW'i: ·

···

· ·

a

.. ·

Any masterly work proceeds~from powcrrlit agent.
The world is a masterly work.
Therefore, it proceeds from a powerful agent.20
17. Wolf90D op. cit.
18. Goodman. ••Ghadli'a Argument from Creatioa..•• l#Urulionol-J011rt111hj Middlf E., Sl1'tlus. II (197t).t7'--15916MI•
.l9. Cif!i=4;\ iD ibid•• p. 72. , . " .
20. ~bi Zayd, .•P· cit., ·P. 1. ID the liGoa wllk:h follbw Jae dlari6e" wii&t he means ~y his term ~:· .~~We men lty bdTDg
0

•maitei-1i:•·its ~t oi-°der.ayatematic ~~ellt. ud qnuiatr)'~

He who ~e-~l~y tlae mcmbera:of hill OWD body• .xterul ana

inte~. Will percdve wonclera. o.bpedeotioa wbi~h aurpass 'aecowit.

iJlc.··
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\

But, as can be see.n .rrom .The J~st Ba.lance, al-Ohazill aJ>plies' tbe'syllogism .to a variety of other situation~ ~g. the
reJatfonsbip of the Jews to God, the natural world' around
us, and the problems ~flslamic )~rispruden~e. Further, he
uses it to demonstrate the ludicr~us. impl,ications of the
theological position of the corporealists, the Mujassimah.
Their argument, as he presents it, runs as follows (Chapter
Ten): ·
Every agenthas a body.
The Creator is ~ agent. ·
.
Hence He bas a body.
At the beginning of the same chapter he also uses' the ·ayiloaisni to discuss the implications of the Mu'tazilite argu"'.
Jnent that God. is bOu~d:.to do th~t which.is best. As he
shows, their position depends upon an analogy between
creation and the Cr~ator. In his view this analogy cannot
be an adeqUa.te foundation for theology and he uses the
syllogism to express their argument and show its logical
conclusion, which he finds untenable. The syllogism is thus
hls
instrUment of logic in The JustBalance, but we
i.tso find him ·cxamini~g ·the use of induction in Chapter
Ten, with
devastating eff'eci_.21
·
.
.

main

21. ln addition to' the discussions mentioned above. refereAce
may also be made to the relevant sections of· the following articles :
JCllef van EU; •"The Logical' Stnicture of ·Islamic Theology.'' in
&.E. voll Grunebaum," Ed.,· Lo;ie '" ·Clt1ssie• Isliuraie CuUur1, pp.
2l·50 : Michael. E; .- HUmura. ••Gha.zall'• AttitUde to the Secular
Sciente* and Loglc/'lin George F. Hourani, .Ed., Ess11y1 0tt Isiamit:
PMlosfilly dM Smnu, pp. t~tti.
.
- ..·
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.

Engliih· Translations of the Works of
al-Ghaz'iill
The order followed here is that suggested by Watt in
his article, "The Authenticity of the Works Attributed to
Al-Ghazill,'' Journal of the Royal .Asiatic Society, 1952,
p. 44. In order to identify the wo~ks the first·word of the
~abic title is given, followed by an English rendering.
First Period-Early Dogmatic Work.I
Tahifut-"'The Incoherence (of the Philosophers)"
(1) 'i'ahifut al-Falasifah: Incoherence of the Philosophers, tr. Sabih Ahmad Kamali, Lahore : Pakistan
Philosophical Congress, 1963, reprinted. ·
(2) Ave,,oet' Tahlfut al·Tahifut (The Incoherence of
·Incoherence), 'tr. Simon Van den Bergh (Gibb
Memorial · Series)," London: Luzac, 1954. ·(AlGhazill's argument is given in full in small type,
with the exception of the last two problems, which
· · are given ~ummary form.)
igtitod-;'Tb.~ Golden Mean in Belief'•
Al-Ghazalr6n.Divlne Predicates and.Their Properties, tr.
·'Abdu;.;r-Ra\lmin Aba Zayd, LahC>re: SIL Muhammad
Ashraf, t970:(Cantains tOchaptersonthesequestions.)

in

'

.·•·

,

'"!

'

8_ecqnd Pe1lod-"~y4• ~· Pt:ri«l ,
/Jya'-"Revival of the Religious Sciences". '
(This·workcoritains four parts, each of ten . books. An
outline of the whole. is given in D.M. Donaldson,
Studin in'Mu.rllmEthics, London: S.P.C.:m., 1953, pp.
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1S9-6S. Parts [or "quarters") are indicated by R.oman
numerals, "books" by Arabic numerals.)
1.1 The Book of Knowledge, ~tr. Nabih Amin Faris,
·Liahpre: Sh. Muhammad Ashraf, .2nd rev. ed.,
19-66, ·reprinted.
1.2 The Foundationso["ihe Articles of Faith, tr. Nabih
-~n
Faris, Lahore : Sh. Muhammad
,..
-. Ashraf,
.
:
1963.
1~ l'
·-I.3 ,The.Mpterie_s of.Purity, tr._ t:.ia~ih ~-~.;~~·
Lahore : ·Sh. Muhammad Ashraf,· 1§66, repiinteil•
.L4 J4Y.iterfes of Prayer . · · .·.
. .
' (1) ·condensed ·analysis ·by ·E:E. ··Calverley
'tM
Mdl'Nm 'World, XIV "(19-14), 10-22.
'(2)-Wbr:shlp In. lslatn, tr.,,B.E, Calve~y, Lahore:
'~ . -Sh. 1M\l:llanµna4 Ashraf, •19-78. reprinted.~ ·
~l;S'l'he-Mpt.trles of Almsgirlr,g, tt.;~abih Amin Faris,
Lahbrt;; &l\.·Muhammad, ~hr:8f',.:_~,· _,,~:i,;,
·
·:Ui·The :M;tsl~rl~s, of F111tlng t~. tlab~---~ -F.~s.
. . -~ Eahote ; SIJ.. Muhammad Ashfaf, t~;-~nted.
'1.9'!llttlz1'lt1'ff.J Pi:am, ~r. K<>ji~<>~tl*mnJ!fa~. Tokyo :
'

'

'"

'

'

'

..

-·

•

•M

O ·'•

The

in

""

,·

•

' '

••

:.I •• - .• -

'.

:!lhliver.-si~_·of.'fokyp_Press,·1973 •. , , ... .

·'ILS Frl-""lq fµUJ Brotl_wh!xl"

'-. ,,_ _ . . ,_ ... .

(1) Translation ,'Qf s~tions by J. Atdea Williams in

his

The•a;~of. 1..itm11c,~q,;usa1tO;.~:Bei~"lo)' f

:•Udiveriity of Califor-p.ia,, 1911.!PP• ·16-~. , .

'(R)'Vn :11ie DllJlis of :Br0t"'11to!1!'~- tr. ·Muhtar
'· •; .,iJ·JloHand,, London: Latbnee. ~191'-• ... , .
· II.8 On Audition and Grief, tr. D. B. Macdonald in Jow. nal of ~l-.4sftitlc Socltit;-, 1S~l'lW· l9S-2S2 and
105-148 'and 1902, 'PP• ·!"28~ . •: , .
u;
.' ·
'11.lO"lbllc·X-X--of-al-Ohatllll'f·llJfii' 'Utam·ad-dltl, 1r. ·~
.fZol'1ldctk,'Leiden: ·Brill.
.•
.... '.
.•IV.l1Jn .Pililllnee, 81.immkry tr. c;G. •Naish in ·The
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~4'_~1{,

,
AfNlfpa,~/tf.,~Vl.(19~ •. 6-1.8..
.. . .
IV.3
Fear anti Hope, tr. w. ~4nq'-· ~i4e..1v Brill,
1962
IV.6 On the Love of God

on

(l) T,r. qf~~*iPn!i by J~ Ald~n W.illia~~;i~ ll~.$,l!lam,
New'Y,Qf~: W~sliingtoq,Squarepaper~~~tc. l~
pp.1~8&,

(2) $~pt~arY. tr. by D.B. M,ac4o~~ld. in Ha:stin•s.

IJ4h El(cyclop4edia of Religio14 and Et"'crr•. II,
677~8Q.

Bidiyal1-"The Beginning of Guidance"
The Faith and Practice of Al-Ghazali, tr. W. Montgomery Watt, London: Allen and Un win, 1953, reprinted,'pp. 86-152 (omitting final sections}. Reprinted
Lahore: Sh. Muhammad Ashraf, 1963.
Ma(Jfad-"The Noblest Aim"
The Ninety-Nine Names of God, tr. R.C. Stade, Ibadan,
Nigeria: Daystar Press, 1970 (translation of one portion of this work}.
Kimiyti'-"The Alchemy of Happiness"
The Alchemy of Happiness, tr. Claud Field, Lahore J
Sh. Muhammad Ashraf, 1964, reprinted.
Third Period-Later Dogmatic Works
Qisfls-"The Just Balance"
The Just Balance, tr. D.P. Brewster (the present work),
Fourth Period-"Dhawq" Period
Munqidh-"The Deliverance from Error"
TheFaithandPracticeof .4.1-Ghazali, tr. W.Montgomery
Watt, op. cit., pp. 19-85.
Mlshkat-"The Niche for Lights,,
Al-Ghazali's Mlshklt al-Anwar (The Niche for Ligh,tl),
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71le Just Balance
tr. W.H.T. Gair<lner, reprinted tah:ote~'Sli; Muham·
· · · • · · 1 , ' - ·•
'mad Ashraf, 19SZ
NOTE
.. A further work from the·!Jyci' period, the JUsalatu'lQiidslyya, The Jerusalem Letter, reprodu.Ces a portion of
the IIJ:ya' and is edited and translated in 11/amic Quarterly,
IX (1965), 65-122, by A.L. Tibawi. The section reproduced
·comes from the //Jy4'; 1.2.,. Section III, and is included
in Faris' translation of ll}yil' •. I.2 noted above.

·,

. ·.
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Select Bibliography
Further references to works and studies of al-Ghazali
will be found in the sources listed below. For an indispensable bibliography of articles on al-Ghazali, see Index
Islamicus, ed. J.D. Pearson and Julia Ashton, Cambridge:

Heff'er, 1958 (reprinted by Mansell, London) and the
Supplements, ed. J.D. Pearson, et al., London: Mansell,
issued annually (see Section IV.b under Ghazzalt).
Abu Zayd, 'Abdu-r-Ra\lman, A.1-Ghazall on Divine Predicates and Their Properties-see al-Ghazali
Allard, Michel, Le Probleme des A.ttributs Divins dans la
doctrine d' Al-A.sh' ari et de ses premiers grands disciples,
Beirut: Imprimerie Catholique, 1965
Aristotle, Prior Analytics, tr. A.J. Jenkinson (Vol. I of The
Works of Aristotle Translated into English, General
Editor: W.D Ross), London: 0. U. P., 1928
Badawi, 'Abdurra\lman, Mu'allafat al-Ghazali (Les
Oeuvres d' Al-Ghazali}, Cairo: Conseil Superieur des
Arts, Lettres et Sciences Sociales, 1961
Al-Baghdidi, Moslem Schisms and Sects (A.1-Fark Bain
al-Firak) being the History of the various Philosophic
Systems developed in Islam ·by. . . Al-Baghdadi,
tr. from the Arabic by Kate Chambers Seelye, reprinted New York: AMS Press, 1966
Brockelmann, Carl, Geschichte der arabischen Litteratur,
2nd ed., 2 vols., Leiden: Brill, 1943-49; Supplementband
1-111, Leiden: Brill, 1937-42
Cambridge History of Iran, Vol. V, The Saljuq and Mongol
Periods, ed 1.A. Boyle, Cambridge: C. U. P., 1968
Carra De Vaux, Bernard, Les. Grands Philosophes: Gazali,
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450..SOS/A.D. 1058-ll ll (Algazel): Etude sur la
vie et I' oeuvre mystique, philosopbique et tbeologique
d' Abou Hamid Mohammed Al-Ohazali, de Tous,
mystique et theologi~n P:ersap, r<;pfinted Amsterdam :
Philo Press, i974 ' ·
. '
Ch~lhot, Vl~t~~,."Al-Qist~~ o,1-. M~taf(m et la.CQn~ajS$ance
·
ratione.lle chez Gazili," ·Bulletin d' Eludes Orl,nt1tle1
d~ l'ln~titutJ)rancais de Damas, tQme XV, 19SS-S1,
pp., 7~98
.
EncyclQpaedla of /slam, new editio11,. e.d .H.A.1~.. Gib\l, et
al~. Leiden. a~d London :. ~rill ~'1~ 'Luzac, 1960.., . ..
Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, Ed. Jam~s Hastings,
13 vols., Ed.nburgh: T. and T. Clark, i9.08-26.,
Al-Flribl, Al~Far•bJ's Shod Comm~~tary on .AristDtle's
Prior Analytics, tr. wit}\ an Intro. and Notes by
· Nich9I~s. Resch~f • ~~ttsburgh: Unive~f).tY.. Pitt~~urgh
Press~ 1963
··
·
'
· · ·
G~~det'."Louis, and M.M. Ana~~ti, In,t~PdU,ct.ion ala Theolgie
Masulm~ne: Ess~i. de Theologie· Comp1:irec:;, ·Paris:
Vrin, 1948
.
.
Ga~je, ~elmut~ · The Qur' In, and Its Exegesis : S~le~ted
'tex~s with Cla~sical and· Modern Muslim I~t"ryreta
tions, tr. and 'ed. Alford T. Welch,
LondQn:
Routledge
.
. .
., I
.
and Kegan Paul, 1976
.·
·.
Al-Ghazi.Ji, The_ Bodk of Knowledge, being a tr. with notes
of the Kitob al-' Jim ·of al- Ghazzali's ljyli' 'Ulam a/Din, by Nabih Amin Faris, 2nd rev. ed., Lahore: Sh.
Muhammad Ashraf, 1966
- - , The Deliverance from Error:-see Watt, The Faith and
Practice of al-Ghazall
· .
- . The Foundations of the Articles of Faith, being a tr;
with notes of the Kitob 'Qawa'id ·a/-'~qa'ili of al·
Ghazzili's IIJya'· 'Ul&m al-Din. by Nabih Amin Faris,
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